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DEDICATION 

It is an awesome responsibility to be a parent of a child. The basic human need to 

be loved and nurtured is first met through the love and carïng of our parents. They are 

the guides to the lovinç God that sustains us beyond their mortal existence. Along the 

way this guiding will be marked with vanous human imperfections, it is unavoidable. 

However, even in imperfection, love will m-umph because it is first a gift fiom God. 1 

was fortunate to have parents who understood their gift of love from God and their 

frailties as a vesse1 to hold such love. They taught me that I was loved far beyond any 

human frailty and that I could be none other than who I am, a child of God. 1 dedicate 

this work to them. 

In loving memory of my rnother, Dorothy Frances Coffin ( 19 1 9- 1999), whose 

confidence in me, and her cncouraging words, throughout rny life always inspired me to 

look beyond the obvious. 

To rny father, Francis Clifford Coffin ( 1920-1 997), who challenged me to "never 

be stuck doing something that you do not like for any longer than you absolutely have 

to." Xe reminded me that above all, "strive to be happy." 

May they enjoy God's perfect love as they rest together in the ecstasy of God's 

kingdom. 



ABSTRACT 

There are many individuals in prison who have no expectation that their lives wiI1 

improve following completion of their court-imposed sentence. Prison is simply a 

continuation of the incarceration they perceived to be life. What others have found to be 

life giving, they have lost and they understand this void to be permanent For them, it is 

irreversible because they are deserving of this experience. The characteristic of this 

experience is a void in relationships with God, others and self. This phenomenon is 

called the lost soul experience. 

This phenomenoIogicaI research involved in-depth field interviews with four 

male inmates. The research unfolded their experiences and my own and shed light on the 

dark world of the lost soul. I explored and described the lived experience of the lost 

soul. I examined the process of humanity's struggle From existence to essence, 

examining in detail the impediments to that process. I sought to deepen my 

understanding of the experience of being estranged from the essence of one's being. 

My analysis was grounded in Pad Tillich's Systematic Theology and Paul 

Ricoeur's Philosophy. 1 drew on the psychological theories of Ana-Marie Rimto, 



W.W. Meissner and Sigmund Freud. The parable of Dives and Lazarus (as recounted in 

the canonical Gospel of Matthew and in the non-canonical Gospel of Thomas), the s toy 

of John of the Cross, and the statue of the Red Man in the North End of the city of 

Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada were also helpful for understanding the expenence of the 

Iost soul. 

I conclude that ministry with persons living in the dark world of the Iost soul does 

not involve focus on the other side of the "abyss" (Le. on the outside, either of self or of 

prison). Rather, ministry with such persons involves trying to help them Focus within 

thernselves, where they may begin to find their essence, their identity. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

A. An orientation to this study 

In the north end of the city of Halifau, Nova Scotia, si& a figure hown as the 

"Red Man." It is a sculpture whose purpose was to serve as a Iocating landmark for a 

low-nse mall. Perched atop a hi& white concrete pillar, sits a wty red figure looking 



wearily down at life as it passes by on its way to the mall. The redness represents 

humanity stripped of its colof i l  and protective skin, exposing its true essence. As the 

"Red Man" wistfully gazes below, the forrrial title of this work of  art becomes apparent. 

Separated From the rest of the world by the high perch and stripped of any skin to hide 

behind, the "Red Man" is representative of "Man Alienated from His Environment." 

This is the original title for the work. It speaks of humanity's isolation from its natural 

environment Humanity is no longer one with its ancestral place, its place of belonging. 

Now because of what has transpired between the human species and its birthing ground, 

humanity is estranged from the place of its nurturing. High on its perch, humanity is lost 

and can now onIy gaze on what once had been and, possibly, can be no more. 

The idea of humanity lost did not emerge in the twentieth century. In the third 

century, a religion founded by a fanatic named Manes began to flourish. It adopted parts 

of many doctrines of the time, including portions of Christianity. Its followers were 

known as Manichees, the most notable of these being St. Augdstine of Hippo. Although 

he never became a full member, he followed the practices for many years. One of the 

doctrines that h e  questioned was the belief that good and evil were in conflict because 

captive particles of good or light were always stmggling to be released From the evil that 

enveloped them. The Manichees were vegetarians because i t  was held that larger 

quantities of goodness were held in veçetable matter. When this matter was eaten, the 

goodness was released. Cutting or harvesting such goodness, howevery was an act of 



violence. To solve the problem of committinp evil to obtain goodness, the Manichees 

solicited the wicked ta do their harvesting. These were called the "lost souls." There 

was no hope for them. They were outside of the sect and such a violent act as harvesting 

would not make any difference for them. 

Augustine later rejected such doctrine in favor of the redemption of al1 souls 

through the saving grace of Jesus Christ. The concept of the "lost soul," or one who is 

outside a11 that is good, still remains for many. The Manichees died out in the Middle 

Ages but the doctrine exists, not so much in the hearts of the good or saved, but rather in 

the hearts of the damned or those lost in the darkness. The question that naturally arises 

from this formal docirine of the lost sou1 is: What was it like to be one of the lost? How 

did they experience themselves? These questions did not concern the Manichees. And 

although this sect did not survive beyond the Middle Ages, some Iight into the experience 

of being lost may be shed by Augustine himself 

In his Confessions, Augustine chronicles his struggle to find meaning in his life, 

including the crimes of his youth. His accounts of his agony over the barrenness of his 

experience are glimpses into his own personal lostness. He identifies with the lost souls 

through his lament over the sins of his youth. The Ionging from the "barren waste' 

looks to a former time of "innocence and justice". In the longing there is a fear of 

permanence and a sense of unworthiness to return to that place of comfort and nurturing. 



Can anyone unravel this twisted tangle of knots? 1 shudder to look at it or 
think of such abominations. 1 long instead for innocence and justice, 
graceful and splendid in eyes whose sight is undefiled. My longing fills 
me and yet it cannot cloy. With them is certain peace and life cannot be 
disturbed. The man [sic] who enten his domain goes to shure the ~ o y  of 
the Lord (Matt. 25:2 1). He shall know no fear and shall lack no good. In 
him that is goodness itself he shall find his own best way of life. But 1 
deserted you, my God. In my youth 1 wandered away, too far from your 
sustaining hand, and created of myself a barren waste'. 

Augustine's self description of his agony in finding peace with his past and his 

worthiness to enjoy the love of God in the present is paramount to understanding the 

experience of the Iost soul. Smiggles of this varÏety create a sense of hopelessness that 

some may be able to surmount, such as Augustine of Hippo, while othen are left to 

suffer in the pit of despair. Hope is what makes suffering bearable. But what is it like to 

have no hope - to be in a permanent state of despair that will last into etemity? Physical 

suffering ends in death. This, in itself, @es hope to the sufferer. But the agony that 

encompasses both tife and death is absolute because it extends beyond life itself. ' 

Engaging such an experience is a daunting task, but one that is worthy of attempting. It 

has the potential of opening the door to the darker side of the human condition - a side 

shared by ail humanity, albeit, like Augustine, temporary for most. 

The sense of permanence and the resulting resiçnation that goes with it is further 

illustrated in Dostoyevsl\yYs Crime and Punishment. Raskolnikoff (main character) asks 

'Saint Augustine, Confessions, trans. and introduction, ES.  Pine-Coffin 
London: Penguin, 196 1, p. 52-53. 



Sonia (the prostitute) to read to him the story of the rich man and Laza r~s .~  He says: 

''We're lost, damned, both of us."3 In the scripture story, the rich man cries out For a 

drap of water but is refused. He then pleas for his brothen to be wamed, lest they corne 

to "this place of tonnent-" In the story, Abraham replies: "...between us and you a great 

chasm has been fixed, in order that those who would pass fiom here to you may not be 

able, and none may cross fiom there to us" (Lk 16:26). Here hope is denied by an 

insurnountable barrier in the form of "a great chasm" behveen the lost and the saved. 

There cannot be any movement fiom one side to the other. Yet, the darnmed can still see 

what they have lost. Tt is within sight, but not within their grasp. What an agonizing 

place that must be. Raskolnikoff knows full well what has been Iost. Even sharing with 

Sonia, who he feels has some understanding of his pain, does not ease his desolation- 

In this Iiterary work, Dostoyevsky opens the door to the "monastery of the 

damned.'" The picture that emerges is one of desperation, resignation, and a longing to 

cross over to the  other side. Raskolnikoff does not speak directly to the experience, but 

allows the rich man to speak for him. The rich man's words give shape to Raskolnikoffs 

experience of being one of the lost. Dostoyevshy has some understanding of what 

'Luke, 16: 19-3 1 
3 Fyodor Dostoevsky, trans. Constance Gamet, Crime and Punishrnent, 
New York: Amsco School Publications, Inc, 1970, p.257. This scene is 
dramatized in the work of Rodney Ackland, Dostoevskfs Crime and 
'Joe McCormack, Walking the Walk, Etobicoke, Ontario: Stan Broewn Sales Inc., 
1988, p. 2 



devastation, y i l t  and shame can inflict on the human spirit. It is still, however, a 

reflective image viewed indirectly by the reader. To fully appreciate and empathize with 

the experience a more direct communication is required. This necessitates a joumey into 

the darkness to hear the lost speak for themselves. Locabng the place where the lost 

dwell is not a simple task. Signposts of some sorts must be found to point the seeker in 

the rÏght direction. Augustine is one such signpost. His lament over the crimes of his 

youth suggests that the place of the criminal would provide suitabie candidates for such 

an inquiry. 

B. The "monastery o f  the damned" 

T believe that Augustine's struggle to find meaning in his own experience gives a 

glimpse into the images that many prisoners in the criminal justice system have of 

themselves. There is a sense of hopelessness that pervades the prison environment. 

Ofien inmates make comments such as: "1 don't see any hope . . . Nothing will change. . 

. I've got nowhere to go . . . I've lost everything and everyone." Al1 of these statements 

reflect a sense that redemption is not possible. They are damned to more of the same 

pain and suffering, more separation and loneliness, more despair and hopelessness. In 

reference to the humanity confined in ptison, inmates have said: "'Prison sucks the life 

out of prisoners. I've watched m'ends die; some violently, some slowly because they lost 
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al1 hope, others by their own hand ... ln many regards it is the monastery of the damneci."' 

The inrnate's self-image of alienation often includes statements that reflect a 

separation fiom God. As prison chaplain, 1 hear inmates Say: "1 want to go back to 

church when I get out." Or sometimes it is a request to help them open the door to 

communication with God, "Can you teach me how to pray? God doesn't talk to me 

anymore." In addition, this separateness is intensified by the perceived degree of 

"badness." The greater the intensity of the act or behaviour - the greater the perceived 

distance between them and their God. Bauer describes this as " the closer one gets to 

recognize how much one has hurt oneself or has been hurtfùl to others, the more one's 

sense of being 'bad' or 'wrong'  intensifie^."^ In some cases, the gap between them and 

God is perceived to be too great even for God to overcome. In this case, damnation is 

absolute. 

The Christian church has long espoused that bridge between offender and God is 

reconciliation. Building such a bridge, however, is difficult at best. Offenders may corne 

to the precipice and visualize the possibility of God bridging the gap, only to tum away 

and refuse to take the path to whoieness and reconciliation. Their deep sense of 

~nworthiness is manifested in the statement: "Yes, I believe that God can forgive me for 

what I've done, but I can never forgive myself." In other words, I am not worthy. God's 

' ~ c ~ o m a c k ,  p. 2 
6 Lin Bauer, et al, "Exploring Self-Forgiveness", Journal of Religion and 

Health, Vol. 3 1, No. 2, Summer ,1992, p. 154. 



forgiveness and self-forgiveness are estrangd for the offender. 

In scripture the lost expenence is manifested in many stories. Many of the 

Psalms are movements from estrangement to communion with God. In the psalm human 

fiailty is recognized as the cause of the separation as the psalmist seeks to tunderstand 

their suffering. In the process of seeking to understand God's power and love to 

overcome the human condition and restore humanity to a sense of love, self worth is 

recognized and praised. The prodigal son's loneliness and desperation illuminate his 

afienation from the life he  once enjoyed. The combined shame of his past behaviour and 

his present condition accentuate his experience. He retums to his father, not to be 

restored to his former place, but to declare to his father, "1 am not worthy." He has 

retumed to join his father's slaves. The son has no expectation of a return to his former 

place of honour. He left his father and he squandered his inheritance; his place is now 

among the ~nprivileged. 

Jesus' own cry of abandonment, "Eloi, Eloi, lama sabachthani," is not without its 

own elements of the separation between human and divine. It is the moment in Jesus's 

life when he truly experienced the depths of human suffering and loneliness. He 

expenenced Ioneliness at its deepest level. Themes of abandonment, loneliness, 

purposelessness, and being lost are al1 part of the cty from suffering. Although Jesus 

does not share in the shame of the prodigal son, he  does share in the lost experience. 

Another story that describes in very vivid terms the experience of being lost can 



be found in the Book of Job (29:l-ff). Often this story is used to illustrate trust and 

steadfastness of faith, but I believe it also clearly describes the experience of the Iost 

And Job again took up his parabIe, and said, 
Oh that 1 were as in the months of old, 
As in the days when God watched over me; 
When God's lamp shined upon rny head, 
And by-God's light t walked through the darhess; 
As I was in the npeness of my days, 
When the secret of God was upon my tent; 
When the Almighty was yet with me, 
And my children were about me.' 

In this narrative Job describes where he is by what he has lost. Job does not 

lament his material losses. Instead, he  agonizes over his spiritual darkness. Job is now 

lost in the darkness without God's light to guide him. He is alone. This is Job's moment 

of deepest suffering, and he understands that moment as an absence of the eminent 

power of God. This is experienced as a loss. Job also goes on to seek the meaning of the 

expenence and in the process finds hope and trust in God. AIthough the process is 

important to healing the pain, 1 believe we must first understand the meaning of the 

experience before we can move to heal. For this reason, the question chosen for the 

research project was purposeiy limited to the experience and meaning of estrangement. 

Tt does not seek to consider the process of healing. 

7 Al1 scripture quotations are taken from The New Oxford Annotated Bible 
with Apocrypha, ed. H.G. May and B.M. Metzer, New York: Oxford Press, 
1 973, 1 977, iinless othenvise noted 



C. My personal lostness 

Every researcher must inevitably ask the personal questions, "Why is this subject 

of interest to me? What drives me to seek out this phenornenon?" I am forced to ask 

myself these very questions. Feeling lost or alone is not Foreign to me. I have had many 

experiences throughout my life that have left me with a sense of detachment, separation, 

and loneliness. Dunng these penods, I have also felt an estrangernent from God. I find it 

somewhat ironic tliat during the hours of my greatest need, the source of my comfort 

seemed beyond my reach. Looking back from a safe and secure place 1 recognize these 

as "footstep" experiences.' 

A particular period of time that cornes to mind was during my search for my 

vocation as a minister in the church. Strange as it might seem to me now, 1 actually felt 

further away from God during that time than at any other. My inner need to be in union 

with God and to do God's bidding was inhibited by my sense of unworthiness for the 

task 1 experienced God3s cal1 yet considered myself as undeserving of the honor to 

serve. It was not that God was incapable of making me worthy, but rather I was 

incapable of accepting God's blessing Instead, I hid in the darkness for four years. This 

' ~ h i s  refers to the poem Footsteps, by Margaret Fishback Powen, where 
God explains that during tirnes of tial and tribulation there is only one set 
of footprints in the sand because it is dunng those times that God carries 
US. 



is not dissimilar to Au ystine's experience. The experience of "not good enough" was 

made real to me when I told my sister that 1 was considering a call to ministry. Her reply 

was, "But you wilI have to change." This i believed 1 could not do. 

Eventually, I could no longer spirituaIty, ernotionatly, or physicaily resist. I 

simply gave up fighting the call. My response was: "Here 1 am. Do with me as you wdl, 

but take me as I am, a sinner." 1 did not expect or desire any particular action or 

occurrence. When I accepted myself, and al1 my human fiaihies, 1 was able to accept 

God's call. In effect, I surrendered. 1 lived life one day and one step at a time. 

Eventually, 1 entered God's service, not as a new person, but as the person that 1 had 

always been and could only be. 

Another aspect most likely at play was the fear that the event generated within 

me. The memory of that fear overwhelrned me early in rny ministry in prisons. 1 was 

questioning an inmate concerning his refusal to apply for parole. He was doing a life 

sentence for murder, but had passed his eligibility date for a controlled release back into 

the community. He told me he had no place to go. He was one of the lost. Feeling 

unworthy of the parole offered him, with no home to retum to in spite of his parents7 

pleas that they loved hirn and wanted him back, he hid behind the prison walls in the 

monastery of the damned. When 1 asked him to explain to me just what that experience 

felt Iike, he coldly stated : "1 have no soul." A chill ran d o m  my back as I tried to 

empathize with his experience. I heard those four words and my body shivered in 



response. 1 also had the memory of my own experience, but it would be many years 

before 1 would attempt to explore that experience further. This was a pivotal event for 

this project and 1 will revisit it in chapter III 

Looking back at my own expenence, this was a temfying time in my life. Like 

rny fnend in prison Mth no soul, I not only hid from God, 1 also hid from others, 

including family and friends. Hindsight also affords me the view of my inability to face 

rnyself, in particular, that part of me that 1 deemed to be unacceptable, my shadow side. I 

still do not fùlly understand the experience even though 1 lived through it. Perhaps, if 

I'd had more insight at the time, 1 would not have suf5ered for as long as 1 did. I have 

concluded, however, that this struggle from my past is part of the motivation that drives 

me to study this phenomenon. 1 believe that a desire to find meaning in my own 

experience and a memory of the fear associated with that experience are the underlying 

inducernents to this project. Having recognized that another's experience can elicit 

mernories of my own, 1 realized that there must be some commonalities that bear 

investigation. My conclusion was that the phenomenon, mirrored in my own experience, 

was a subject worthy ofextracting meaning. 

D. Implications for ministry on the outside 

1 anticipated that the results of such a project would be of interest to others. This 



sense of being unforgivable or lost is not limited to the prison environment. Many 

ministen in pastoral practice have witnessed this phenornenon, regardless of their 

ministry setting. The experience of being lost, unredeernable, or permanently damaged is 

often expressed by victirns of crime, in particular, victims of sexual abuse. These 

individuals have corne to understand that, what they believe to be, the essence of who 

they are as God's creation has somehow been destroyed by the events that occurred by 

their own hands or by the actions of others. They can never be the same; therefore, any 

relationships based on who they were are now lost forever. In addition, many people who 

suffer from addictions also share in the sense of being lost forever. Alcohol and dmgs 

are only an atternpt to escape fiom their sense of alienation, low self-worth, and 

hopelessness. 

The stmggle between experiencing oneseif as being one of the damned and 

desiring to be one of the redeemed is essentially the human stmggle that Paul talks about 

in chapter seven of his letter to the Romans. The human struggle is not unique to the 

prison population. It is universal to the broader community. Violence in the home and 

cornmunity does not necessarily end up in the criminal justice system. OFten it finds its 

way into the local pastor's office. Sexual predators and victims share the same 

communities, or even the same homes. Everyday the confessionals of the sacramental 

churches are lined up with shame burdened penitents. It is interesting to note that the 

root of the word penitentiary is to repent. A penitentiary was the place for penitents. It 
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goes without saying, however, that not al1 penitents are in penitentiary. The experience 

of being a lost soul, however derived, exists in al1 populations. Even though my persona1 

interest in examining this phenomenon is directly related to my practice of ministry, 1 

Re1 it is a spiritual issue arising out of y i l t  and shame that is applicable to others beyond 

the prison walls. 

E. An outline of this project 

This study has begun in Chapter 1 to give a general orientation to the phenomenon 

of the "lost experience." It is recognized that this experience exists in al1 populations; 

however, this study is particular to those who are incarcerated. This is a population of 

convenience. Prisons are the focus of my ministry and this study flows out of that focus. 

There is no apparent reason preventing this study from being replicated in other . 

populations. This statement does not mean to imply that the resuIts from this study are 

readily transferable to the general population. However, the results may be informative 

for future research. 

Every research project must be placed within a theoretical context. In Chapter II 

the theological, philosophical, and psychological foundations for the project will be 

presented. Several theonsts will be explored. The underpinnings of the study are based 

in the work of the twentieth century theologian, Paul Tillich. This work is 



complemented by a multi-disciplinary presentation of relevant literature. Chapter II is 

not the definitive theoretical presentation of available or relevant literature. It is, 

however, a foundation that supports the design and dimensions of the study. 

Chapter 111 will present a comprehensive documentation of the research issues 

and the methodological design. In this chapter the development of the central question is 

outlined, along with the limiting personal and professional issues that are at play. Key to 

the development of the central question are the theological themes that are inherent 

within the question itself. Also outlined are the underlying assumptions that shaped the 

direction of the project. The contribution of these components wîll be discussed in this 

chapter. The choice of methodology is explained by presenting the methodological 

issues and my response to them as the rneans by which the research method was chosen. 

Detai 1s surrounding sam ple selection, data gathering and analysis, and ethical issues will 

be documented. The chapter will also include evidence of trustworthiness and validity 

and the steps taken to limit persona1 bias. 

The life center of the project wiIl be found in Chapters IV and V. The focus of 

this section will be the narratives. These are the participants' stories told in their own 

words. The narratives will reveal the meaning as well as the experience of the 

respondents. 1 will present sufficient verbatim reporting to allow the reader to develop a 

clear picture of the experience under study. niese stories will be, of necessity, very 

personal in nature. The voices of the respondents wiIl ring ciearly in Chapter N with 



little comment or analysis. 

Chapter V will begin the discussion of the research findings by extracting the 

themes that flow out of the data. These are the dots from which the image of the lost sou1 

will emerge. The thematic presentation of the data will be consistent with accepted 

reporting practice. Chapter VI will place the thematic presentation within the 

theoretical contexts presented in Chapter II. 

In Chapter VII, the analysis will continue to connect the dots revealed in the 

narratives unhl the picture of the lost soul has been unveiled . In the final chapters, 

implications of the findings for ministry, in particular prison ministry, will be outlined. 

Also recornmendations for further study and a bnef discussion on the value of the project 

for both the participants and myself will be advanced. The project will include an 

annotated bibhography and appendices. 



THE TlTEORETICAL CONTEXT 

A. Introduction 

Hillman notes a condition, described by anthropologists, among "primitive 

people" called "loss of soul." 

In this condition man [sic] is out of himself, unable to find either the outer 
connection between humans or the inner connection to himself. He is unable to 
take part in society, its rituals, and traditions. They are dead to him, he to them. 
His connection to family, totem, nature is gone. Until he regains his soul, h e  is 
not a true human. He is "not there ."... Without his soul, he has lost the sense of 
belonging and the sense of being in communion with the powers and the gods. 
They no longer reach him; he cannot pray, nor sacrifice, nor dance. His personal 
myth and his connection to the larger myth of his people, as raison d'etre, is lost. 
He has simply lost his  sou^."^ 

3 James Hillman, Insearch: Psvcholom/ and Religion, New York: Charles Scriber's 

Sons, 1967, p. 43 
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An interestirtg article by ~auer ' '  et al presents the results of a phenomenoIogica1 

study of the experience of self-forgiveness. Using the interview method, self-forgiveness 

is described as a gift where one moves from estrangement and brokenness to a sense of 

at-homeness. "The initial experience is an ernerging awareness that something is 

fundamentally wrong with one's life and a feeling of estrangement from self and 

others."" This experience is finnly rooted in a belief system that separates the good 

from the bad, the right fiom the wrong. The degree of perceived badness or wrongness 

intensifies the experience of estrangement "The closer one gets to realizing how much 

one has hurt oneself or has been hurtful to others, the more one's sense of being %ad" or 

"wrong" intensifies."12 For some individuals who have committed murder, this is very 

much the case. There is the sense that, having committed the ultimate crime, they 

deserve the ultimate punishment - complete and permanent isolation korn their God. 

Paul, the self proclaimed Apostle, refers to being "lost" as the sole responsibility 

of the individual. In Acts 18: 6b he says: "Your blood be upon your heads! 1 am 

innocent." The idea that humanity alone is responçible for its separation from God is a 

clear indictment of the sinner. It implies that through some act of the individual, that 

person has moved from a place of belonging or familiarify, to a place that is unfamiliar 

IO Lin Bauer, et al, "Exploring Self-Forgiveness", Journal of Reliyion and Health, 

Summer, 1992, p. 149-160 
''Ibid, p. 150 
"lbid, p.152 
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or foreign in nature. This is consistent with Christian theology of the fall. Humanity fell 

ffom grace by an act of disobedience and was driven from its source of being. Separated 

fiom their place of nurturing and experiencing the loss as becoming mortal, human 

beings smiggled to find their way back home to the essence of who they are. Salvation 

theology is the retum to what once was - a union with the Creator. There is an 

experience, however, that must be acknowledged and embraced and before that re-union 

can take place. That experience is called estrangement. Tt is the experience where a 

human being acknowledges that they exist separate fkom their essence of being while, at 

the sarne time, long for a return to wholeness through re-union with the essence of a11 

being. For some the return to wholeness is nurtured and supported by pseudo god images 

found in parents, fnends, and community. These images or likenesses facilitate and 

compensate an othenvise difficult passage. Others, however, struggle with little or no 

support to find their way home. They may, in fact, even become lost along the way. 

In the criminal justice system, there is a phenornenon that is oRen experienced by 

victims and offenders alike. When the secure sense of self is challenged by the loss of 

connection to the canng other, the result is sometimes described as a "loss of soul." The 

experience ofbeing a "lost soul" is not unique to the criminal. This experience of being 

lost, unredeemable, or pemanently damaged is ofien expressed by those who are victims 

of crime, in panicular by victims of sexual abuse, those suffenng from extreme grief, and 



others who have expenenced trauma that shatters their secure sense of self'3. The 

essence of who they are, as God's creation, has somehow been destroyed or damaged by 

the experience. They can never be the same; therefore, any relationships based on who 

they were are now lost forever. 

Catastrophic events, whether personai or communal, inflicted by others or by 

one's own hand, criminal, natural, or accidental in nature, can cause insult to the soul. 

McBride illustrates these wounds in statements gamered fkom other researchers: 

Traumatic events inflict wounds to the soul. Elie Wiesel wrote movingly of his 
terrible experience in the concentration camps. After seeing innocent children 
burned alive, he wrote, "flames consumed my faith forever" and the expenence 
"murdered my God and my soul." Soldiers retuming fiom Vietnam made such 
statements as, "1 lost my soul in Vietnam." Others have written or spoken of the 
expenence of trauma as when " the spirit went numb" ... soul development 
stopped, ... a disorder of hope, a spiritual night, and a loss of who1eness.'" 

The world of the traumatized person has been tumed upside down. Life, as they knew it, 

either no longer exists or has been altered beyond what is considered normal and secure 

for them. The crisis is often in conflict with their belief system. Resolution of the crisis 

depends upon an integration of the event with the belief system. This chapter will 

examine the conflict between a person's changing world and their developed belief 

systems. The resulting spiritual crisis is significant for the lost soul expenence. 

"For a more complete presentation of the "damaged self' see Judith Lewis 
Herman, Trauma and Recovew, New York: Basic Books, 1992. 

14 J. LeBron McBride, SDintual New York: 
Haworth Pastoral Press, 1998, p. 1 1 



Although the language is not always specitic, in a theological sense, it is relevant and 

related to the experience under study. The chapter begins with the theology of Paul 

Tillich. This theorist presents a foundational fiamework for this study. A detailed 

examination of Tillich's systematic theology is appropriate to inform the project. 

B, The theology of Paul Tillich 

Salvation cannot be hlly appreciated unless there is a clear understanding OF 

where and what one has been saved from. I f  it became necessary to Save humaniîy from 

the place of the Fall, then this place must be explored and understood in order to know 

fdly what is missing. If Salvation is re-unification, then the place of the Fall must be 

disunion or estrangement. This sense of separation or estrangement from the place of 

belonging is conveyed most clearly through the work of Paul Tillich. It is in his work 

where being is not just a retum home but more of a coming to the place of wholeness. 

The separated and f-ragrnented self is restored and unified with the essence of al1 being. 

The Augustine schoot was very close to this thinking and Tillich considered 

hirnself to be in the line of ~ugustine." The quest for knowledge about God begins with 

the inner person. The human sou1 is the place where God appears. It is only there that 

IS Paul Tillich, A Histoty of Christian Thought, New York: Harper and Row, 
1968, p. 104 
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ive can corne to know God. This implied for Tillich that God is the center of humanity - 

the "ultirnate concem". Originally, there was no gap or abyss between Creator and the 

created. The great chasm was a result of the Fall and hurnanity is incornplete until tliis 

gap is brïdged. This Augustinian influence would be evident in Tillich's treatise on 

being vs. non-being. 

His theological theories offer insight into the experience of being lost or being in 

the place of estrangement. The -tings of Paul Tillich can best be dessribed as an 

exercise in existential tension. Life has often been described as a struggle, but it only has 

value when there is meaning to that struggle. Tillich gives meaning to the quest by 

explorhg the tension between existential need and experienced reality. The meaning of 

existence is found along these lines of tension. The tension coming out of his own 

experiences from his personal family background, his time as a German Amy Chaplain 

on the front lines, his survival of a world depression, his being driven from his native 

land by the Nazi experience, to building a new life in a foreign land - al1 ofthese, and 

more, are the basis of a deep personal angst that is reflected in the theology of Paul 

Tillich. 

As a war chaplain, Tillich wrote to his father saying, "He11 rages al1 around us. It 

is unirnaginable." Later, Tillich would imagine it through his wn-tings and his new 

heononzy. The real ity of a failed mamage, and a remarriage to a woman he called "the 



love of my life"16, were persona1 tensions that, no doubt, were part of his personal 

experiences that helped shape his theology. Much of his early writings reflect a tension 

between Tillich, the church theologian, and Tillich, the theologian of culture. This 

struggle sparked a great deal of criticism of his early publications. 

The structure of these tensions is then fleshed out in his system of theology. It 

took him a lifetirne to complete because this work is a summation of life. I f  he had 

completed his system prematurely, it may have lacked the depth of expen'ence necessary 

to tack1e the questions concerning the meaning of life. His systematic approach is to 

examine the tension between apparent conflicting elements. No single element is above 

questioning. Two such elements, however, are essential to his theology: 1-that 

humankind and God exist, and 2- that within that existence there is tension.17 

The method of corre1ation lies in his definition of theology. "The method of 

correlation explains the contents of the Christian faith through the existential questions 

and theological answers in mutual interdependence."" By this, he means the relationship 

by which one side is affected by the other, yet  each maintains its autonomy. nie process 

of this examination is to begin with the human condition and extract the existential 

16 For a personal account of Ti1 Iich's life see Rollo May, Paulus: reminiscences of a 
fiendship,New York: Harper and Row, 1973. 

17 For a complete critical analysis of the elements in tension see Alexander J. 
McKelway, The Svstematic Theolow of Paul Tillich, Richmond Virginia: John 
Knox Press, 1964. 

18 Paul Tillich, Svstematic T h e o l o a  University of Chicago Press: Chicago, 
Il 1 inois, 195 1, p.60 
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questions arising out of it. Tillich's own persona1 expenences, cornbined with the shared 

experiences w-ith others, are the roots of the questioning. This is what makes his wn-ting 

so powerful for the reader. Tt is his interpretation of "real life" that gives meaning to the 

experience- Tillich could just as easiIy have written the " Velveteen R ~ b b i f " ' ~  as his 

Sy.vtenzuric Tlteology. Both works are quests for meaning beyond mere existence. They 

also both share in the essence of existence which is love. The act of love affects the 

@ver and the receiver because of the relationship that is created. Yet, each remains 

autonornous- 

Tillich , then takes the existential questions and finds answers in the Christian 

message which, of course, is love. The questions express humanhnd's deepest concems, 

the "ultimate concern." This is what makes them existential, The answers are also 

existential because they corne out  of the realization that the door to fiilfilment opens 

From within. Tillich puts it this way: "...he [sic] has become aware of the fact thathe 

himself is the door to the  deeper levek of reality, that in his own existence he has the 

only possible approach to existence i t ~ e l f . " ~ ~  Questions about, answers for, and the 

meaning of existence are al1 discovenes made on the journey to love. 

Tillich's approach is necessan'ly broad. Ontology, as the study of being, can be 

lost in minuscule arguments. This certainly does not mean that Tillich's approach is 

IgMargery Williams, The Velveteen Rabbit or How Tovs Becorne Real, illustrated 
by Michael Green, Philadelphia: Running Press, 198 1. 

20Tillich, Vol. 1 p.62 



merely surface treatment of the question. What it does mean is that h e  sticks to the 

essential elements and is not distracted by supediuous debate. As a philosopher he asks 

the important questions: "Why?" and "Why not?" Tillich, however, goes much further by 

seeking out the relationship and then exploring how one element is k n o m  to the other so 

that a complete picture is possible. Tillich's system gives structure to meaning and that 

is what makes it a living mode1 for theological discussion. The following is an ovenriew 

of the elements of Tillich's system for theological dialogue. 

1 .The elements 

Tillich presents his system as an apologetic. This is not unusual for a theologian. 

What makes Tillich relevant for the human situation is that his beginning is not a 

definition of theology, or even God; his foundation is humankind and the human 

experience. It must then answer basic human questions, the most basic of which is being 

itself. The questions are human, the answers are divine, and the relationship between the 

two provides the meaning. This is Tillich's system of theology. [ts relevance is measured 

by what meaning it has for the human situation. In the expenence of the relationship, 

meaning is extracted as a new reality. As the velveteen rabbit discovered, it is love that 

is real. Without love he is just a stuffed toy without purpose or meaning. Through love 

h e  is transformed into a confidante, a m'end, a safe place just to be. 



The elements that make up his system are the human questions surrounding 

existence. The struggle between "being" and "non being" is so deep and powerfil tkat 

the quest for meaning must point beyond the human situation to the essence of Being- 

Itself. With this emerges the other tension that is essential to Tillich's system, the tension 

between imminence and transcendence of "Being-ltself '. This tension is presented as a 

cornpiete doctrine of God. A completely separate or "other Supreme Being" cannot 

answer completely the quest for being. Only a Being whose transcendence is so deep and 

immersed in the created that it is part of the creation can satisQ the question of being 

itself. Transcendence and immanence are autonomous, while at the same time 

homogenous. God is with us, not just above us. This is essential to understanding 

Tillich's systematic. God is active in the history and maturation of humanity. 

2. The structure of the efements 

Tillich Iays out his system in three relatively short volumes. In the first volume, 

his method of correlation is presented as a method where Christian symbols are 

correlated with the human situation. In this volume his doctrine of God is presented 

against the structures of humankind. The human being that Tillich presents is one who 

endures the constant tension and anxiety between being and non-being. The wholeness 

(or perhaps (w)holiness is a better word) is found in the "courage to be", in God. Tillich 
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stresses that the courage to be is not found in another being, but rather in Being-itself. 

This is the transcendence that is immanent in "being". 

In the quest for being, the tension between reason and revelation is resolved 

because one is not obliterated by the other. Tillich says that reason is able to ask for 

revelation because its subjective and objective elements are in conflict. The mind that 

grasps and shapes the reality, and the reality that is being grasped, cry out for unity. 

What is seen and what is understood are in conflict. This causes reason to cal1 for an 

answer beyond itself- Revelation can be that answer because the question assumes it. 

Reason is able to ask for reveiation because reason is not Iost in the answer; "...in the 

actual life of reason its basic structure is never completely lost ... Therefore, the quest for 

a reunion of what is split in time and space anses out of reason, not in opposition to 

reasonU2' Unity between the subjective and objective elements of reason are achieved 

through revelation. In some measure, the answer is inherent in the question. 

For Tillich, the form of the revealed answer is determineci by the human question. 

If God is the answer for wholeness, that which understands, protects, and gives purpose 

to being, then God must also be the ground of al1 being. God must also be the source that 

overpowers "non-being". This means that God is not just another being but Being-itself. 

God, then, is a living God - not because God lives as a hurnan, but because God has al1 of 

the elements of finite life without experiencing finitude. As the ground of being, God is 
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also creator by default. Thus God is the answer to the question of being because God is 

creator, sustainer, and the purpose for hfe. 

God and love are synonymous. "God is love. And since God is Being-itself, one 

must Say that Being-itself is love."22 The longing For reunion is a longing for love. 

Estrangement is conquered by reconciliation with the ground of our being, the ground of 

love. For love to be the ground of our being it must be a complete acceptance of the 

human condition. This includes both goodness and shadow. The acceptance of one 

without the other would deny the quest for wholeness. It is important to note that the 

human situation is not the determining factor in the quest for meaning. I t  is the answer 

that elicits new questions. Therefore, revelation and reason are inter-related and find 

meaning in the ground of our being. Tillich points out that "God answers man's [sic] 

questions, and under the impact of God's answers man asks them."= 

In Volume II Tillich explores humankind's brokenness, the quest for the Christ, 

and finally, Jesus the Christ as the New Being. He clearly descnbes the tension between 

the ritorrri elements and the ri-ugic elements in the doctrine of sin and evil. The moral 

elements are those that Tillich sees as historical. The stress is on events and persons of 

the past. On the other side, the tragic elements focus on the rneaning for the present 

human situation. This focuses, necessarily, on the Jesus as received by faith in the 
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present community of bel ievers, and less on the histoncal Jesus. In Tillich's Christology, 

the reality of the Christ symbol is shaped by the present reception, as weIl as the 

historical material. 

Tillich speaks of the fall as a "transition fkon essence to existence". lf existence 

is understood as "standing out" and essence as the core of being, then humankind stands 

out, or apart from, their essential nature. f ust as the "Red Man" stands outside of his 

skin, he has lost contact with his essentiat nature. Loss of the essential nature and 

contact with God is humankind's fa11 from essence to existence. God is not subject to 

conflicts between essence and existence. This is God's perfection. The fall, as a 

historical event, continues to have meaning because rnankind continues to experience the 

estrangement fiorn their essential nature. 

In the estrangement, humankind contradicts its essentiaI being and destroys its 

structure. This is the result of evil which Tillich calls "the structure oÇdestmction"- "Tn 

spite of the power of his [sic] tinite freedom, man is unable to achieve the reunion with 

 GO^."^" Within humankind's existing being, salvation is not possible. A new being is 

necessary to re-unite humankind with its essential being "The New Being is essential 

being under the conditions of existence, conquering the gap between essence and 

existence. ..A is new in contrast to the merely potential character of essential being; and 
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it is new over and agaïnst the estranged character of existential being-"2s Tillich states, 

ernphatically, that the Christ is the "restorative principle" of his entire system. 

"Restorative Justice ", a buuword of the nineties, is very much in keeping with Tillich's 

theology of salvation. Salvation is a new birth through which humankind is justified. 

Justification is the "making just" of the unjust. This is the acceptance of the 

unacceptable. Justification is by faith. In other words, the accepted unacceptable must 

accept that they are accepted. Justification by Grace through faith is very clear in 

Tillich's theology. Salvation also sanctifies; it is transfomative. "It is the process in 

which the power of the New Being transforms personality and community, inside and 

outside the chur~h.."*~ This is the work of the Spirit which forms the basis of his third 

and final volume of systernatics. 

In his third voIume Tillich focuses on the ambiguities of Iife in relation to the 

divine Spirit. In this volume he develops further his doctrines of the first two volumes. 

He particularly expands his doctrine of the divine Spirit, the Kingdom of God, and 

Etemal Life. He draws his previous works into a living mode1 in his description of life. 

For Tillich, life is the blending of essence and existence, a mixture of humankind's 

essential nature and the fallen state. For in spite of hurnankind's fallen existence, its 
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essential nature remains. This strange conflicting arrangement of essence and existence 

and estrangement and salvation makes Iife an ambipous experience. 

Tillich rejects the Thomistic description of life as a series of levels. He prefers to 

see this system of classification as dimensions rather than levels. It is in the spiritual 

dimension of life that the cognitive and moral fûnctions of life are found. Tt is the 

personal centre where humankind sees itself in relation to the world and acts according 

to that perceived relationship. Tillich sees this as a necessasr dimension in order to 

hnow the Spint oPGod. "Without knowing what spirit is, one cannot know what Spirit 

iS.i'27 The distinction between humankind's spint and God's Spirit is consistent with 

Tillich's questiodanswer method of correlation. The world-self relationship is the 

spintual dimension where the functions of Iife emerge. It is within this dimension that 

the ambiguities of life occur and the search for the answer anses. That answer is found 

in the presence of the divine Spirit. 

The spirit of humankind is driveri out of itself into successFul transcendence and 

is grasped unconditionally by the divine Spirit. Humankind is then saved fiom the 

ambi y i t ies  of life. For Tillich, the Spiritual Presence is "in" the spirit of humankind. 

When they are in union, he caIls this "ecstasy". Ecstasy does not destroy the persona1 

centre, but rather changes life and makes it unambiguous. The divine Spirit is present in 
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al1 dimensions of life, but is only capiured in the human spirit. The Spirit answers life's 

ambiguities by lifting it to transcendent unity. Life is healed. 

The final element in Tillich's Systematic Theology is history and the kingdom of 

God. History includes al1 dimensions of life. In ternis of time and space, however, it 

points beyond itself. It has both subjective and objective elements, but it is more than 

that. The aim of history is to find the Kingdom of God. This is its tme meaning. Its 

centre is God's action in Jesus the Christ This is the great kuzros, the moment of 

filfilment This is in contrast to chronos which is simply the time and space of the 

event. Thus, al1 krtiros experiences must be measured with the Christ event. 

The Kingdom of God may appear in a political system, a social system, a 

revolution, a church, or an individual. Its appearance represents a healing of the 

ambiguities of history, but only Fragmentarily. The final and complete healing can only 

take place at the end of history when its goal is achieved - complete unity with theh 

Kingdom of God. This answer to history's ambiguities Tillich calls universui 

es.~en?iu~~=o~ion - the resurrection. "Resurrection says mainly that the Kingdom of God 

includes al1 dimensions of being. The whole personality participates in Etemal Life. If 

we use this terrn "essentialization" we can Say that humanity's psychological, spin'tuaI, 

and social being is implied in his bodily being - this in unity with the essences of 

everything else that has being."2B The Kingdom of God is the ultimate answer to ail of 
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humankind's questions. I t  is the ultimate answer f o r  the ultirnate concem. The ultimate 

result of essentialization is that humanity is re-uniaed with its essence of al1 being and is 

made whole in the process. The quest for the ultimate concem is also a quest for self. 

Tillich's Sysrenruric TheoloLgy is the manifest of one man's existential reality. It 

serves as a mode1 for humankind's search for meariing Following closely behind the 

first volume of his systematics is his book, Tlre Cozrrage 7'0 Be. Tt was an immediate best 

seller. Tillich, theologian of the church, had taken his system and pIaced it in the culture 

of the day. I t  was an attempt at taking his theology and saying "here's how it works." 

The subjective and objective elements of life cannot be separated. Life is far too 

complicated to be dissected into separate pieces. Reality, therefore, is where the 

subjective and objective meet and meaning is their union. 

If  Tillich's systematics were to be placed in a table its meaning would corne out of 

the reality it reflects. Such a table reflects the subjective elements of the 

composer/viewer but also includes the objective elements that are outside of the 

experience. Together the elements give a reasonable tool for extracting meaning fiom 

reality. 1 have consmicted a table to illustrate these elements and the relationships 

between them. It can be found on page 36. Tillich's Courage To Be is his reality table. 1 



have therefore titled this table "Tillich's Reality Table". Tillich's reality places 

systematics in an "experience-onented" culture without using the word. Perhaps that is 

why Tillich has been called the "therapeutic theologian". 

As a method for moving fiom the feeling level to the emotional level, Tillich's 

system provides a path that brings meaning to the existential anxiety of the human 

situation. In a culture that focuses on self Iiom a feeling level, Tillich's system is very 

much a tool for the times. This may account for the resurgence in interest in the Tillich 

model. In terms of the lost soul, his model offers insight into the world of the lost 

experience by the illustrating answers to the existential questions that are missing from 

the lost soul's reality. 

In Tillich's reality, revelation, God, Christ, Spirit, and Kingdom are the respective 

answers to reason, being, existence, life, and history. Reading down or across the divine 

answers given on top, to the existential questions on the le&, increase in Fullness and 

completion. For example, from question to answer, history finds fùlfilment in 

Revelation. Through God's actions in history the Christ brings justice to the unjust in a 

kairos moment. Reconciled by the  Christ, humankind is reunited with its essential nature 

resulting in ecstasy in the Kinçdom of God. From answer to question it looks like this: in 

the Kingdom of God reason finds understanding, the fiagmented being achieves 

wholeness, the estrangernent of existence is healed, the ambiguities of life find 

communion, and the history of humanity climaxes in ecstasy. Autonomy and 
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heteronomy achieve a new reality in theonomy. God and humankind are restored in 

perfect love and the only human word to descnie such a reunion is ecstasy. The 

following table is a representation of his systematic. For the most part, the ternis used in 

the table are my own. The relationships between the blocks, however, illustrate Tillich's 

real i ty . 

Tillich's Reality Table 

Revelt~tion God Christ Spirit Kir zgdonz 
VOL I VOL I VOL II VOL III VOL III 

Retrsott 
Voi. 1 

Being 
Vol. I 

E~istence 
Vol. II 

Histo y 
Vol. III 

Urrify A waretress Justice Atmver Uttderstcrttd- 
irtg 

1 I 

Reconcil- Love Restoriztiott Presence IVholertess 
inrion 

A mbiguoiis Trnnscert C New Li/é U m m  big- Cornmuni@ 
ence MOUS 

Fidjiln~eat Actio r z s  Kniros Esserz tinl- Ecstmy 
itntion 

In Tillich's eyes the human situation causes hurnanity to ask the ground of its 

being for meaning and it expects an answer. The cal1 emanates from the depths within 

but is clearly directed beyond itself. It is humanity's own finitude that gives it the ability 



to ask of Cod the ontological question: What does it rnean to be? "For encountering 

God means encountering transcendent security and transcendent etemity."29 The 

transcendence experience is very much a persona1 experience, but it aIso has a communal 

dimension. It is a mystical union that bridges the abyss between estrangement and 

communion. The shared human situation of estrangement is resolved through the unity 

of reason and revelation revealing the ground of al1 being as love. God, through the 

Christ, then creates a New Being bndgîng the gap between essence and existence. As the 

power of the Spint transforms life's ambiguities into ecstasy through essentialization, 

love becomes real and gives meaning to Me. This is the reality of Paul Tillich's 

S~stematic Theolacv. It speaks to the experience of "the Ioss of soul" that I-lillman 

recounts in primitive cultures. The secure sense of self has been lost and cannot be 

restored until what is lost is found, or at least, until a process with hope of re-union can 

be illuminated. It may be that the joumey to wholeness, in itself, can provide enough 

security to allow for the healing to begin. This journey has been mirrored in many 

hymns, prayers, and rinials of the Christian churches. Each, in their own way, 

characterize the joumey that is reflected in Tillich' s systematic. 

29Paul Tillich, The Courane To Be,New Haven: Yale University Press, 1952, 
p. 1 70 



C. The work of Paul Ricoeur 

In the field of phenomenology, the work of Paul Ricoeur can be helphl in 

Qing to understand the human - God relationship. His contn%ution to the illumination 

of the lost experience is the penetration of the complexity of that ordeal. For Ricoeur, 

meaning is extracted through the language and symbols of the experience. His approach 

is less theological than Tillich, but within a similar philosophical framework. In many 

areas they share linguistic homogeneity that assists in devetoping their complementary 

relationship. Although Tillich and Ricoeur came from different backgrounds, one was 

Geman the other French, they shared many experiences including surviving in a war tom 

Europe. They were farniliar with each others works and enjoyed a long fn'endship that 

spanned many years. No doubt that, during the course of their long Fnendship, their 

discussions and debates had some impact on their respective positions. In both of their 

cases, their personal journeys also served in the development of their theories. This 

certainly places Ricoeur within the context of this discussion on the lost sou1 experience. 

Ricoeur followed Tillich's work closely so it cornes as no surpise that he 

fotlowed him to the University of Chicago and succeeded Tillich in the John Nuveen 

Chair in theological philosophy. Although Ricoeur was first a philosopher and 

Tillich was first a theologian, they shared common thirst for meaning in the existential 

arena. Even though they approached the subject fiom very different perspectives their 
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works are, in fact, complementary. This is not surpnsing. In addition to their common 

search for meaning, they also shared similar life experiences. Ricoeur came from a strict 

Protestant background, as did Tillich. They shared the horrors of war on the front, one as 

a çoldier, the other as a chaplain. They also both left their respective counhies and 

univenity posts under a cloud of controversy. Combine these common life experiences 

with sirnilar goals, and a persona1 relationship on which to dialogue, then Ricoeur is most 

certainly a worthy complement of Tillich. Ricoeur's work stands on its own, but it 

shares in the theme of needing to be in a unified relationship with the Being of al1 beings. 

Ricoeur approaches with the questioning of a philosopher seeking the same divine 

answers to human questions. 

D. Experience as the basis for understanding 

"1 wager that I shall have a better understanding of humanity and the bond 

between the being of humanity and the being of all beings if 1 follow the indication of 

symbolic th~ught"~*. Ricoeur's basis of that understanding is the experience of the 

subject. His hermeneutics create a first and second order of indirectness for the 

'Opau1 Ricoeur, The tofansIateared by Emerson Buchanan, 
Boston: Beacon Press, 1967, p. 355 



understanding of the experience." The first order concems the relationship between the 

experience and its expression. The second concems the interpretation of the expenence 

through henneneutics. Ricoeur's interpretation of experience is to be understood through 

its expression. 

For Ricoeur, experience moves fiom the pre-linguistic to expression. 

Lan y a g e  is a mediating function. ln the confessions of suffenng and pain the 

experience is pushed to the outside. "...the confession expresses, pushes outside, the 

emotion which without it wouid be shut up in itself as an impression in the s~u l . " '~  

Emotions are regarded as obscure. "The preferred language of fault appean to be 

indirect and based in imagery."" Such tan y a g e  is symbolic and, of necessity, points 

beyond itself. Ricoeur's inquiry into symbolic language is an inquiry into the obscure 

world of the consciousness of self " The consciousness of seIf seems to constitute itseif 

at its lowest level of symbolism A language world is always an iMer subjective 

world. Its focus is on self. It therefore, must reflect the experience of the subject. 

For the inquirer, interpretation involves a degree of belief 

"We must believe in order to understand- It is an after belief a*ved at 
through a reflective re-feel of the experience. The philosopher adopts 

3 1 For a complete critical analysis of Ricoeur's hermeneutic phenomenology see 
Don Ihide, Hermeneutic Phenomenolo-: The Philoso~hv of Paul Ricoeur, 
Evanston: Northwestem University Press, 1 97 1 

321bid, p. 7 
"Tbid, p. 8-9 
"Ibid, p. 9 



provisionally the motivations and intentions of the believing soul. Man [sic] 
does not feel them in its first naivete; he 're-feels' them in a neutralized 
mode, in the mode of 'as if.' Tt is in this sense that phenomenology is a re- 
enactment in sympathetic irnaginati~n."~' 

Recovery of meaning is further complicated by the histoncal gap between the time of the 

experience and the present inquiry. This gives rise to the archaic relationship of symbols 

and myths to the experience being expressed. Ricoeur reminds the inquirer that, "For us, 

modems, a myth is onfy a myth because we can no longer connect that time with the time 

of history as wn'tten ... nor c m  we connect mythical places with our geographical ~ p a c e . ' ' ~ ~  

Images, such as the "Red Man", can serve as places of reflection. Such images can sewe 

to ask the question "Who is this person for me?" The question is not an inquiry about a 

reddened shaped piece of metal. It seeks sornething far more than an understanding of 

the artists meaning for a simple statue on a pedestal. What is sought by such a question 

is the identity of the inquirer. 

Whether it is the language of myths or symbols, Ricoeur seeks to understand 

humanity's understanding of itself. Humanity finds, in lanyage, the means of 

expressing and understanding itself. Myth and symbol ar, history and substance of the 

experience being expressed. Here humanity moves fiom its inner to outer world where 

understanding is achieved. In order to accomplish this the literal significance of the 

myth must be suspended. Then the hing ilself- fhe symbolic word - is revealed. 
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The foundation of Ricoeur's philosophy of language lies in primirive ~:lmbofs. 

" I shall always understand by symbol, in a much more primitive sense, analogical 

meanings which are spontaneously formed and immediately significant, such as 

defilement, analogue of stain; sin analogue of deviation; guilt, analogue of accusation ... 1 

shall regard myths as a species of syrnbols, as symbols developed in the form of 

narrations and articulated in a time and space that cannot be CO-ordinated with the time 

and space of history and geography according to the critical method."" 

Ricoeur places symbols in a temporal relationship from past to present. Each 

falls into the broad categories of defilement, sin, and yilt .  Each is separate, but 

intrinsically related to the other by its movement through one to the other. The broad 

categories of the symbols are later refined through the narrative of the myth. A brief 

outline of Ricoeur's symbols of defilement, sin, and guilt is as follows: 

Befilemenf - The most basic or archaic of the symbols is defilement. This is 

the evil stain. " M a t  resists reflection is the idea of a quasi-material something that 

infects as a sort of filth, that harms by invisible properties, and that nonetheless works in 

a rnanner of a force in the field of our undividedly psychic and corporal e~istence."'~ It 

resists reflection because it is not yet conscious of itself. This is very similar to Tillich's 

"structure of destruction" where humankind contradicts its essential being and destroys 



its structure. The process of staining has the potential for self consciousness, but only 

when it is transfomed into another type of symbol called sin. 

Sin - I t  is in sin that the defilement becomes conscious. "Such are the two 

archaic traits - of defilement: a something that infects, a dread that anticipates the 

unleashing of the avenging wrath of the interdiction. These are the moments that we no 

longer comprehend except as moments in the representation of evil that we have gone 

beyond."" The emergence of conscious occurs beyond the infection of evil. With the 

awareness of evil comes the first understanding of the wrath associated with the 

defilement. This sounds very much like " M a t  have I done?" 

"Defilement enters into the universe of the word not only by way of interdict 

but by way of confession. Consciousness, crushed by the interdict and by fear of the 

interdict, opens itself to others and to itself: not only does it begin to cornmunicate but it 

discovers the unlimited perspective of self interrogation. Humanity asks of itself: "since 

1 have experienced this failure, this sickness, this evil, what sin have 1 committed?" The 

act(s) is now questioned and a search for meaning has begun. A transition from 

behaviour to consequences has opened the door f?om the mere physical to an ethical 

dimension. A temporal line has now becn established that moves beyond the moment of 

defilement. 
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The interdict and the fear of the interdict establish the relational space of the 

person before their god. "lt is already the persona1 relation to a god that determines the 

spiritual space where sin is distinguished from defilement; the penitent experiences the 

assault of demons as the counterpart of the absence of god."" If should be noted that 

Hillman would disagree with this position. It is the absence that is assaultive to the soul. 

The sense of "being in communion" is lost and they stand alone. For Ricoeur, the god- 

human relationship is bipolar in that god stands at one pole and, in sin, humanity stands 

at the other. The gulf has been created that separates humanity fiom their god. "Polarly 

opposed to the god before humanity stands, the penitent becomes conscious of his [sic] 

sin as a dimension of his existence and no longer only as a reality which haunts him.""' 

The bipolar relationship sets up a for or against god position which results in a god who 

is present or absent. This is experienced as "alienation", "nothingness", "being lost" etc. 

However, as long as the dialectic is not broken, Ricoeur allows for the reversal of the 

polarïty. Repentance is the means of "retum." It enables the penitent to once again be in 

the presence of God.. 

Guilt - Guilt is the final internalization of the burden of fault. rt carries with it 

an acceptance of responsibility. Guilt is, first and foremost, a relational value between 

consciousness and individualization of fault This allows for the idea that guilt is not a 
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single value, but rather, that it has degrees. "Whereas sin is a qualitative situation - it is 

or it is not - guilt designates an intensive quality, capable of more or Iess.'" The degree 

of conscious involvement dictates the degree of guilt expetienced. The ultimate 

experience of guilt is the feeling ofbeing "dammed". Tt is the extreme lirnit for the 

primary symbols of evil. 

With guilt, the self is its own judge through conscious involvement. Yet, it 

cannot deny itself the feeling of being Iost or alienated, the extreme limit being despair. 

The temporal line has moved from the past of alienation, through the present in sin, to 

the future with yi l t .  Without a continued dialog~e of repentance, the alienation is 

infinite, the ultimate despair. 

Although Tillich and Ricoeur had different foundations for their respective 

theoretical development, they essentially arrived at the same place - the lost expenence. 

Tillich assumes the lost sou1 and illuminates the experience by elucidating the process of 

re-unification for wholeness and the restoration of ecstasy. Ricoeur prefers to outline the 

process through which a sou1 becornes lost. He then assumes re-unification through 

repentance- Each in his own way bnngs the experience of being lost out of the darhess  

of confusion and into the realm of understanding. 

A contemporary writer in the area of spirituality, Jean Vanier, helps to 

illuminate t h e  lost experience even further. He paints a vivid image of what Tillich and 



Ricoeur have theonzed. Vanier describes the phenornenon as living in a "tomb". It is the 

repository of everything that we want to forget, a world of decay. He describes the tomb 

as "dirty and it brings immediate feelings of guilt and anguish." 

... there is something inside each of us which is the repository ofthis terrible 
sense of guilt or decay. We want to be healed but there is something inside us 
which gives us that certitude that we are too awfui, that we cannot trust 
ourselves. We can see in a theoretical way how good community could be but 
we cannot Iive iteJ3 

The dimension that Vanier adds is the sense of unworthiness. Ricoeur describes in detail 

how humanity amved at the tomb, while Tillich shows the way out. What Vanier brings 

to the table is that he clearly states that it is just not that simple to leave the tomb behind. 

For these, it is not the abyss that is insurnountable but rather their unworthiness to be a 

part of the ecstasy on the other side. These feelings of guilt and anguish do not 

obliterate the understanding of God or the belief that God has the power to forgive. 

What is affected is the belief that God has the desire to restore them and Iift them from 

the depths of the tomb. And even if God has the desire, their guilt will prevent them 

fkom accepting reconciliation. They corne to believe that they are now left to rot and 

decay in the  tomb without any chance of resurrection. This is meaningful to the lost 

experience and will be explored in more detail in a later chapter. 

"Jean Vanier, Images of Love. Words of Hope, Hantsport: Lancelot Press, 199 1 ,  
p. 70 



E. Psychoanalysis and the religious experience. 

The relationship between psychoanalysis and religion can be described, at 

best, as tolerant of each other. Others might describe the relationship as antagonistic. 

With the birth of psychoanalysis, religion has been seen as just another area of the human 

experience. It had no special significance and did not allow for any transcendent realities 

beyond the individual themselves- There have been several theorists who have tried to 

understand religious experience fiom an integrated approach, Ana-Man'a Rivuto being 

the most notable. However, a contemporary of hers, the Jesuit psychoanalyst W.W. 

Meissner has offered a bridge between psychology and religious expenence that clearly 

places the individual as the focus while still allowing for the divine relationship. 

... we can postdate that the fonn of divine intervention does not violate the 
nature and functioning of man [sic] capacities -gratis pe$cit nafuram -and 
that the form of the experience is determined significantly by the nature of the 
psychic organization of the functioning of the person affected. The analysis 
of this experience is not merely a process of teasing out the effects of grace 
from those of nature; rather it is an attempt to understand the way in which 
man natural capacities and propensities becorne the vehicie for divine action. 
While grace must act through nature, in so doing it must shape and adapt 
itself to nature - not in general or absolute sense, but concretely and 
particularly to the capacities of the given recipient of grace. The task of 
describing, studying, and understanding the various components of man"s 
nature and functioning, particularly in individual personalities, is the work of 
psychology."" 

44 W. W. Meissner S.J., Psychoanalvsis and Relieious Experience, New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1984, p. 10 -1 t 
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This approach places psychology and religion on parallel planes that are complimentary, 

rather than antagonistic. Such a thesis allows each to be a significant part of the world of 

human experience wi-thout one dominating the other. It may even open doors that neither 

would have thought, or permitted, ta be possible. 

ln terms of this project, it is essential to have at least some basic 

understanding of the components of human nature that are instrumental in interpreting 

the human-divine relationship. Augustine's guilt was his own, not God's. To 

understand how Augustine experienced being lost, it is necessary to have some insight 

into how his psychic fûnctioning was shaped by his human experience. In this way, 

theology offers insight into the Other while being presented in a philosophical 

framework that has been informed by human sciences. Within this kind of structure, 

the relationship that emerges is one of Creator and created, giver and receiver. The 

dynamics at play between divine nature and human nature, however, not only shape the 

relationshi~, but more importantly for this project, they also affect how that relationship 

is experienced from the human perspective. It is, therefore, profitable to be informed on 

as w-de a base as possible. 

Although the literature presented in this section does not explicitly refer to the 

phenornenon of the "lost soul", it does offer penetration into the experience. Meissner 

and Riuuto, although clearly pianted in the human realm, offer positions that are 

particularly helpful in understanding the matter under study. There is a familiarity in the 
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language and in the sense of its application. There are clear differences in the etymology 

of the language but that does not necessarily make them antagonists. The 

complementary relationship of the material will be apparent. 

1. The theorists 

There are as many approaches to psychotherapy as there are to a modem 

super highway. In general, al1 are headed in the same direction, with similar destination 

goals. Some may go farther than others but, at least for part of the journey, they share the 

same pathway. In ps ychoanal ytical terms, this means that the vanous t herapeutic models 

share, in varying degrees, in attempting to explain how past experiences influence the 

present reality. The approach to wholeness is through the inner world of a client and 

then, through a particular theoretical orientation, to examine how this world shapes the 

experience. 

This presentation of theonsts chosen for this project begins with Sigmund 

Freud. His work is foundationat in the field of psychoanalysis. A11 schools of 

psychoanalysis give credit to Freud as having a major influence on the davelopment of 

their theoretical thought. Freud's contribution to the discussion on the lost sou1 

experience is outlined below. Other major theonsts outlined are Ana-Maria Rizzuto, 

whose focus is the development of the God representation. She is important to this 
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project because her work speaks to the felt experience of a divine absence. Her work is 

complemented by that of Meissner and others, 

Also pertinent to this project is the area of t~aumatic events. Many people 

who have experienced trauma have felt cut off Fiom their God. Abandonment, 

emptiness, and a loss of self are characteristic of the traumatized person. Rizmto, 

Heman, and others are drawn upon to illustrate the role that trauma has in the 

development of the lost experience. 

2. Freud's contribution 

The father of modem day psychoanalysis was Sigmund Freud. It could also 

be said that he has been a major contributor to the antagonistic relationship between 

psychology and religion. Freud would prûbably reject any compromise that proposed the 

religious experience as having any external reality. He postulated that religion was an 

area of activity that humanity would eventually gmw out oc Freud postulated that the 

nonbeliever was nomal. As a professed nonbeliever, he  considered himseIf to faIl into 

this category called nomal.. For Freud, this was a sign of maturity when the God 

representation that arose out of childhood experiences was put aside for adult realities. 

He liked to describe himself as a "godless Jew", indicating that he had matured beyond 

the illusion of his fathers. Ironically, for someone who had matured beyond the 



illusionary God, religious experience was a major area of study for the "godless Jew." 

Self proclaimed atheist or not, Freud is foundational in opening the human dimension of 

the lost experience. 

His contribution fo the religious experience debate was, and still is, 

invaluable. In 1927 he published, The Firtzcre of un Illusion. His basic thesis was that 

religion and religious ideas were illusions of human creation. Religion is nothing more 

than a store of ideas that makes humanity's helpiessness tolerable. These ideas anse out 

of the childhood mernories of the individual and the "childhood of the human race." 

They are built on the need for protection through love. 

They are illusions, fulfilment of the oldest, strongest, and most urgent wishes 
of mankind [sic]. The secret of his strength lies in the strength of those 
wishes. As we atready know, the terriQing impression of helplessness in 
childhood aroused the need for protection - for protection through love - 
which was provided by the father; and the recognition that this helplessness 
iasts throughout life made it necessary to cling to the existence of the father, 
but this time a more powertùl one. Thus the benevolent rute of a divine 
Providence allays our fear of the dangers of life; the establishment of a moral 
order ensures the fulfilment of the demands of justice, which have so often 
remained unfulfilled in human civilization; and the prolongation of earthly 
existence in a future life provides the local and temporal fiamework in which 
these wish-fulfilments shal l take place.(Freud 1927, ~-30)~' 

All of the regulations necessary to order human living that are attributed to 

God serve in protecting and preserving human communal living. The explanation is both 

rational and practical, and therefore, believable. Religion, then, has some decided 

4 5 Sigrnund Freud, iRe Future of an  Illzlsion, Standard edition of the cornpiete 
psycholo~cal works, London: Hogarth Press, 1953-1 974, Vol. 2 1, p.30 
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advantages for human existence and survival. Freud, however, postdates that the hurnan 

race would be better off to simply accept that al1 these prohibitions, although necessary, 

are of human creation- God is the illusion that is not necessary. Freud felt that humanity 

would be better off to reconcile itself to its nature. This is the purest truth that he admits 

exists in religion, but it is so "distotted and systematically disguised" that it can no longer 

be recognized as truth- 

One of Freud's closest and most respected fn'ends was a Lutheran pastor, 

Oskar Pfister. He also respected Freud and saw geat value in the psychoanalyst's 

theories for his pastoral work He refüted much of Freud's position on religion, but he 

shared his pçychoanalytical approach to the unconscious. He even refùted Freud's claim 

that he was "godless." He told Freud that his search for tnith and "the fieeing of Love" 

would make him a good Christian. Of course, Freud did not accept this analogy, but he 

did tolerate it most graciously. 

Pfister's contribution to the thirty year's of friendly debating was that he took 

Freud's arguments and moved them to an existential plane. His counter-arguments with 

Freud have ripples in the work of Paul Tillich. Religion was not an illusion created for 

the preservation of the human race, but was the basis of morality and value systems that 

gave meaning to life. 

Religion cannot be defined as enthusiasrn for art or morality, or as buffering 
against neurosis. Some other components have to be added. Religion 
concerns itself with the meaning and value of life, with the singular drive of 
reason toward a universal view of the world encornpassing both being and 



obligation, with a yearning for home and peace, vvith the impulse toward 
mystical union with the absolute, with the chains of guilt, with the thirst of 
fieedom and grace, with the need for love that is removed from the 
unbearable uncertainties of earthly Me, and with the innumerable anxieties 
which if not relieved can choke and disquiet the sou1 but through religious 
hamony can lift the life of man toward radiant mountain heights with 
indescniable joyous vistas, can strengthen the heart, and by imposition of 
heavy moral obligations in the spirit of love can elevate the value of 
existence? 

During the course of the fiiendship, Freud made many concessions in the debate, but h e  

never went far enough to accept religion as a divine-human reality. His position, as it 

evolved, could be characterized perhaps as seeing religion as a temporary reality 

necessary for the moment at least. 

3. Ana-Maria Rizzuto et al 

Perhaps Pfister was correct, that Freud was not as "godless" as he professed. 

In terms of this project, Rizzuto adds a great deal of depth to the understanding of, not 

just the lost experience, but to the whole of the experience of the divine. She asserts that 

repression of psychic realities is tantamount to violence to the creativity of the human 

mind. It is precisely this creativity that moves human life beyond a "du11 animal 

existence- " 

4hHeinrich Meng and E. L. Freud, Psychoanalysis and Faith: The Letters of 
Simnund Freud and Oskar Pfsiter, London: Hogarth Press, 1963 p. 18 1- 182 



In this sense, at least, religion is not an illusion, It is an integrd part of being human, t d y  
human in Our capacity to create non-visible but meaningfùl realities capable of containing 
Our potential for imaginative expansion beyond the boundaries of our senses ... In this 
context the nonbeliever is a person who has decided consciously or unconsciously, for 
reasons based on his [sic] own historical evolution, not to beiieve in a God whose 
representation he has. In Freud's understanding, and in my own, there is no such thing as 
a person without a God representation." 

Rizzuto goes on to Say that, in the believer, the conceptual and expenential 

God has become enmeshed with the self representations. The God representation that has 

evolved out of the early parental representations interacts with the developing self 

representation. The beliefs and actions of the parents, and the religious culture to which 

they belong, coriflm the existence of the God representation. Thus, reality testhg is net 

necessary. The sense of reality that is attnbuted to God is the same reality for their sense 

of self. It is inconceivable to imagine themselves without God. 

In these individuals, the sense of self and its reality is directly and vitally 
connected with the God representation experienced as an existing reality. I 
postdate that in these individuals that the elaboration and reworking (or lack 
of reworkhg) of the parental imago into a God representation, fùrther 
elaborated through fantasy and secondary process, is so deeply related to the 
endless process of separation-individuation f?om parents, and also to newer 
identifications with them, that to stop believing in God is to cease to be 
 nes self,^^ 

If Rizzuto is correct, then a generic God is not a usehl concept in 

psychoandytic terms. The God representation is subject to continual metamorphosis 

"Ana-m aria Rizzuto, Birth of the Livine God, Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1979, p.47 

481bid p.5 1 



and, therefore, is in a state of constant change. As the person changes through a lifelong 

interaction with changing primary objects, so too does the God representation. The 

question, in psychoanalytic ternis is not: Who is God?, but rather: Who is God for you 

today ? 

We must specify whose God we are talking about, at what particular moment 
in that person's life, in what constellation of objects, and in what expenence 
of self as context-dg 

What is important is that the God representation is acknowledged as part of the human 

reality. To ignore it or deny it as only an illusion ignores or denies the person, or at Ieast 

a significant part of that penon. Rizzuto's thesis is that, once formed, the God 

representation becomes a very personal God and takes on al1 the "psychic potentials" of a 

living being who is "experienced in the privacy of the conscious and unconscious 

proces~es."~~ 

The inter-actions with God depend upon the personal interpretations ofevents 

relating to the person's state of hamony or conflict wïth their God. R imto  suggests that 

if you want to know where someone truly stands in a persona1 relationship with God, it is 

necessary to look at the journey that was taken to anive at one's belief or non-belief. 

"No child amves at the house of God without their pet God under his [sic] am.*' 



Meissner shares this personal God thesis, but includes existential realities as 

part of the relationship. 

M i l e  God shares the transitional space with other cultural representations, 
the God-representation has a special place in that it is uniquely connected to 
man's [sic] sense of their self, of meaning and purpose of his existence and 
his ul timate de~tiny.'~ 

His cal1 for psychology to study and understand al1 of the components of human reality is 

a cal1 to keep an open mind to al1 facets of the human personality. The development of 

the God representation, and the integration or lack of it, and its functioning are important 

to understanding what gives rneaning to human existence. 

4. Fathedmother image 

In this context, Freud is still a major contributor. In tems of unveiling the lost 

experience, the parental relationships of the individual are instrumental in shaping the 

God image. It is this image that adds to the degree of separation, the understanding of 

f~rgiveness/punishment, and the intemalization of "badness" as a result of the parents 

response to the child. Freud daimed that the God presented by Moses was a 

representation of the prima1 father with al1 the relevant associated emotions intact. It is 

in the father imago that the God representation is based. Freud's God representation is a 
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process that combines the primeval father of the species with the father of the individual. 

Together, they fonn both the God and devil representations for the child. The first is 

active through the ancestral linage and culture of the child while the latter evolves out 

the childs penonal life experience. 

Certain aspects of the child's developmental experiences exert more influence 

on the emerging God representation than others. For Freud, the father imago, or the 

unconscious concept of a parent camed unchanged into adulthood, was the sole 

character, presumably, because only a male imago could represent a male God. Riuuto 

disagrees with this and sees a parental imago as the basis of the child's God 

representation. It is the "mirroring" of the child's early interactions with the rnother that 

provide for the important basis of the developing God representation. 

At the moment of their encounter it becomes clear that the child is srnaIl and 
needs the adult and that the adult is powerful and "knows" the child intemally. 
Now the fate of the child and the God representation alike depend on how the 
two characters - mother and child, God and child - are seen and the real . 
fantasized nature of their intera~tion.'~ 

It is in the loving and caring mother that the child finds nourishment, cornfort and well 

being, out of which anses a sense of trust and acceptance that i s  later embodied in the 

God representation. God is "Sophia7', as well as Father, and Rinuto points out that 

fernale images are equally important for a complete God representation. Thus, it is the 

parental imago that is mirrored, not a single male image. 



S. When God takes a vacation 

McBride says that severe trauma is defined when a person is a witness to, is 

expenenced by, or is confronted with an event that is perceived as life threatening. real 

or otherwise. Secondly the person's response to that event involves intense fear, 

helplessness or horror." The impact of trauma on the person is to be found at the 

"deepest level." Sinclair describes this level as spiritual. "The most corrosive impact of 

homfic emotional trauma is to be found in the spiritual fabnc of pers on^.'"^ Although 

Tillich does not speak in terms of ernotional trauma, the spiritual trauma is the loss of 

essence. The spiritual aspect of trauma is that occurs, not just at a physical or emotional 

level, but just as irnportantly in the place where their God dwells. It is the library of 

teachings and experiences of the human divine relationship. Old ideas and experiences 

centring around their God once again emerge. 

... God, like a forlorn teddy bear, is left in a corner of the attic, to al1 
appearances forgotten. A death, great pain or intense joy may bn'ng him [sic] 
back for an occasional hug or for further mistreatment and rejection, and then 
is forgotten again? 

Traumatic events cal1 into question the most basic of human needs, the need 

to be in a caring relationship. It is in the relationships with others that the secure sense of 

5 4 ~ c  Bride, p. 12 
55 N. Sinclair, Hodk Traumata, Bingharnton, New York: The Haworth Press, 

1993, p. 65 
56 Riuuto, p. 179 



self is developed and numired. Traumatized people lose their connection to the very 

foundation of their personality development, carhg persons or communities. Judith 

Lewis Herrnan says: 

Traumatized people feel utterly abandoned, utterly alone, cast out of the 
human and divine systems of care and protection that sustain life. Thereafter, 
a sense of alienation, ofdisconnection, pervades every relationship from the 
iniimaie familial bonds fo lhe most ahstract affiliaiions of communiiy and 
religion." 

The secure sense of self that is associated with these relationships is shattered. 

Old conflicts thought to have been resolved and long forgotten resurface and are relived. 

Stmggles arising out of identity, intimacy, and autonomy issues rush to the surface ripe 

with the original fears and uncertainties. Trauma stnkes at the very belief systems that 

give meaning to existence. For many believers, and perhaps for many nonbelievers 

whose God is in the attic, there may be a persistent belief on the unconscious level of 

immanent justice. The God that punishes or the God that abandons emerges to mete out 

justice to those who participate in events that disrupt the natural order or peace. 

Meissner says that at times of crisis there are "a revivification of intense unconscious 

guilt and a regression ni superego functioning that have snong implications for the 

individual's attitude toward  GO^."^* This may be a contributor to the perpetuation of self 

alienation that is common in the lost experience. 

5 7 ~ ~ d i t h  Lewis Herman, Trauma and Recovery, New York: BasicBooks, p. 52 
' '~eissner, p. 143 



Herman sees restoration of a positive sense of self as essential to recovery 

from traumatic events. This is accomplished through supportive roles with therapists, 

families, fîiends, and Iovers. The restoration of a sense of personal worth is similar to 

the process that fostered the original development of self through a respect for autonomy. 

By showing tolerance for the need to be close and then distant, while at the sarne time 

establishing boundaries for aggression, the victim's support network helps to restore a 

regulated sense of self control and autonomy. This is the same process that is played out 

in the early years of Iife between child and adults. 

6. Good God - bad me 

The child needs the "big person". Rizzuto points out that "the child cannot 

afford the thought of being without the "big per~on."'~ The child looks to the "big 

person" for acceptance. But if, in a mature rnirroring stage, the child sees itself as a "bad 

child ... who has not hlfilled the mythological mission assigned by the parents, there is a 

confiict of being."60 The chiid then sees itself as not acceptable, not because of any 

action on the child's part, but rather because of who the child is.. 

Herrnan observed this in returning Vietnam War veterans. 



"The issue of judgement is of great importance in repairing the sense of 
connection between a combat veteran and those closest to him ... He imagines 
that no civilian ... can comprehend his conhntation with evil and death. He 
views the civilian with a mixture of idealization and contempt: he is at once 
ignorant and innocent. He views himself, by contrasta as at once superior and 
defiled. He has violated the taboo of murder. The mark of Cain is upon 
him? 

It is precisely, at these times, that the "pet God" is trotted out. In cases of heathy 
mirroring: 

"These felt states of disharmony are handled with transient anxiety. They are 
experïenced as a threat of loss of love, as potential loss of object. The 
individual attempts to rediscover a rneaningful balance in the present by 
retrieving memories of a time in which he found himself in a similar 
predicarnent and somehow managed to leave it behindeg 

This is a familiar pattern found in the psalms. The psalmist larnents over perceived 

unworthiness but also experiences a felt state of abandonment by God. The way out of 

suffenng is to remember the days when God was close and was caring and forgiving. 

This brings hope for the future and security to the present The person in the lost soul 

experience, however, does not trust the rnemory of a saving God. The lost sou1 fears 

rejection and so denies their God the opportunity to offer rescue by rehising to trust the 

memory. The memory of the experience does not offer comfort that can be transferred to 

the present situation. For some reason, it is not hopeful because it has connections to 

elements of other experiences that contribute to its overall meaning for the lost soul. 



7. When God is too big 

TF the self-representation is negative or the God representation is Fnghtening, 

the God of conventional re l ig ion may be too much for one to handle. The wrath of God 

told about in the Scriptures only serves to drive the "rnarked" person into the desert. 

Meissner points out that defective mirroring of the parental imago rnay result in a 

pathology that shows up Iater in life. 

"If the rnirron'ng has been defective, the child rnay enter hrther stages of lire 
with a basic sense of being cut off or lost, or he [sic] will defensively 
elaborate a sense of his own omnipotence. a feeling of being like God that 
substitutes for the lost sense of being with ~ o d . " ~ ~  

Yochelson and Samenow report this in their studies of criminaIs. 

"...despite an unwillingness to do what is necessary he [sic] thinks they can do 
anything. In this sense accomplishments are not necessary; by fiat he thinks 
he can do whatever he wants?' 

Such behaviour is necessary to cover failure or fear of failure. The grandiose mask i s  

presented because the individual cannot face their shadow side- I t  cqnnot be ipteaated 

into the self and its exposure is teni@ing. Experiencing extreme fears of al1 kinds is 

characteristic of the criminal according to Yochelson and Samenow. The greatest of 

these fears is the fear of being reduced to "nothing." This is referred to as being in a 

63Meissner, p. 139. 
64 Samuel YocheIson, Stanton E. Samenow, The Criminal Personalitv. Volume 1: A 
Profile for Chancre, New York; Jason Aronson, 1976, p.399 



"Zero State." Tt was coined by self descriptions from their respondents who stated: "1 am 

a zero." This phenornenon is characterized by three components. 

"...the basic view of oneself as a nothing, a self-deception in that it does not 
conform wïth the facts; "transparency" in which the criminal believes that 
everyone else shares his view that he is worthless; and permanence, in which 
the criminal believes that the state of being nothing will last forever and will 
never change."6s 

There is a permanence to this condition that places it in opposition to being something 

that is of value. This is analogous to the relationship between good and evil. In lsaiah 

14: 12- 15, the transformation of Lucifer, which means bringer of the morning lighl, fiom 

God's prosecutor to the prosecuted is eloquently depicted. It appears as an example of a 

fa11 from something to nothing which is manifested in a condition of permanence that is 

also transparent for al1 to see. The grandiosity that Meissner points out as characteristic 

of defective mirroring is also very much in evidence. 

How you have fallen fi-om Heaven, 
O Day Star, child of the Dawn! 

How you are cut down to the ground, 
you who laid the  nations low! 

You said in your heart, 
"1 will ascend to heaven; 

above the stars of God 
I will set my throne on high; 

I will sit on the mount of assembly 
in the far north; 

1 will ascend above the heights of the clouds, 
I will make myself like the Most High." 

But you are brought down to Sheol, 
to the depths of the Pit. (1s. 14: 12-1 5 )  



The 'PitY' is the deepest and most scary place to be, especially if one is alone. The only 

way to compensate for the depth of despair and Ioneliness is too create an illusion that 

one is something other than what reality dictates. A grandiose persona is the mask that 

hides the fear(s) that cannot be faced. 

The mirroring of the parental imago is important in the development of a 

healthy God representation. The chilbs emerging God is made almost entirely from the 

image of the parents. In addition, others along the way rnay re-enforce the growing 

representation, such as grandparents, siblings, and significant other adults. The love, 

nurturing and protection given by the parents shape the God representation that survives 

into adulthood. 

Coupled with the mirroring of the "good" parent imago is the "not so good" imago. The 

pedect parent is onIy an illusion. There is also the parent who punishes, who withholds 

pleasure, and who is just not available in every time of need. This is parent who is 

feared. A child's oral fantasy may even lead to a fear of being devoured by the parent. 

There are many examples in religious history of the  split image of loving parents who 

destroy their child. 

In Greek mythology Chronos was such a God. His parents told him that he 

would lose power to one of his children. So, to protect his power, he devoured each of 

his children as they were bom. That is, until Rhea, his wife and sister, fled from him to 

Crete where her last child, Zeus, was bom. She left him with Oceanides Metis to be 
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protected and to be nourished by goats- She then deceived Chronos with a stone wrapped 

in swaddling clothes which he devoured thinking it to be his son, Zeus. in this case, the 

mother provided the protection and nounshment while the father was to be feared as the 

O pposi te. 

8. The problem of good and evil 

The paraIlel psychological issues for Tillich's structure of destruction is the 

problem of good and evil. The God who punishes or ignores the pleadings of a suffering 

child that has been presented in the Christian myth is the same split image of loving 

parents. Such splitting of the parenta1 imago Ieads to separate object representations - 

one good, called God, the other not so good, called the Devi1 or Satan or some such term. 

Freud does not describe the psychic process but simply allows for the split in the parental 

representation. 

It does not need much analytical perspicacity to guess that God and the Devil 
were originally identicaI - were a single figure which was later split into two 
figures with opposite attributes. In the earliest ages of religion God still 
possessed all the terri&ïng features which afkerwards combined to form a 
counterpart of him [sic]. (1923c, ~ - 8 5 ) ~  

M. Scoa Peck likes to reminds us that live spelled backwards is evil. The difference 

between living and dying, in the spiritual sense, is in the outcome of the inner stmggle. 

66Quoted in Riauto, p. 2 1 



... humanity is locked into a titanic struggie between the forces of good and 
'evil, between God and the devil. The battle ground for this battle is the 
hiiman soul. The entire meaning of human life revolves around this battle?' 

This is not far off Jung's "shadow" side of humanity. He wamed that unless this side o f  

ourselves is recognized and brought into consciousness it will appear later in our lives as 

destiny? It resists moral control and first must be recognized before it can be integrated 

and embraced. Klein found similar stmggles in her psychotic patients. They could not 

feel good about themselves because their primary rnegalomaniac self (God aspiring) 

could not master their extremely megalomaniac other self (demon self)." 

The outcome of the struggle between good and evil is, undoubtedly, 

influenced early in life. Relationships with parents and caring others form the basis for 

Our self-esteem and sense of wellness. Carl Goldberg, in his study of rnalev~lence~~, 

affirms that shame and humiliation arising out o f  negative parental relationships can set 

the stage for transition from victim to perpetrator. This would also affirm that, even 

67 M. Scon Peck, The Peoole of the Lie. The Hope for Healin~ Human Evil, New 
York: Touchstone, 1983 p. 37 

68 For a compete description of the "shadow" see "Aion: Phenomenology of the 

Self: The Shadow", in The Portable Jung edited by Joseph Campbell, New 
York: Penguin Books, 1 97 1. 

69 For complete description see The Selected Melanie Klein, edited by Jüliet 

Mitchell, New York: The Free Press, 1986. 
70 For a cornplete description of his six concepts for understanding malevolence 

see, Carl Goldberg, SPEAKMG WITH THE DEViL A dialogue With Evil, New 
York: Viking, 1996. 



though the potential for good and evil exists in every human being, the "bad person" is 

nct bom but rather created by a human process. 

9. Summary 

It is clear that any experience of God is, of necessity, a personal one. The 

uniqueness of the experience is as individual as the life experiences from which it 

evolves. Freud was right, at least in the literal sense, that God is of human creation. 

Religious experience is very much dependent on the intemalized representation(s) of 

God obtained from interaction and observation of significant persons in the individual's 

fife. In particular, from early childhood the experience of the love of God, or Iack of 

love, is shaped by the experience of love received from others. Who God is for the child 

is very much contingent on the parental relationship (or who is perceived by the child to 

love them the most). For this reason, every religious experience is unique. 

Its uniqueness is hrther refined by many changing life circumstances. In 

other words, the experience of God is not static. It changes or evolves with the 

individual. The God representation of the child is not necessarily the God representation 

of the adult. The God of the moment is a result of processing and circumstances. How 

extemals are mirrored form an integral part of the God representation. Combined with 

circumstances, such as trauma, changing life events, etc., the religious experience is also 



temporal. Sufice to Say that religious experience must be defined by the individual and 

is unique to that person's present situation and interpretation of life. 

This does not preclude the existence or action of a Divine Being. It does, 

however, make the reception and the reality of that relationship dependent upon the 

individual to which it is directed. Meissner's thesis may still be debatable, but it is at 

least tenable. Whether God exists inside or outside the human experience or both will 

continue to occupy the minds of theologians and scientists for generations to corne. 

Freud and Pfister may have set the tone for a healthy and CO-operative dialogue. As the 

discussion continues, one will lean on facts, the other on faith. It may never be resolved, 

but at least they can be tolerant of each other. 

The last word on the religious experience debate belongs to Jung. He reminds 

us that every person, "even the enlightened" is no more or no tess than who they were 

created to be. And that is just the way it is. 

In these circumstances it is well to remind ourselves of St. Paul and his split 
consciousness: on the one side he felt he was the apostle directly called by God, and on 
the other side, a sinful man who could not pluck out the "thom in the flesh" and rid 
himself of the Satanic ange1 who plagued him. That is to Say, even the enlightened 
person remains what he is and is never more than his own limited ego before the One 
who dwells within him, whose f o n  knows no boundaries, who encompasses him on al1 
sides, fathomless as the abysms of the earth and vast as the sky." 

71 C.G. Jung, Answer to Job, translated by R.F.C. Hull, Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 1958, p. 108 
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As outlined in the beginning of this section, an understanding of people's life 

expet-iences, their God images, and their psychic functioning is essential to an 

understanding of the lost experience. The human-divine relationship is bi-focal and ever 

changing in its reception and interpretation. The theories presented in this section are 

not meant to be an exhaustive exposition of the relevant material. They are sufficient, 

however, to inform this project. 



CRAPTER III 

RESEARCII ISSUES and METCIODOLOGY 

A. Personal and professional issues 

As briefly outlined in the introductory chapter my own personal lostness is very 

much a part of this project. The subject for study was not picked out of a hat or thmst 

upon me by some outside influence. This project is as much a part of me as it is of the 

participants who made it possible. 1 acknowledge that a reflective description of my own 

expenence is the source of the research questions for this project. I also recognize that it, 

in itself, is insufficient. Persona1 experience may be the foundation, but it rnust be 

fürîher inforrned and refined by the expenence of others. This is a reciprocal process 

where one informs the other. Neither experience is lost or overpowered by the other but 

is simply deepened by the encounter. "Paradoxical as it may seem, we can leam as 
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much (or more) about ourselves by considering the experience of others as we can by 

w-riting about our own e~perience."~~ It is not possible to engage another person's 

experience, especially one that has been experienced as intense, without touching one's 

own intense moments. Although it is not possible to enter each other's painfil moments, 

recognizing when one's own is aroused allows for a greater appreciation of the other. 

Having stated the above, I recognize that this presents a bias that must be 

addressed during al1 phases of the project. Tt is appropriate to infom this project with 

my own experience, but inappropriate to attempt to present that informative experience 

as that of others. The question 1 have asked myself throughout this process is, "Who is 

speaking here?' and "Am 1 hearing what is being said?" Therefore, the experience of my 

own lostness has been bracketed, as much as that is poss~%le, while at the same time, 1 

have gained a much deeper understanding and appreciation of my own experience. 

A unique professional issue that arose out of this project was related to my 

position as chaplain in a prison setting. Bestowed, acquired, imaged or sirnply perceived, 

the chaplain represents authority - either institutional, religious or both. Whether 1 

personally select a11 candidates or enlist the assistance of other chaplains in other 

institutions, which in fact was the case, the authonty issues remain. Cooperating with 

"Sandra J. Weber, Teacher Educators: A Search for Meaning, a thesis submitted 
to the Faculty of Graduate Studies and Research in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, Edmonton, Alberta: 
University of Alberta, Department of Elementary Education, Fall, 1985, p. 37 
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the chaplain can be viewed as a way to gain favor or privilege with other institutional 

staff, parole officers or boards, probation oficers, and even with the courts. Every effort 

was made to rninimize this perception. No inducements were offered and it was made 

clear to al1 participants that participation would not be reported to other staff members 

wïthin the criminal justice system. Their cooperation would be anonymous in al1 

regards. This also speaks to the issue of contidentiality which will be addressed later in 

the chapter. 

1. My experiences that prompt the question 

As a prison chaplain, 1 have encountered many individuals who have felt they 

could not be forgiven for their behaviour towards another human being. The sense of 

brokenness, abandonment, and loneliness perrneates the prison environment. In my 

experience, I have heard the confessions of murderers, the remorse of wife batterers, and 

the shame of child molesters. All have sought one thing - forgiveness and 

reconciIiation - but few have experienced its grace. This is a refiection oFTillich's 

reunion and ecstasy - the desire to be in union with the essence of their being and the 

ultimate joy that such a union brings is their quest. The void of the forgiveness and 

reconciliation experience is manifested in feelings of being lost, hopeless, and alone. 

Al though a brave face may be put up, "the mask:' (as it is known in prison ckles,  the 
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true face ) is one of alienation. Violence has many victims including the recipient, the 

community, and yes, the perpetrator. 

An observation that 1 have made, in particular while working with those who have 

committed violent crimes, is a process that is vety similar to Linn and Linn's stages of 

forgi~eness.~~ These inmates are often initially in denial, tuming at some stage to anger 

with the victim or themselves, or both, emerging in bargaining ("if I get out of here, I 

wouldn't so rnuch as get a parking ticket"), then sliding into depression, and finally 

reaching acceptance. From there, they are able to begin the process of building new 

lives. 

There are those, however, who remain among the lost. They have not, as yet, 

found their way into the joumey towards forgiveness and reconciliation. They cannot 

enter into healing because they do not have the basic predispositions necessary to start 

the process. They cannot see beyond the pain of their present experience. This is ntit to 

Say that they do not have the cognitive ability to understand that their behaviour cannot 

be reversed or erased. They also clearly know that their lives, and the lives of their 

victims and others around them, are forever changed because of their behaviour. There 

may even be the cognitive awareness that this does not exclude the possibility of leaming 

from the experience and using such knowledge to build new lives. 

"~ennis  Linn, Matthew Linn, Healine Memones Through Five S t a ~  of 
Foreiveness, New York: Paulist Press, 1978, p.87 ff 



Yet, they long for a return to a previous state. "If only I could change what 

happened." There is a need to somehow be restored, a need to be reconciled, but in an 

affective sense it cannot be experienced. When told about God's forgiveness, they hear 

and they beiieve, but they cannot accept it for themselves. This is reflected in staternents 

such as, " 1 understand that God can forgive anything, but I can never forgive myself." 

According to Linn and Linn, the stepping Stones to healing are faith and courage - 

faith in the unconditional love of God and the courage to hist  in God's love so that al! 

feelings can be safely shared. Faith requires courage based in a trust that goes beyond 

experience. Agape love is outside of the human-human relationship. It is something 

worthy of seeking but will always be limited by the frailties of the liuman condition. The 

perfection of unconditional love must, of necessity, be outside the human-human 

experience and can only be found in the human-divine relationship. Healing lies in the 

reunion of human-divine relationship. In the absence of this grace, both victim and 

offender can find themselves among the lost. 1 understand this not to be a place, or even 

a condition, but rather it is a process that involves the whole of the person. This is the 

experience where 1 wanted to search for meaning and understanding. The chalienge was 

not to look beyond their experience and import my own into the project. This ~ i l l  be 

dealt with latter in the chapter. 



2. The limitations of this project 

As an ordained minister in the church, 1 have a wide measure of interest in the 

spiritual well-being of the whole people of God. I am active in parish ministry and the 

iife of my diocese. As a permanent deacon in the Roman Catholic tradition, the main 

focus of rny ministry has been with marginalized persons - those outside of the main 

Stream of society and the church. These ministries included oRering programs for 

persons who had Ieft the church for various reasons and were seeking a way to retum, 

individual and group support programs for persons who had been sexually abused, and 

counseiing programs for grieving persons on an individual and group basis. 

For the past ten years my ministry has focused on those incarcerated in Canadian 

prisons. I t  has been by working with this population that my pastoral experience has 

influenced the direction of this project. Although that erperience includes working with 

both male and female prisoners, I have chosen to focus on a male population exclusively. 

The reasons for this are twofold. Firstly, my experience with female inmates is less than 

with males. And secondly, the population base for female prisoners is much smaller and 

would necessitate drawing participants from beyond the Atlantic region to ensure 

anonymity. 

While al1 my pastoral observations have been informative for this project, rny 

expenence as a prison chaplain has been the major contributing factor in selecting 
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incarcerated males as the focus of this project. T wish to underscore, at the outset, that 1 

do not intend to state or imply in any way that the results of this project are directly 

applicable to any other population group. This study is focused on a small group of male 

prisoners and is directly applicable to that group only. This does not mean that it will 

have no relevance for others. Indeed, other pastoral practitioners, outside of the prison 

environment, will hear many echoes resounding fiorn their own practice of ministry. 

Therefore, it should be informative for a similar pbenomena beyond prison walls. 

3. The relationship o f  this research to ministry, in general, 

and to my own ministry 

The subject of this study is not uniquely related to prisoners or prison ministry- 

The participants in this study were members of a community, and some were members of 

churches both before and ( for those who have now been released) after their 

incarceration . As previously stated, this project echoes many areas of pastoral ministry. 

The human struggle that St. Paul talks about in Romans 7 is universal to the broader 

community. Violence in the home and cornmunity does not necessarïly end up in the 

criminal justice systern; oflen it finds its way into the local pastor's office. Sexuai 

predators and victims share the sarne communities or even the same homes. People 

suffering fkom vanous addictions fil1 the local churches on a regular basis. Everyday the 



confessionals of the sacramental churches are lined up with shame burdened penitents. 

Needless to Say, not al1 penitents are in a penitentiary. This research, therefore, is 

expected to be of interest beyond the prison walls. [n particular, it will likety be of 

interest to those pastoral ministers ençaged in counseling, preaching, and general 

pastoral ministry, al1 of which use a hermeneutic approach to the human condition. This 

project is informative for that purpose. 

As for my own ministry, this project represents a persona! concem for the issue 

under study. I have worked with prisoners for some ten years now and have been 

frustrated with my efforts to help those who have lost hope. This project explores that 

area of the human struggle more deeply than t have previously ventured. I anticipate that 

the insights revealed in this research wdl shed light on the subject while enhancing my 

personal rninistry. It may also have implications for ministry in other areas such as grief, 

bereavement, addictions, and shame related issues. As a pison chaplain, 1 expect that by 

paying close attention to what is being said by prisoners in this particular area, I will 

corne to understand better why it is being said and in the process become one of "those 

who have ears." These are the ears that allow a person to also hear what is not being 

said. f t is the unspoken words that hold the deepest meaning for those in the Iost sou1 

experience. 



4. How this research is related to m y  lifelong learning 

and future research goals 

The course of study that has lead up to this research project has been the 

accumulation of a lifelong process of experience and leaming. The Doctor of Ministry 

program itself has shaped and focused that accumulation of leaming into the project that 

is presented here. Within the program over the past years 1 have prepared myself for the 

end goal of this research through study and reflection. Coincidently, the fint course 

offered to me in this doctoral program was on "Soul" and spirihiality in todayys culture. 

This was followed by "Power and Authonty" and its dynamics in society and the church, 

particularly on those in marginalized positions. Each of these courses challenged me to 

look beyond the obvious and to seek the why. 

An in-depth study into the theology of Paul Tillich provided the existential 

framework for the theory base for this project. This framework was further developed 

through a study of the work of Paul Ricoeur. A complernentary course in "Object 

Relations and Self Psychology" introduced me to the work of Ana-Mane Rizzuto and 

W.W. Meissner. The results of these study efforts were presented in Chapter II as the 

theory base for this research. A course in Qualitative Research Design completed the 

foundations for this project. 
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In addition, this work followed closely behind a thesis project in addictions that I 

completed in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of 

Theology. It was in this project that 1 encountered the experience of estrangement and 

the term u l ~ ~ t "  as an expression of that estrangement. This was a quantitative sîudy and 

did not allow for an in-depth study of such phraseology. Tt did, however, heip to water a 

seed that had been planted earlier by the prisoner who was seMng a life sentence for 

murder. As mentioned earlier, he had reached his eligibility date for parole and was 

likely to be successfùl if he applied. When asked why he had not applied, he explained 

that he had no place to go. 1 then asked him to descnbe that feeling. His description of 

what he was experiencing was summed up in four words, "1 have no soul." The sound of 

his emotioniess voice, the dead pan expression, and the coldness of his eyes sent chills 

down my spine. The chill of that statement, and the look of emptiness on his face, has 

had a lasting impact on me. To this day, 1 cannot relate this story without a similar * 

response. 

It was several years later before I began to question why this person evoked such 

a strong persona1 response. One day while in prayer he came to mind again and I found 

mysel P reflecting on a childhood experience. When I was five years old, I developed an 

infection in my right leg. At the time, it was thought to be the dreaded polio. 1 was 

hospitalized for treatment and summarily separated from my parents. In those days 

parents were not allowed to stay in the rooms with their children, as is the case today. In 
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my prayer session that day, 1 had a clear vision of my parents being escorted fiom the 

room, al1 the time trying to gather a last look of their son over the shoulder of the nurse 

who was escorting them out. I heard my own cries for them not to leave me. 1 felt my 

terror of being left alone. It was a terri@ing experience relived so vividly some forty 

years later. 

Hiç response echoed in my own experience. Elillman has described how our 

joumeys, though separate and unique, can touch momentarily. The chil! was mine, not 

his. I did not know whether his facial expression reflected a similar emotional response. 

What I did know, was that I had seen this before and, in some way, had a share in it 

through my own experiences. Although 1 could not enter into his pain, the extemal 

realities of the prison environment, his demeanour, his self-descriptions, and his 

perceived place in the "outside world", a11 helped to provide a glimpse into the 

experience descnbed in those four words. I t  was one that T could only imagine yet felt 

drawn to understand in a deeper more persona1 way. I felt both helpless and intimidated 

because 1 did not understand where he was nor did 1 h ~ o w  how to reach him. I recognize 

now that he touched my own lostness and that is why it impacted me the way it did, 

leading me  to this research- 

1 have observed this experience many times since 1 first encountered it. Tt has 

appeared in prisoners who have cornmitted murder, perpetrators of family violence, 

young offenders who have spent many years in custody, an-drvictirns of sexual abuse. 



Although this experience is not universal in, or exclusive to, prison populations, it seems 

to be readily observable in this environment. 

This is not the first time that my own lostness has been awakened by others 

expressing their experiences. Prior to entering the seminary to study for ministry, 1 

owned and operated a bar for ten years. Dunng those years I heard many stones of 

hopelessness, emptiness, and estrangement that reflected the pain of the human struggle 

for hope and happiness. The clientele for this bar were marginalized people, literally 

living on the edge of town. Many of them were unemployed, on social assistance, or 

living on small disability pensions. A large numùer of these customers lived next to the 

local dump. 

When asked what it was like ta live next to a dump they would often repeat a 

story attributed to a deceased member of their comrnunity. It seems that this person was 

brought before the local magistrate on a petty theft charge. The judge asked the man to 

give his name, address and an accounting of himself. When he began to reply, he gave 

his address as "Hungry Hill." The magistrate said he had never heard of "Hungry Hill", 

so the man explained: 

"Well, your honor, the dump for this town sits on a hill. We caIl the road that 
leads up.to the gate of that dump "Hungry Hi11 Road." Everyone who lives on 
that road is out of work, lives in a shack, and is just plain poor. Things get worse 
the further up the hill you go. Your honor, I live in the last house and that's al1 
I've got to say." 
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Whether there was any tnith to this story or not, people who related it believed it to be 

true because they lived it everyday. Like the inmate with no sou!, these people helped to 

shape my joumey to this project. Academic leaming is empty and meaningless until it is 

tempered with life experience. The many people who have irnpacted this joumey have 

challenged me to seek beyond an empty face or a chilling phrase to the experience and its 

meaning. 1 include my own experience in this challenge and have discovered much 

about myself and my own Iostness in the process. 

As is the case with the quest for learning, one research question is more likely to 

lead ro another before giving up any of its secrets. This project is no exception. 1 see 

this research as a continuation of the joumey. I anticipate that the questions raised will 

serve as the impetus for fùrther research. The possibilities for fùture study are given in 

the concluding chapter. 

B. The developrnent and scope o f  the research question 

The research question is the nucleus of the research project. The primary 

question drives the project and provides the direction of the study. It also establishes the 

boundaries for the researcher who may be lured too easily away fiom the core of the 

issue. Lincoln and Guba see two major purposes for the primary question. Firstly, it 

"establishes the boundaries for the study ... the proper tenitory of the study,." and 
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secondly, "such focussing effectively determines the inclusion-exclusion cnten'a for new 

information that cornes to light."" 

The question, however, must go beyond clan@ and territory- It must point 

beyond itsel f to the meaning it seeks to understand. 

"A phenomenological question must not only be made clear, understood, but also 
'lived' as it were ... To tnily question something is to interrogate something from 
the heart of our existence, from the centre of our being? 

The questions must be fimly grounded in the lived experience of those who are to join 

as CO-researchers. The primary researcher must always be seeking the expen'ence of the 

CO-researcher and not their own, even if there are shared pathways. In this project the 

search is for the meaning behind the lived experience. Does the lost sou1 experience 

somehow mean that one does not e ~ i s t ? ' ~  Or is the experience of existence somehow 

attached or dependent upon that which is identified as "soul", not as a static noun but as a 

process of maturation? As a result of my own experiences and those of others who 

appear to share in the phenornenon of lostness, I have formulated the following question. 

"YS. Lincoln and E.G. Guba, Naturalistic Inquiry, Newbury Park, Ca.: Sage, 
1985, p.227 f. 

" ~ a x  van Manen, Doina Phenomenological Research and Writine: An 
Introduction, Monograph no. 7, Department of Education, University of AIberta, 
Publication Services: 1 984, p. 45-46 

761t should be noted that existence is not a physiological term. It refen to the 
spintual reality that is experienced in varying degrees on the journey to 
wholeness. Tillich refers to this process as the movement fiom non-being to 
being. Frorn a place of separation from one's essential nature to unification with 
the Being of al1 being. 



As the question was examined, the key tenns were extracted and clarified, tlieological 

theines were identified, and many underlying assumptions were postulated. The 

resulting question is the impetus for this research project. In postulating this question, 1 

assume that some degree of edification is possible, therefore it is a question worthy of 

pursuit. 

1. The principal research question 

What is the meaning of estrangement, as a lost soul expenence, for those prisoners who 

have endured it? 

lnherent in the pnmary question, there are other secondary questions that heIp to 

both expand upon and refine the information gathered. The focus, however, must always 

flow From the prïmary cpestion. In that way, sound decisions to retain or discard 

information can be made. The follomng subsidiary questions will help the researcher to 

unfold the phenomenon. 

2. The subsidiary questions 

The "lost soul" phenomenon is a single expenence with many components. Two of 

tliose components flow out of the teminology itseK 



sou1 

What is soul for these inmates? 

How is soul experienced? 

1s there a relationship between sou1 images and self images and God representations? 

Lost - 
What does it mean for them to be lost? 

How is this experienced? 

3. Definition o f  key terms in the research question 

Meaning is that which gives expression to the relationship between reality and 

experience- 

Experience is a form of knowledge that arises h m  the direct reception of an impression 

fiom reality (intemal or extemal) which lies outside our free control. 

( R a h n e d V ~ r ~ r n l e r )  It is actualized in the relationship with what is perceived. 

Lost is the experience of deprivation of that principle of being that defines the divine - 

human relationship. 
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Soul is the prïnciple of humanity which brings the material and the spatio-temporal being 

ta its own perfection by allowing it to determine itself and thus riçe above the mere 

determinateness proper to matenal being-(RahnerNorgn'mier). It may be comprised of  

personal, religious, psychoIogical, and communal elements that are perceived 

symbolically and help to facilitate the process of essentialization (Tillich). Ultimately, 

the participants themselves will define this term. To place limits on its definition, pnor 

to the research, restricts the potential fillness of meaning for the respondents. 

4. Theological themes explored 

Grrrce is the mystery of God's self-communication to the human experience. This gifi is 

given both individually and collectively. The whole of humanity shares in God's grace, 

but it must be experienced individually and reflected upon in order to be known fully. 

The experience and the reflection affect the knowing and understanding of the divine - 

human relationship. 

Preserzce is a reciprocal relationship between human beings, as well as, between God and 

humanity. It requires both an openness and an attentiveness that allows God to be God 

and huinan to be human where one does not overshadow the other. Each one is attentive 

and accepting of the other. 



Love as found in the biblical images of eros, filio, and agape has been reflected in 

various theological thoughts throughout the history of the church. Theological concepts 

of love are intrinsically related to the human experience of acceptance and forgiveness. 

The most popular reading for weddings defines love as "patient and kind; it is not jealous 

or conceited or proud; love is not ill-mannered or selfish or irritable; love does not keep a 

record ofwrongs; love is not happy with evil, but is happy with the tnith. Love never 

gives up; and its faith, hope, and patience wilI never faiI."(ICor. 13:4-7) In its simplest 

forrn, love is the acceptance of one by the other without prejudice. 

Estrangenrent is the expenenced separation fiom the essence of being that gives purpose 

and meaning to life. It is the opposite pole to communion with the ground of being 

which is experienced as ecstasy. 

Abnndonnte~tt is the sense of being left to one's own fate without nurturing, comfort or 

guidance. lt is experienced as a void of the loving relationship that is desired. According 

to Vanier Iife is about relationship. In the absence of relationship life is empty and tomb 

like, a place containing al1 that is not life giving. It is the shadow of wholeness that has 

the potential of becoming the womb but, as yet, is not embraced. 
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Sirt is the conscious awareness that one has been stained with evil- It exists as shadow in 

the human psyche. As an exercise of human freedom it acts against the humaddivine 

relationship. Combined with the awareness of defilement comes the first understanding 

of the wrath or consequence of the defilement and the responsibility for its influence in 

one's l ife(Ricoeur), 

Gidt is the final intemalization of the burden of fauit. It carries with it the acceptance 

of responsibility. Guilt is, first and foremost, a relational value between consciousness 

and individualization of fault. This allows for the unique idea that y i l t  is not a single 

value, but rather, that it has degrees. "Whereas sin is a qualitative situation, it is or it is 

not, guilt designates an intensive quality, capable of more or less." (Ricoeur, S.E. 107) 

Reperitnrice is the regret of past actions or thoughts deemed to be unacceptable, 

combined with the acceptance of the need for change (rnetanoia). It is not a single act; 

rather, it is an ongoing response to God's cal1 to holiness, made possible through the gifi 

of grace. In Ricoeur's system it is the means of "retum" by which one comes once again 

into the presence of God's grace. It is an act of freedom that favours the humanidivine 

relationship. 



5. My iinderlying assumptions 

During my years in prison ministry, I have corne to believe that the chaplain is 

viewed by inmates as largely a neutral person in the criminal justice system. The 

prophetic role of the chaplain cannot be ignored and is ofien a basis for the pastoral 

relationship. Nonetheless, I believe the chaplain is considered by inmates to be 

approachable, trustworthy, and non-judgmental. For this reason, I believe that q uality 

data will be accessible. The methodology chosen has also been carefül to consider the 

relevant ethical issues- On this basis, I have concluded that a sound ethical methodology 

is possible. 

Other assumptions relate to previous training and pastoral experience, including 

that there is a relationship between self image and divine image. This assumption is 

based in Rahner's thesis on the" Experience of God and Experience of Self."" The 

experience of God and the experience of self are distinct experiences that form a unity 

where any developrnent in one constitutes a development in the other. This assumption 

wi l l  be explored in chapter VII. I recognize that this is a limited Iist of persona1 

assumptions. Any assumptions not stated are open to challenge. 

77 KarI Rahner, "Experience of God and Experience of Self', Theoloeical 
Investieations. Vol. Xllf. Theolocrv. Anthroplom. Christoio$y, New York: The 
Seabury Press, 1975, p. 1 22- 133. 



C.  Ethical issues and strategies for  meeting them 

Outside of the normal ethical practice expected of a research project of this 

scope, 1 was concemed for the anonyrnity of the participants. It became obvious that I 

would have to look beyond my own prison environment and seek participants from other 

prisons. I drew upon my previous experience in other institutions and my network of 

other pnson chaplains. By sharing the selection process with other chaplains, and 

drawing on a wider pnson population, 1 attempted to reduce my personal bias in selection 

and improve the level of anonymity for the participants. 

Although the psychological and emotional risks for participants were minimal, 1 

was aware that the subject matter had the potential ofeliciting a cathartic experience for 

the participants. In the event of such an occurrence 1 had arranged with others, 

competent in counseling, to continue with any participant who requested further 

assistance to deal with any realized emotional catharsis. In the event that an area of the 

dialogue became problematic, 1 was prepared to discontinue the process immediately. 

All interviews were conducted without problems. In fact, al1 reported the experience as 

therapeutic, in the sense that, where their essence was both revealed and received. 

The above precautions were oiitlined to each participant at the outset of the initial 

interview. Participants were also asked if they had any concerns not mentioned before 

the interviews were started. None were expressed. The participants were then asked to 
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sign a consent fotm. This f o m  outlined the purpose of the research and the method that 

was being employed. It also indicated the degree of anonymity to be expected. Each 

participant was told that their signature was an indication that they understood the 

process and that they were participating freely. Al1 participants have signed a consent 

fonn. 

O. The research rnethodotogy 

How to best approach the subject was my first and perhaps greatest challenge. 

The methodology itself had to feel as cornfortable to me as the question under study. 

Several options for data gathenng and analysis seemed possible for the project. My 

initial choice was to conduct as many in-depth interviews as necessary until I was 

satisfied that there was nothing new to gain from continuing. This sounded reasonable to 

me. The first questions that arose were: Where do 1 start? and When do 1 stop? A doser 

look at the methodological options helped to narrow the prccess. 

lnitially, [ was drawn to the grounded theory method. Here the data 

generates the theory as opposed to the theory being extracted from the literature. Instead 

of using existing theory as a starting position, this approach assumes that not al1 of the 

concepts associated with a given phenomenon have been identified. The literaîure 

review, in this type of project, serves as a sounding board for the developing theory as i t  
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evolves out of the data. The number of participants is unclear, at the outset, until al1 the 

categories and patterns have been identified- 1 believe that there are suficient theorists 

to guide the project to a satisfactory conclusion without having to postulate new theones 

to support the project. The methodoloçy employed, however, does have elements of the 

grounded theory approach. 

A second option was the case study method. This method presented some 

enticing features. Sharan Memiam describes the rnethod as "an intensive, holistic 

description and analysis of a bounded phenomenon such as a program, an institution, a 

person, a process or a social unit."7g Essentially, a case study is a descriptive account 

that points to the various factors that are sought after in the question being researched. 

By focusing on a patticular event, occurrence, experience, or phenomenon, a detailed and 

colofil image is created by means of illuminating dialogue with the subject under 

shidy. The data obtained is firmly grounded within a contextual framework. 

The process of this rnethodology is to do an initial defining of the unit to be 

studied. This establishes the boundaries for the study. The sample used for the project 

can then be chosen at random or with purpose. The data evolves out of field 

observations, direct interaction and/or historical records. The researcher's insights then 

guide the analysis frorn one step to the other. In the process of analysis, categories and 

78 Sharan Merriam, Case studv research in education: A aualitative a ~ ~ r o a c h ,  
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1988, p. xiv 



patterns are identified. These are then used to stimulate the dialogue between the 

researcher and the data. Each piece of the conversation helps to refine the question being 

asked. The case study method has greatly influenced the chosen methodology for this 

projec t. 

The third technique examined is known as research in phenomenology. This 

approach seeks a deep or penetrating inquiry into the essence of an experience. 

According to Van Manen, it is an examination of " a n  experience that hurnan beings have 

lived thro~gh."~' The goal is to find meaning in the experience. It is the "essence" of 

the experience that is revealed in the analysis and comrnunicated in the findings- To 

achieve this goal, it is necessary to guard against any preconceptions, theoretical or 

otherwise. The reflective process of analysis must be open to al1 possibilities. The 

phenomenon wiIl speak for itself if the researcher is faithfiil to the data. 

The process typicaily involves examining a life experience through interviewing, 

observations, and reflection. The data is then gathered into theme units that are typically 

descriptive of the phenomenon. Cornparisons are made between themes to search for 

commonalities. Descriptions of shared themes and any notable variations are kept 

faithful to the language of the data. In some cases, these themes are then put into a 

different situation to bnng clarity to the experience. The resulting descriptions of the 

' * ~ a x  Van Manen, Researchin~ lived expenence: Human science for an action 
sensitive pedarroçy, London, Ont: Althouse, 1990, p. 40 



experience are ofien then communicated through other material such as plays, poems, 

interviews, etc. The final goal of phenomenological research is to formulate 

recommendations for improving or bettering the experience. This method also 

in fl uenced the chosen methodology. 

1. Description of the methodology chosen 

The first time I saw the statue of the "Red Man", its image captured my 

attention. It resonated my own expenences ofbeing stripped bare with no skin to hold 

the essence of who 1 was, my very being. This work of art spoke ciearly, both to me, and 

to the experience I was seeking to shidy without saying a word. Art, as a fonn of 

communication, encodes the meaning of the artist's experience within a medium. That 

meaning is decoded through the experience of the person who embraces the work. The 

artist may speak about the artwork in a way that is foreign to the beholder and attribute 

meaning that has no relevance for others. In this respect, al1 works of art are unique to 

their creator. The image created tu illustrate the experience and communicate meaning, 

however, becomes communal when it precipitates meaning for others by viewing it 

througfi their own personal experiences. Any resulting dialogue will have to be both 

common and personal. Common in the similarities of experîence and personal in 

meaning. 



My first source of data for this study is, obviously, my o\ni  experience. As 

already stated, it is ultimately the source of the research questions under study. To 

reflect exclusively on my own experience would be informative for me personally but not 

necessarily For others. Listening and reflecting on the experiences of others can not only 

teach me a lot about my oim experience but also infom me and others about similar 

experiences. Throughout this project 1 have been constantly challenged to look deeper 

into my own experience. In my quest for meaning, with each interview, each reflective 

process, and each analytical step, I have progressed in my own personal journey. 

"Whether by contrast, similarity, interaction, or self-disclosure, the meeting of two 

experiences reveals more clearly the meaning of each."" The method outlined was 

designed to be faithfùl to the experiences of those who graciously pariicipated in this 

project with me. And [ use the term "graciously" because it was a s a c e  filled event for 

both the participants and myself. There was, and still is, a relationship between us that 

was a life giving experience, as well as a growth experience for al1 of us. The essence of 

their being was revealed and received and grace was embodied in that relationship. 1 

have considered these individuais as CO-researchers and have referred to them as such in 

the following description of the chosen methodology. Tt i s  the tenn that bsst describes 

Our relationship to this project. Their participation was an indication of their own 

personal interests in the subject as it was presented to them. 



2. Sarnpling decisions and procedure 

The research sarnple was made up of 4 maIe CO-researchers who were 

incarcerated in either a federal or provincial institution. Sentences ranged from nine 

months to life. Anonyrnity was of paramount importance in the selectiom process. By 

selecting CO-researchers h m  more than one jurisdiction, the population hase was 

increased along with the corresponding number of institutions involved. The co- 

researchers were then purposefully selected fiom this population for reasons of 

geographic considerations for travel and costs, and accessibility. An addiaional factor 

contnbuting to the sample selection was the network of personal contacts available to me 

in other institutions. 

Potential CO-researchers were drawn from my own pastoral interactions with 

inmates and those of the other chaplains who were invited to participate in the selection 

process. All participating chaplains were given a copy of the project design and asked to 

reflect on the research question. They were then asked to review their pastoral 

experience for potentiaI CO-researchers. The chaplains were requested to contact these 

individuals and present the project to them. Any individuals whom they felt met the 

design needs, and had agreed to participate, were submitted for considerati on. Those 

individuals were interviewed by me to ascertain that they understood the question being 

studied; that they could articulate their own experience as it related to the question; that 
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their participation was voluntary; and that they had no expectation of benefit fiom the 

institution for their participation. Whatever benetit realized was strictly personal. Only 

one individual intewiewed was rejected. The reason for his exclusion from the research 

process was that this individual was still before the courts. The record of his participation 

may have been subject to subpoena in pending court proceedings. 

3. Data gathering 

The size of the sampie was not predetermined. Since selection was limited to the 

pastoral experience of the participating chaplains, including my own, and the particular 

prison populations available at the time of data collection, the number of potential co- 

researchers was not known. Four co-researchers were eventually selected and agreed to 

participate. This was felt to be a large enough sample to use for a data base. Secufïty 

clearances were obtained from the respective institutions to enter and interview the  CO- 

researchers. Since institutiona1 records were not being accessed and inmates were 

volunteering to participate, permission to conduct research was deemed unnecessary. 

The institutions viewed the process as a personal matter behveen inmates and their 

visitor. 



Each CO-researcher was interviewed according to the guidelines outlined by 

Sandra J. Webber." Interviews were condiicted in pnvate in offices provided by the 

institutions. This setting may have had an influence on the data since the environment 

itself was tomb Iike. These rooms were sparse and institutional in appearance. One 

intewîew room, in particular, was an empty storage room and felt very much like a tomb. 

This may have influenced the responses of some of the CO-researchers. One of the 

FolIow-up interviews took place at a qiiiet table in a coffee shop outside of the prison. 

The CO-researcher had been released a few weeks earlier. Dunng this interview, the co- 

researcher appeared to be much more relaxed and open to the process than in the 

previous setting. This rnay have been a product of the environment or simply because he 

was more cornfortable in the follow-up meeting because our relationship had previously 

been established. 

The CO-researchers were engaged in the dialogue process for sixty to ninety 

minutes on each occasion. The number of interviews per CO-researcher ranged from one 

to three depending on the need for îùrther elaboration on a particular event or 

experience, the CO-researcher's ability to articulate the experiences, and the availability 

of the CO-researcher for further contact. One CO-researcher had only a single interview. 

The interviews were preceded by introductions, where necessary, an explanation 

of the subject area under study, the presentation of the consent form and its implications, 
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and a short pet-iod of general conversation to reduce anxiety levels. Co-researchers were 

asked to reflect on the experience and meaning of estrangement in their lives, beginning 

with their earliest mernories. Each CO-researcher was invited to tell their story with as 

little interruption as possible. Prodding was employed only when areas of stress were 

encountered or the articulation of the expenence was unclear. Follow-up interviews 

were used to further explore areas expressed in initial interviews. Al1 interviews were 

recorded and preserved on audio tape. A professional transcriber was employed to 

produce copies of each interview. Pseudo names were assigned according to the Greek 

alphabet in the order of completion. 

4. Data analysis 

Interpretation of data began within the interview itself. As 1 was listening to the 

stories being told, 1 would ask for comments on possible meanings and clarifications of 

panicular statements, thus enabling initial interpretations to be tested. This was 

particularly true in follow-up interviews. The idea was to obtain as clear an 

understanding as possible while the CO-researcher was available. Dunng the interview 

taping, hand written notes were taken of body language, points to retum to at a later date, 

and words or phrases that were repetitive. These notes were used as a means of focusing 

fol low-up inteniews. 



Once the transcripts were available, marginal notes were made to indicate 

possible themes. This process was repeated several times. Since transcripts cannot 

adequately indicate tone, inflection, the lengîh or intensity of pauses, etc., the transcripts 

were reread in conjunction with listening to the audio tapes. Marginal notes were again 

used to indicate possible theme categories. A list of themes was then prepared on a 

separate paper. This process is outtined by LE. Seidmang2 as a valid means of managing 

and interpreting data. The transcript notes were used to assemble the categories. Using 

the CO-researchers' own words, a thematic category list was prepared for each co- 

researcher. These lists fonned the foundation for the analysis. 

The thematic lists were used to create the CO-researchers' profiles. These were 

narratives, in the CO-researchers' own voice, that gave a snapshot of their persona1 

struggles over a significant pen'od of their [ives. Where possible, these profiles were 

shared with CO-researchers to verib that the picture presented was faithfùl to their 

expenences and had meaning for them. Editing was pemitted when requested. This 

ensured that 1 was steadfast to their story and that it was tmly their experience that was 

being presented. In addition it verified that the thematic system used to craft the profiles 

was trustworthy. These profiles are presented in the following chapter. 

82 LE. Seidman, Interviewing as ~ualitative Research: A Guide for Researc hers in 
Education and the Social Sciences, New York: Teacher College Press, 199 1, 
p. 85-103 



In the second phase of analysis, the thematic lists for each of the CO-researchers 

were combined into a single list. This list was refined by combining similar themes thus 

reducing the volume of material. The objective was to identify connections between the 

CO-researchers' experiences, their understanding of those experiences and the meaning it 

had for them, and the foundational theones used for the study. Inconsistencies were 

noted, and areas that suggested a propensity to move beyond the theory base were further 

developed. At al1 times I would ask myself the question "What do 1 hear? 1s that what is 

really being said?" The difficulty in "hearing what is really being said" is that the 

interpretation and analysis must pass through the experience of the researcher in a quest 

for meaning. 

"The last stage of interpretation and analysis, then calls upon the researcher to ask 
what the research has rneant to them. In the course of intewiewing, the 
researcher asked the participants what their experience meant to thern- Now the 
researcher must respond to the same question. What was the experience like, how 
do 1 understand it, make sense of  it, see connections in it?" 83 

T must make sense of the data. This is where the meaning of the experience is extracted 

and postulated. It is the culmination of the project, yet, if it is done with integrity to the 

data, it wiIl speak directly to the experience of the CO-researchers. Chapter Six attempts 

to make sense of the data and to be faithhl to the sacredness of the stoties that have been 

shared with me. 



5. Validation strategies 

The elements of trustworthiness are credibility, transferabiiity, 

dependability, and confinnability (Lincoln and Guba, 1985). To be credible, the project 

must be believable by both the CO-researchers who participated in the study and the 

readers of the report. 1 have concluded that if the fonner is accomplished the latter will 

naturally be achieved- This project has been presented to CO-researchers for comments. [ 

have also kept a journal of evolving ideas, prayefil reflections, and problem areas. This 

is part of the audit trail that has been discussed with the auditor for the project Notes 

relatinç to individual interviews, meetings with CO-researchers that were not audio taped, 

and general comments also f o m  part of the audit trail. 

Stict  attention to the chosen rnethodolo~, purposehl sampiing, and a report that 

is faithfül to the participants and their context speak to the issue of transferability. 

Persistent and prolonged observation has forced me  to consider the many factors that had 

the potential to impact this study. The need for dependability has been incorporated in 

the research design. In al! matters pertaining to the design of the project, I have followed 

accepted practices for qualitative research as outlined by researchers such as Van Manen, 

Seidman, and Merrian. The audit trail that has been maintained throughout the project is 

a test to the confirmability for tbis project. As well, to ensure that the audit mail was 

mishvorthy an auditor was engaged through the various phases of the project. The 
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combination of al1 of these measures strengthens the trust-worthiness that is demanded of 

a quaIity research work. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH PARTICïPANTS PROFILES 

1. Alpha's Story: Alone in the crowd 

Alpha is a 35-year old mate. He is serving his first term of incarceration for 

property related offences. For many years, Alpha has had substance abuse problerns, 

s~arting with alcohol in his late teens. During his twenties he used marijuana and other 

fashionable dmgs. In his early thirties he was introduced to cocaine and prescription 

pills. lt was at this point that his substance abuse, and his life, became unmanageable. 

Following his interviews for this project, Alpha was released fiom prison but was 

subsequently incarcerated for a second short term for sirnilar offences. At the time of 

this writing Alpha is residing in a new community and is attempting to rebuild his life. 
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Alpha is the middle child of three. He has contact with the older sister, but the 

younger sister is afraid of hirn and lives in fear that h e  will visit her and her family. "My 

baby sister now, her and 1 don't speak at all." Alpha says that growing up he "used to 

terrorize her." During his childhood his older sister ignored him. He was seldom lefi 

alone and received a great deal of attention from his family, until the birîh of his younger 

sister, two and a half years later. He resented the new baby being the center of attention. 

"I was jealous of her and angry about it." He even proclaimed to his grandmotber "1 hate 

her." He w a s  chastised and punished for this comment. 

Family is important to Alpha. He speaks of the house where he was the center of 

attention with wistful longîng. "1 used to go back to the old house. I could open the 

windows off the balcony in the front, climb in and just sit there." His family moved to a 

new house in a new area when he was seven. The old area was where his grandmother's 

house was and other family members also lived close by. "That's my heritage there, 

right, the (location named) area." The stories recounted around his "old horise," 

however, were not always positive. Alpha tells of being Iured into the attic by older 

uncles and "they would g a b  the wood and shove it over the hole and lock me in there in 

the dark. And 1 would cal1 out for help and no one would come. 1 could hear them out 

there ... they'd be laughing or saying stuff to me and stufflike that." He describes his 

feelings about these incidents saying, "1 was terrilied and angry - helpless." Alpha said 

what this meant for him was that he "... couldn't count on anybody." 
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In describing his relationship with his father Alpha stated, "My father was never 

home very much ... My primary experience wiih him was yelling at me. He yelled a lot." 

This was "scary" for Alpha as a young child. He blames his childhood nightmares on 

this experience. He would wake ~ i p  in the middle of the night screaming. When asked 

by his parents what the problem was al1 he could Say was "The noise - the noise." Alpha 

also recounted a stoty about his pet dog. The dog was a problem in the neighborhood 

and his father took the dog away. Alpha was told that the dog had been taken to a farm to 

Iive. He kept asking his father to take him to see his dog but he "never did get to go and 

see her ... because it was a lie. They had put her to sleep." 

Alpha's trust in his parents was further shattered when h e  was told that Santa 

Claus was not real. Santa Claus was "...nice. You knew he was coming. He was going 

to bnng you good things and he didn't really lnow you ... he liked me ... he listened to me, 

accepted me ... and didn't ask anything of me." When Alpha was told that Santa Claus did 

not exist it was "...devastating, because my mother lied to me about it." This incident 

changed Alpha's relationship with his parents, his mother in particular. "...That means 1 

can't trust her to tell the tnith." Trust is an issue for Alpha. "1 just don? trust people. I 

don't trust them ... it's just sooner or later they're going to sting you. So you're better off 

just not to put any investment in ... relationships and stuff" 

In spite of this, Alpha insists he was very close to his mother. She died when he 

was eighteen. At the age of tweIve, he "felt quite special" when she took him on a 
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business trip, leaving the other children at home. She was influential in his joining the 

church choir and affirming his interest in music. It was here in music that Alpha found 

acceptance. "1 felt like I belonged in that group of people (choir).,.They were nice to me, 

very accepting, you know. And there was atways a good feeling there." Alpha describes 

music as "it embraces me." He expenences intimacy in music that is shared with others. 

"...People who share music as a pift, as a talent, there is a bond ...y ou don't forget those 

people ... And the next time you see them there's always that little something special 

between you." Choir, music, and the church became an important part of Alpha's life. 

Alpha entered university and completed an undergraduate degree in religious 

studies. In his mid menties he rnarried a divorced woman with a four year old child. 

Later they had a child of their own. Alpha adopted the older child and made no 

distinctions between the children. After graduating from university, he obtained a job in 

pastoral ministry working in a parish setting. Tnitially, he found this work fulfilling. 

However, he soon began to feel that "they were sucking the life out of me." Alpha says 

"1 identify with people ... certain people share their pain with you but they're trying to 

manipulate you. They're trying to get you to feel sorry for them so that you'll do 

something for them. That makes m e  angry." Manipulation for Alpha was analogous to 

an eros relationship where the life of one party was being siphoned off for the benefit of 

the other. He felt that justice demanded, at least, a filio relationship. 
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It wasn't long before Alpha was using and abusing alcohol and drugs. When he 

could no longer afford to support both his family and his substance use, he began to ask 

the panshioners he had helped, or worked with in some way, for money. Alpha 

experienced shame around this behavior, while at the sarne time feeling a debt was owed 

to him. Subsequently, Alpha was counseled by the pastor to seek help for his addiction. 

The pastor was supportive for a recovery effort, but Alpha denied he needed help. The 

pastoral tie was severed and Alpha found himself without support and unemployed. This 

only served to spiral his substance abuse leading him into petty crime. His family 

relationships disintegrated and he eventually ended up living on the Street. In order to 

support himself and his drug habits, his criminal activity increased until he was arrested 

and incarcerated. 

Alpha bears a great deal of shame around his incarceration and farnily break up. 

"lt's shame. It's deep, deep shame. I'm crap; I'rn useless; I'm nothing; 1 don? deserve 

to be alive; 1 don't want to be a1ive.J can't face the world; the world is too big, too 

strong, and I'm small and insignificant." He feels that his relationship with his family, 

especially his oldest daughter, has "disintegrated A t  hurts me to know that something C 

did hurt someone 1 loved that bad." Alpha now feels that he belongs in prison. ''1 used 

up ail the rights that I have had. I'm not fit. Maybe that's why I like it in here 

(prison) ... because this is the place where al1 the people come that aren't fit to live in 

nomai society." 
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Outside of prison "the only time 1 feel relaxed and peacehl is when I'm drinking. 

That's the only time I feel like I belong ... for the majot-ïty of my Iife, the only thing that 

motivates me is the next party. But it's not - I don't know if it's so much the party itself 

as it is a sense of belonging" In pison Alpha feels he has found a place among the 

"misfits." 

"...If somebody, like in here, says 'he's a solid guy', you Lmow that's a huge 

compliment." He "nins a canteen" in prison which means he gives credit to other 

inmates for tobacco and canteen items. They pay him back with interest by having cash 

deposited into his account or retuming double what they purchased. This gives him 

some status in the inmate population. 

Happiness for Alpha is "to be authentic ... to believe in myself or to feel content.-to 

feel relaxed and comfortable in your own skin." This is a "Red Man" image. He is not 

comfortable because he is wlnerable and has no skin to hold the essence of his being. 

His substitute skin is the pain of his tomb. The only thing "authentic" for Alpha is his 

pain. "If 1 let go of my pain there'll be nothing left. I can't let go." He sees his pain as a 

"gift." It is how he  knows he's alive. It also makes him "feel connected tom others. 

Alpha identifies pain with his soul. "...it7s the essence of who a person is ...y our sou1 is 

the very core of your personhood." When asked to describe his soul Alpha used an 

illustration from "the Baltimore Catechism." "They use a milk bottle and they's light a 

candle and get soot a11 over it. This is your soul and it starts out ciear and pure and then 
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the more you sin the darker it gets and so 1 have to admit that and be aware of il." There 

is a connection between sou1 "the essence of who a person is"- and God. God is "some 

kind of life force ...y ou tap into it." Alpha believes in this life force. "1 believe in God. 1 

don't Iike saying "the Father Almighty." 1 don't Iike that qualifier." He would rather 

describe his relationship to God through "that chapter in Jeremiah or Micah 1, this is 

what the Word your God asks - to do what is right, to look afier the poor, and to walk 

humbly with your God. Like , those things to me that7s it. The rest of it is al1 structure 

stufr" 

During one attempt at recovery Alpha had met a woman in a dmg rehabilitation 

program. n i ey  lefi the program together and started a relationship based on crime and 

drug use. They were both convicted and sentenced to prison. At the time of this - h g  

Alpha was residing in this companion's community outside of his home area. This was 

an attempt to escape familiar influences. Alpha has not entered any other recovery 

programs or sought help with his problems. He has been in contact with his father and 

occasionally solicits his help. Alpha's self description "there is something wrong with 

me. There is something intnnsically flawed or wrong with me" continues to haunt him. 



2. Beta's Story: Scared in the Crowd 

Beta is a 22 year old male. His term of incarceration was the resul t of a bar roorn 

argument Beta pleaded guilty to a charge of assault causing bodily harm. "1 went rïght to 

the cop station and gave them a statement. There was no sense to deny it." This was his 

first adult term. He had served a previous young offender term for assault, as well. 

Although he admits to numerous incidents of  "fighting and ~tuff'~, only two resulted in 

criminal charges. In both cases the victims had been seriously injured. Beta admits to 

the occasional use of alcohol and drugs, but does not see his substance use as a problem, 

in spite of the fact that he has little memory of the fight that lead to his charge due to 

intoxication. 

Presently, Beta is in a cornmon-law relationship. They have one child, a son, who 

is approximately two years old. His wife is the one and only girlfriend he has ever had. 

They began to date when he was fifteen. On several occasions in the past, the 

relationship has broken down. Beta feels this was the result of his being "more 

concemed with my fiends than with her at the time." They have been living together 

84 N.B. 
'Stuff" was a word used often by Beta. He could not explain what it rneant except 
that it served to indicate there was more detail to the subject being cornrnunicated 
than he was able to express. In some cases, it was used for emphasis. This 
term was also used extensively by other CO-researchers. 
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now for the past four years. He feels this relationship is stable and loolcs fonvard to 

being reunited with his wife and child upon his release from prison. 

He was brought up in a small rural town where the main industries were fishing 

and forestry. With three brothers and two sisters, Beta was the youngest in a family of 

six. His father was a fisherman who spent many weeks at a tirne away at sea. Their 

relationship deteriorated in Beta's teens resulting in a barn-er of silence between them. 

When his father was diagnosed as having a terminal condition, Beta broke the silence 

and was reconciled with his father. Beta's father died this past year afier a lengthy battle 

with cancer. His rnother has always stayed at home and maintained the family. She is 

still living and Beta maintains a relationship with her, although they no longer live in the 

same town. He descnies his family as '7ypical" for his t o m .  

Beta completed grade seven but was unable to finish grade eight. "1 went to 

grade eight twice but only made it halfkay through the year each time." Beta was 

expetled from school for fighting repeatedly. He felt that the reputation he had earned in 

dementas, school was now permanent and there was no way to escape from it. "... 1 just 

couldn't get rid of the  reputation. It seemed like everybody expected me to be ... one of 

the tough ones in school ... it seemed that everyone was scared of me because of my 

reputation that followed me. And I didn't know how to get out of that nit so I just stayed 

in it. ..l was trapped ...j ust accepted it how it was or didn't try to change anything." 
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Beta portrays his relationship with his father as argumentative. "He loved to 

argue, loved to argue. He had a short fuse like myself." Growing up he felt he could not 

please his father. His father "had a short fuse7' and ofien he would yell and ridicule him. 

If he sent Beta to find a wrencb or a tool and he returned empty handed, his father would 

shout, "Well, Jesus Christ ...y ou can't find anything." Beta's description of the resulting 

feeling was, " well, it just felt like I could never really do nothing to please hirn." As he 

got older h e  would try harder to please his father. "l'd go in and I'd actually look for it 

and i'd find it and take it to him." His father would also discipline him by spanking. 

Beta's feelings on this were " 1 think it was for things that 1 guess 1 deserved." 

His father's moods were interpreted through body lan y a g e  and facial 

expressions. Beta received M e  affirmation from his father. ". ... Vey  seldom you heard 

him Say things. Like you could be talking to him and you get - by his facial expressions 

and siuff like that, you could figure things out." When speaking of his completioti of his 

GED through an unemployment upgrading program, he describes how he interpreted 

parental approval. "Well my mother, she had the certificate in a little fiame and stuff 

hanging on the wall. And I assumed, they never really came out and said it, but C 

assurned that made them proud of me." It was important for Beta to feel that he was 

accepted. Gestiires, such as the framing of that certificate, were significant moments in 

his life. 
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Dunng his youth Beta was picked on by other kids. "Because I was a fat kid ... I 

got picked on a fair amount too. Got bullied myself, right." He characterizes himself as 

being a shy person al1 of his life. He always wanted to be part of the group but was ofien 

rejected with calls of "fatty". This would elicit an angry response that would result in 

aggressive behaviour towards the offender. ''1 got into a fair amount of fights and stuff. I 

had a bad temper in elementary school and stuff so it didn't take much to set me oK" 

This self diagnosis of "having a temper al1 my life" was affimied by parents, siblings, 

fiends, school teachen, and a child psychologist At one point in elernentaiy school, he 

was placed on "downers" for half a school year. As a result of this treatment, "a11 1 did 

was sleep my day away in class and stuff in elementary school." The reason given for 

taking Beta off this medication was that "they was noted to be addictive." Removal of 

the medication rneant a return to what Beta describes as "normal, Iike my temper and 

stuff." 

Normal was characterized as "'getting into fights and stuff". Beta felt lost or on 

the outside, "just the whole time growing up, pretty well." As a child, he leamed that his 

size would allow him io force himself on other people. "The only way I can get any 

recognizahon(I3eta's word) was to be a bully in school and stuff. That was the only way 

1 could fit in with others, it seemed 1ike.A made the other kids look up to m e J  got 

respect and 1 didn't have any other way to get it ... where I'd get in a fight and I'd win, Iyd 

eam respect OF thern." Beta discovered at an early age that the more aggressive he was, 
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the fewer the insults or name calling incidents. As a result of this behavior, he began to 

develop a "reputation". 

Beta experienced the name calling or someone trying to bully him as cc it pisses 

me offbecause it thinks, or it makes me think that they're better than me." He explains 

that what it rneant for him to feel like someone else was "better" than he was that 'Tm 

not a good person or something." He describes his shyness as "just, 1 guess, 

scared ... scared I'd Say something stupid ... scared of what other people will think ... l ike 

he's a mess or something" Beta always felt that people were staring at him when he was 

in public places. To avoid this feeling he would get others to order food for him. "Like, 

if l was to go to McDonald's ... and the whole place was packed hiil  of people, if it was 

me and my girlfiiend there I'd send her in to get the stuff. I'd stay in the car." Beta was 

afiaid he'd " Say something stupid" and that "they'd probably Iaugh or something like 

that." He describes the feeling of being laughed at "it don't make me feel too good ... it 

pisses me o f f 3  bnngs back mernories of elementary school and stuff like that ..." 

Throughout Beta's life he "felt lost. I didn't know how to associate with people 

without being a bully." Beta descnbed sou1 as a "sense of being". This was defined as 

"it would be you belonged wherever, no macter where you went." He had never 

experienced this "sense of being" growing up, but he admitted that "it wouldn't ùe 

nothing wrong with it" had he ever had such an experience. There also seerned to be a 

relationship between a "sense of being" and a "sense of purpose." "1 believe everybody's 
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got a sense of purpose in their life ...j ust I haven't found my purpose in life yet." The link 

between the two may be in this statement relating to his son: "...my purpose in life right 

now is to provide for my family as best 1 can ... and to have my son proud of me and not to 

do anything to disappoint, I already done one thing to disappoint him and ended up in 

here, right. And 1'11 do my damndest not to make that mistake again." 

Whenever Beta felt "like I'm not a good person or something," he would want to 

"go and be alone." He would Say to himself "screw you. See you later." This response 

resulted in intense feelings of loneliness. "Tt just made me feel like 1 was never good 

enough to be around people ..." To cope with these feelings, Beta would "drift off into 

my own little worlds al1 the time." He describes these worlds as being 'ljust blank, block 

everyihing out around you." Beta described the experience as " I don? think about 

nothing ... you can be sitting here talking to me and I just drift. I'd be looking, just 

looking ai the blind or something and just drift but not hear nothing around me ..A's like 

going in and out of consciousness." A single word that was used repeatedly to descnbe 

this place was "nothing." He said he found this place peacehl, but "it doesn't make you 

feel too good." 

In terms of what would make Beta feel good, he spoke of "we was put here by 

someone or sornethingy'. This "someone or something" was not identified as God. Beta 

felt that this entity could have "made a better person ... unless he done it on purpose." 

Even though he  believes in the existence of such an entity, Beta feels "no connection" to 
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it. When asked to speculate on what a connection might feel like, Beta said, "1 guess I'd 

feel honored that 1 would meet them or whatever". However, he questions whether or 

not such a connection is possible. "Well, out of the other miIIions of people in the world 

why would he honour me, why would they, or whatever, honour me with their presence 

or whatever?" 

Beta is now released from prison. He returned home to his common-Iaw wife and 

son. Shortly afler his release he also retumed to his hometown for a visit with his mother. 

He did not intend to relocate to his hometown but hoped to maintain his m'endships 

through periodic visits. It was with these "fiiends" that Beta would drink and "get into 

trouble." These social calls, which excluded visits with his mother, did not include his 

common-law wife or son. Beta has not retumed to prison as of this wrïting. 

3. Gamma's Story: 1 just want to be normal. 

Gamma is a 38 year old male serving a life sentence for rape and murder. The 

likefihood of a conditional release anytime in the future is remote. His crime was 

particularly brutal and received widespread publicity. Gamma accepted responsibility 

for his crime but was at a loss to explain his behaviour. Tt is generally accepted that he 

was not a serial rapist, nor was there a pattern to his criminal behaviour. He had no prior 



convictions for similar offences. The majority of his cnminal activity was centered 

around drugs and property offences. The onIy clues to his actions may be in his story. 

The youngest in a blended family with seven children, he was at the end of the 

line for everything fiom clothes to affection. His biological Father died when h e  was 

eight months old. Gamma had hvo fil1 brothers and one full sister. Gamma also grew 

up with two half brothers and a half sister fiom his stepfather's first relationship. His 

mother and stepfather have been living in a common-law relationship for thirty-seven 

years. Gamma considered his family to be hard working people. At the age of fourteen, 

having completed grade 7, Gamma lefi school to go to work with his stepfather in the 

lumber mill. This was" hard work" for a boy of fourteen. in spite of his stepfather's 

demands and criticism, he felt he did his fair share. 

One of the oldest mernories Gamma has is "when I was three someone did 

something to me." Gamma feels this event and other similar events throughout his 

childhood "took part of my life away that I should have had and I didn't." Sexual abuse 

was a reoccunïng event throughout Gamma's childhood. A neighbor, who was some ten 

years older abused Gamma on three occasions over a penod of five years. During one of 

these encounters, when Gamma was "seven or eight", the abuser's father caught them 

and "his father put the blame on me and called me a little bastard ... And then he came in 

and started to saying a whole bunch of things. And 1 guess that made me  feel like 1 was to 

blarne." 
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On another occasion Gamma and a fnend were chased in the woods by the same 

man who tried to take their ciothes off. His friend was caught and had his pants rernoved 

by the man ( this neighbor was known in the community for deviant sexual activity). 

Gamma ran away but retumed wïth an axe and stnick the man in the back with the blunt 

end. The man was charged with sexual assault. When the case was called up Gamma 

went to court but "they never called me in for an interview. It was thrown out. 

Throughout his childhood Gamma experienced repeated episodes of name 

calling. When asked about the frequency of such events he replied "they al ways called 

me names." As a child Gamma was overweight and would be referred to as a "fat pig or 

bucked tooth beaver." He felt these experiences contributed to his self loathing. 

Gamma says he hates himself because "1 yess  it's part of me. A few things like people 

hating me, calling me names, my father calling me names." Name calling was associated 

with hatred of him penonally. He undentood that he was somehow flawed; there. was 

something wrong with him. His stepfather contributed to this understanding . "Just 

whenever something went wrong or something he'd get mad at me and cal1 me lazy and 

good for nothing." Gamma feels some of his stepfather's chastisements were prophetic. 

His father would often tell him that he "would end up in jail." Gamma's own statement 

of "1 mess he was right about that" was as indicting as the first degree murder charge 

conviction. 
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Gamma descnbed his relationship with his stepfather as "kind of abusive." He 

felt that he "couldn't do enough to satisfy hirn even when he was working 16 hours a d a y  

and working twice as hard as the men he had working for hirn." Still his stepfather 

would cal1 him " l a q  and good for nothing." Gamma's way ofdealing with this 

treatment was to rationalize his stepfather's behaviour by telling himself that "1 know 

that he was sorry and stuff like that." This statement seemed to help reconcile the 

stepfather's past behaviour with his visits to the prison îo see Gamma, when time, health 

or weather conditions permitted. Although his stepfather no longer calls hirn names t h e  

behaviour continues with his 71 year old mother. "He's still working and bossing her 

around. I donyt know how she can do that. lf she don't do what he wants he gets on her 

case and calls her the same thing, lazy and good for nothing." 

When asked who loves hirn unconditionally, Gamma replied most emphatically, 

"my mother does." He coutd think of no one else. His mother is faithful in her visits and 

communication with Gamma. But she is dependent on her husband to drive her to the 

prison, some two to three hours away. Earlier in the interview Gamma made at point of 

letting me know that he had become a Christian while in prison. When asked what that 

meant to him ht: replied, "Well, He has (forgiven me)," Yet, in spite of this statement, 

Gamma did not list God among those who love him. God reminds Gamma of "the father 

1 never had and always wanted." His description of such a father was "loving ... for one 

thing. You know, a real loving father - not one that one day you think cares and the next 
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day they're calling you names and stuff." Gamma feels that "to do good" is an important 

part of how God "thinks." 

"To do good" is what Gamma defines as "normal." Gamma feels he failed in his 

quest to be normal. "1 know I tried to be normal as possible but 1 guess 1 didn't end up 

that way. I ended up taking a different route ... to be normal to me would be not having 

done what I've done in the past." Gamma expen'enced his y i l t  over his past life as 

"being in hell ... There are times when I'm thinking about the victim and their family and 

I'm trying to figure out how they feel. They probably hate me ..." Although the murder 

has brought new concems about what people think of him, Gamma has always felt that 

people could " read my mind or something." He was always afraid of crowds. He was 

"always afiaid of what people were thinking about me ... In a big crowd 1 get paranoid and 

won7t Say anything." 

Because he was "quiet and shy", Gamma always felt that he was different. 

Often this was experienced as feeling that "1 don't exist or something. I'm just there and 

nobody's paying any attention to me." Even if he felt welcome he would still feel more 

or less "lefi out." Whatever everyone else had together or shared did not include him. 

Gamma related a story frorn his childhood conceming this experience. He was on a ski 

trip with a church group - "religious people." Gamma could not ski very well and fell on 

his first attempt. The remainder of the group carried on leaving him there on the slope. 

He said " I went back up the top of there and waited about an hour before they came 
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CC scary." He never "bothered to go back to church after that." 

When the interview tumed to the subject of soul, Gamma wasn't sure whether he 

had such a thing. He defined souk as "the main part of your body ... the spirit." Gamma 

felt that having no soul would be like the dead looking in fiom the outside. He used this 

explanation because "1 feel like that once in awhile." Such a thing as havinp no soul 

would be "Iike hell." Having a sou1 wouId be like being "home." Home, for Gamma, is 

a place were he would be accepted "for who 1 am and not for what 1 did." For a short 

tirne, Gamma experienced a sense of belonging when he was a member of a motorcycle 

gang. He said "1 kind of felt like I belonged there." He did not stay because he didn't 

feel he was getting recognition for al1 the work he was doing and the gang was tuming 

more and more violent. He left and went back to work with his stepfather. 

Several times Gamma expressed a sense of not being "in control." One 

explanation that he gave was that "... they al1 Say that a devil or something is working in 

you or something.." if someone does "bad things." He felt that he was not always in 

control and that somehow some part of his brain was autonomously working without his 

knowledge or understanding "until it's too late ... it's more or less like it was working on 

its ovm." This explanation for his behavioor did not provide any comfort to Gamma. He 

feels that any restorative justice for him is attached to the forgiveness of others. "The 

hardest part about trying to forgive myself is other people. Because I know they would 
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never forgive me and 1 don't blame them." Gamma could not see the possibility of 

forgiveness from others. Therefore, his state of being without forgiveness was 

permanent. niere was no way back to a place where he \vas not despised for what he 

had done. 

His stepfather's prophecy that Gamma would never amount to anything or he'd 

end up in jail had been fulfilled. Now he was lost in the abyss of the damned. Gamma 

never found his place in the prison culture. In spite of being housed in a protective 

custody unit with other inmates who had comrnitted similar offences, he always feared 

for his safety. He was lost in a most profound way throuçh his isolation by a society that 

placed him on the extreme bottorn of their hierarchy. He was the darnndest of the 

damned. He had no friends. He ate alone. He spoke with no one. Gamma's was a 

lonely existence that can only be imagined since it is so foreign to the average person, 

including to most inmates in prison. A few months aRer he was interviewed, Gamma 

was attacked and murdered. Even in prison, the monastery of the damned, he was called 

names, tonnented, and attacked for his crime. Gamma wanted people to see him for 

"who 1 am, not for what I did," but his wish never became a reality for him. Gamma was 

never able to embrace his shadow side and offer it as a gif3 to God. He was a "Red Man" 

without a skin to contain his self Gamma's dream of being accepted could not be 

realized because he could not accept himself. The question remains: Who was Gamma? 



4. Delta's Story: Hello, 1 'm Mr. Cool 

Delta is a male 38 year old male with a lengthy criminal record. His record 

includes convictions for theft, drug offences, breaching of undertakings, and assault. He 

was doing what is known in the criminal justice systern as "life on the installrnent plan." 

The cycle of repeated offences, with repeated tenns of incarceration, is viewed as having 

the potential for permanence. With each period of incarceration those working in the 

system, and the offenders themselves, have diminishing hopes for effective change in the 

person's lifestyle. Terms like "institutionalized" begin to be used to describe inmates 

like Delta. It is a fear that Delta hirnself has expressed more than once. 

Born the last of seven chiidren, Delta calls himself "the baby of the family." 

There are nineteen years separating the seven children. The closest in age to Delta is a 

brother who is six years his senior. This brother was a drug dealer and Delta "looked up 

to him" and considered him to be "cool." When speaking about what influenced his 

joumey into the dmg culture, Delta responded w*th " I pretty well know what happened 

to me.. -1 know what got me curious..-that was my brother." The older brother was a 

small tirne dmg dealer who later became a "big player" in the local dnig trade. De1 ta 

thought he was "cool" because everybody looked up to him and came to him for their 

drugs. The oIder brother and his friends had "cool ciothes and they were cool." Delta 
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wanted to be cool so he started selling drugs in pade 7. This was the beginning of his 

long journey into the world of drugs and crime. 

It was important to Delta to feel cccool." He leamed early in his drug career that 

when his peen began to see him as a "player7' it had a reciprocal effect on how he saw 

himself "1 was starting to get Like a little status symboLLike these guys thought I was 

really cool. And the cooler they thought 1 was, the more important I thought I was ... that 

used to make me  feel good." 

He has very little memory ofany relationships ~ 5 t h  his other siblings while 

growing up. He was "just too young" for any meaningful interaction. As adults, the 

siblings are in communication with one another; however, their relationships largely 

centre around their parents and not on each other. DeIta's parents have been mamïed for 

fi@-nine years. Delta views their marriage as ccnorma!" throughout that period. His 

father held steady employrnent as a sales manager until his retirement, while his mother 

"stayed home and made the Kraft Dinner and batoney." He views his mother's role as 

homemaker as valued empioyment and resents any inference to women who do not work 

outside the home as "not having a job." 

Dunng his years of dmg abuse, Delta d d k d  away from any family contact. His 

parents have always supported any efforts he made towards recovery, including his 

present effort. Delta cames some guilt over past expenences with them while he was on 

drugs. It is important for him to rebuild his family bonds "because they aren't getting 
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any younger." He is appreciative of their support, in spite of his previous failed attempts 

at recovery. "They're good enough to take me back- Tarn not going to jeopardize that, 

out of respect for them and for myself." Delta has also gained the support of two of his 

sisters and phones them regularly. Delta says, '9 like that" Having a place where he 

feels that he belongs is important to him, and he feels it is crucial to a sustained recovery. 

When in the ninth grade, Delta was involved in a car accident. He says it "left 

him behind in his work" and he had to repeat the ninth grade. It was around this time 

that he began to "sniff gas fiom mini bikes" and use hashish regularly. Delta quit school 

in grade ten, but retumed the next year to complete the grade and went on to complete 

grade eleven. He then went on to "trades school" and completed an electrician's course. 

Some years later he completed his GED while serving time in a federal prison. 

After leaving high school, Delta worked for a year at a fish plant. He quit and 

then lied about the reason for leaving in order to obtain unemployment benefits for a 

year. During this period he sold dmgs to supplement his unemptoyment benefits. When 

his unemployment ran out his father arranged for an appointment with a local politician. 

This interview resulted in an offer of employment with a major corporation. Delta felt 

that this was "a good job." Within a few rnonths he married a divorced woman with a six 

rnonth old chiid* Later, he adopted the child and cared for her as his own. The marriage 

was ''normal," His wife also had "a good job" and continued to work after the rnamïage. 

However, after on1 y a couple of years Delta began to abuse alcohol and drugs. 
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Delta's alcohol and dmg use, in addition to gambling, wreaked havoc on their 

financial situation and caused great stress in the marriage. So much so that in order to 

buy his brother a wedding gift, while on company time he stole his intended gift from a 

local department store and escaped in a company vehicle. Delta was caught and forced 

to resigri or face criminal charges. He bears great shame around these events. They're 

are described as a "tuming point" in his life. From this point on he "didn't care 

anymore." [t was at this time that his mamage began to crurnble and his drug use got out 

of control. He fett that he had "lost the foundation of h i s  life." Delta notes that this was 

the same year that his son was bom completing the family. He sees some kind of "irony" 

in the fact that his daughter was bom the year he started his career and his son was bom 

the year it ended. Delta is unsure of its meaning for him but wonders whether he was 

prepared for the responsibilities of famiiy . 

Shortly after he lost his "foundation" Delta began his "installment plan" of 

incarceration. Kis first term of incarceration was the resuIt of a violent baseball bat 

attack on a neighbor. The neighbor had enticed his daughter into his house next door, on 

the pretense of watching movies. Delta believed the motives were sexual in nature and 

assaulted the person with the basebal1 bat. Later the neighbor was convicted of sexually 

assauiting his own children but no case was ever established for the movie incident. 

Delta was 28 years old at the time of his incarceration. I t  proved to be the last straw in 

terms of his mamage. He and his wife later divorced. 
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M i l e  doing time in prison, Delta felt he was c b ~ ~ ~ l ' 7  again. He could get drugs 

into the prison and this made him popular with other inmates. Delta very quickty 

adapted to the prison culture. He became involved in the violence of prison culture. In 

spite of the baseball bat incident, he views this as a change in character for himself: 

While growinç up Delta was afraid of fighting. He wasn't scared of the physical pain of 

losing a fight, but h e  was afiaid of what people might Say about his losing. In prison, 

being tough is an image that brings respect. It was important for Delta to be respected by 

his fellow inmates. The combination of being able to obtain dnigs and being tough was 

Delta's way of being cool and "liked inside jai1." 

Throughout his life Delta has had dificulty with intimate relationships. Delta 

feels that whenever he has been in a relationship with a woman that he has always been 

the one to "get burned." He says that he  has experienced relationships that "just went to 

hell out of lies." He sees his willingness to believe others, particularly women, as 

permission to calt him " a sucker or cal1 what you will." Although he  verbalizes his 

mistrust of wornen, in general, he articulates quite clearly that he feels his relationship 

failures are his responsibility. He States that "women always think that they get bumed," 

but adds the caveat, "1 always think that it's be me getting bumed. I'm the dirty bastard 

but 1 always think they're the dirty pig." During the interview, this statement was 

followed by a pensive pause that served to accentuate a deeper meaning than Delta was 

able to express at that time. 
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Whenever a relationship ends, Delta feels h e  loses more than just a relationship. 

"Material stuff' is one of his "foms of security. This that and the other thing help Delta 

to "feel good" about himself. Especially "clothes, expensive clothes." He feels these are 

' a  little boost for the self-esteem ... because I've got nothing else." In a follow-up session 

Delta applauded the fact that he had been out of prison for alrnost a year and had been off 

the drugs and alcohol even longer. Duting the conversation Delta pointed out that he was 

wearing a silk tie valued at over one hundred dollars. When asked how he could afford 

such a luxury he replied, "1 stole i t  I steal silk ties. 1 have a whole collection of them 

now. Pretty sick, isn't it?" He was also dressed in a sport jacket and dress pants and he 

was carrying a Ieather briefcase that he said was a gifi. 

Delta concedes that his "self-esteem stili needs a boost." When Delta was 

drinking he felt that he was "ten feet taIl and bulletproof" The clothes were not 

important then. He cou1d wear the same clothes day in and day out and not be coiscious 

of his appearance. This inflationary response when drïnking only served to reinforce his 

addiction. The grandiose sense of self was quickly deflated when the chernicals wore 

off. The "jonesing" period while coming off a high on drugs was an extremely deflating 

expenence. Without alcohol or drugs he felt that was being "looked down at." When 

using, in particular heroin, he felt cornfortable to "go out and mingle." Cocaine had the 

opposite effect on him. He felt he was "pointed out, ostracized and what not." Delta 

does not understand why he continued to use this dmg for so many years. He repeatedly 



said "1 hate the dmg," yet he continued to retum to it whenever he was released from 

prison- 

Delta seemed to take comfort fiom the statement T m  a good addict." He knew 

that alcohol was a trigger that would lead to cocaine use, so he would get drunk to test 

his resistence to cocaine. lf he managed to avoid cocaine use while getting drunk he 

would tell himself " I 'm a successful drunk." He conceded the twisted logic in this 

argument by saying, "See the way addicts think?" When looking back over his use of 

substances since the age of twelve, Delta repeatedly used self descriptive statements such 

as "weird", "crazy", or "isn't that sornething." His hope for the fbture, however, was 

sumrned up as " 1 hate the cimg. 1 really, really do but if 1 had some right now I'd 

probably do it. Isn't that sad?" The longest period of abstinence from chernicals that 

Delta has achieved was twenty-two months. He does not know whether he will surpass 

that mark this time or not. He continues to seek help through Narcotics Anonyrnous and 

dnig counseling. His hopes remain high but so are his risks. 



CHAPTER V 

THE EXPERIENCE OF ESTRANGEIMENT 

The se :arch for the 10 1st sou1 is as much a persona1 inward joumey for the 

researcher as it is looking out towards others. In Chaim Potok's novel, The Chosen, one 

of the main protagonists, Rabbi Saunders, tries to pass on the  lessons learned fiom his 

own father to his son. Potok tells the story of how the Rabbi would wake up his son, 

Daniel, in the middle of the night and tell him stories of the destruction of lsrael and the 

sufferings of the people, just so he would cry. Rabbi Saunders tells him that of all 

people, a tzaddik must hmow the pain of his people. "... A tzaddik must know how to 

suffer for his people. He must take their pain fiom them and carry it on his shoulden. 
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He must always cany it .... He must cry, in his heart he  must always ~ r y . " ' ~  Personal pain 

is the prison through which we view a person's suffering. There will always be 

distortions. We can never truly know the suffering of another. The opportunity to share 

in the suffenng experience of another exists only once we have touched and embraced 

our own. In the novel Rabbi Saunders tries to teach his son empathy by chastising him 

for calling another man an ignoramus. He says to his son ' look into his sou1 .... Stand 

inside his sou1 and see the world through his eyes. You will know the pain he feels 

because of his ignorance and you will not ~augh."'~ Rabbi Saunders' one desire in life is 

to have his son find his own soul so that fie rnay be able to see into the soul of others. 

Satisfied that this task has been completed, the Rabbi releases his son from following in 

his footsteps and the footsteps of his ancestors so that he may become a psychologist. 

The Rabbi states most emphatically, "1 have no more fear now. ALI his life he will be a 

tzaddik- He will be a true tzaddik for the world. And the world needs a tzaddik."*' 

It is a daunting task to try to understand the sou1 of another. Any degree of 

comprehension is only possible if one is tnily attentive and observes al1 of the signs and 

syrnbols that are given. Only then rnay glimpses into the experience oflost sou1 emerge. 

The researcher must always keep in mind that those signs and symbols will always be 

interpreted through their own personal experiences. These experiences act as both y ide 

8 S ~ h a i m  Potok, The Chosen, New York; Simon and Schuster, 1967, p. 278. 
'%id, p. 280 
871bid, p. 280 



and pnsm in the joumey towards understanding the experiences of others. The 

researcher's personal experience must not be allowed to overpower or diminish the 

experience that is being shared by the CO-researcher. It is only then that some sense of 

meaning can be obtained fiom the experiences of others. While clearly admitting to the 

bias that my own personal experience brings to the project, 1 have attempted to bracket 

that experience as much as possible. In this way the experiences of the CO-researchers 

have been allowed to speak for themselves. Stones of Iife experiences told without 

influence becoms windows on the sou1 of the storyteller. 

B. The Quest for Normal 

A theme that arose early dunng the interviews with al1 of the CO-researchers was 

their reflections on what was termed "normal". In  response to the question " ~ h à t  was it 

like for you growing up?", the CO-researchers responded with ternis such as, "1 had a 

normal family" or "Pretty normal 1 guess". When asked to descnbe this, they would use 

phrases like "You know, mother, father and a dog". Parents, children and often pets 

were used as the description of a family. This vision of the nuclear family appeared both 

as a vision from the past and an ideal for the future. Delta defines normal as, 

"Normal is when you get up in the moming. Bnng your kids to the 
babysitter's and you and your wife go to work You kiss her goodbye. 
You go to work, you corne home, you pay your taxes, you go for groceries 
together, you go to church - normal. " 



This description of a day in the life of the nuclear family has one element that was 

missing in the experiences of al1 of the CO-researchers and that was stability. Delta's 

"day in the life7' is dependable, trustworthy and safe. These are the features that each of 

the CO-researchers amibuted to their own individual nuclear families of oriçin at some 

point in their lives. It must be noted that tliese periods of stability for all of them were 

short-Iived. The lure of the family was paramount with every CO-researcher. Beta 

reflected with, "1 canyt wait to get home and get back with my family and be normal." 

Similar ideas were stated by Delta. "And just get back to my family". For Gamma, the 

fantasy was to "go home and look after my mom and dad and do things around the house 

for them that they can't do. Try to take them places that they never went for themselves 

or had time for." I i  was Alpha who gave the best illustration of the need to retum 

home. When he was seven or eight, his family moved to a new house. This was a 

traumatic experience for Alpha. The old home remained empty for a long period of time 

and it was not far from where the new house had been purchased. The move also marked 

a change in his father's occupation and it began a period of time when his mother worked 

outside of the home. Aipha describes this experience as: 

"1 didn't like the new place because it was al1 new kids and 1 was scared 
of them. I used to go back there quite ofien.-.walk around, sit by myself 
and maybe cry a little bit or something, remember things ... what my room 
looked like or something or, you know, something nice that might have 
happened there, you hmow. I liked that house. 1 did." 
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Alpha would walk around this old empty house reflecting upon what had once been. 

He'd sit and cry mouming the loss of his normal. He descnbed this experience as "Safe, 

relaxed, safe, primarily safe." For Alpha, home is "a place where there is joy and 

laughter ... and there's music ...." Although the reality of family li fe for ail of the co- 

researchers was far from pefiect, there were moments in time - kairos events - that they 

had separated in memory and accepted as 'hormal". 

C. Reality versus vision 

Although there were many kairos events in the family lives of al1 the co- 

researchers, the reality of family life was far from perfect. Co-researchers were quick to 

share their images of family life that they described as ''normal." Home for Delta was 

c4nomal" even though his older brother was a drug dealer and stored his drugs in the 

house. Often customers would corne to the home to place orders for drugs. Three of the 

CO-researchers felt they had experienced episodes of emotional abuse within their 

families. Beta reported lots of cchollering and stuff like that". Alpha would cry out "The 

noise! The noise!" in response to his father yelling at him. This created an apparent 

conflict between real normal and the vision of normal. This conflict becomes evident in 

the  images that emerged from the dialogue. 



1. Mother images 

Without exception each of the CO-researchen described their mother as a person 

the CO-researchers could count on. They al1 stated at one point or another that they 

believe that their mother ioved them. Gamma felt that this was demonstrated by the fact 

that his mother was the only one who visited him in prison. Beta's mother, on the other 

hand, never visited him in prison, yet he believed that her love for him was demonstrated 

by her hangïng on the wall the GED certificate that he had eamed just pnor to corning 

into prison. Alpha "felt quite special" when his mother took him with her on a business 

trip to Montreal, while Delta simply declares his mother "to be a saint", a reference to 

the many times that he has been allowed to return home after leaving prison. These 

special events or occurrences have immortaIized the mernories of a mother's love into 

the mernories of the CO-researchers. 

The images presented of their mothers included images of safety. Delta said of 

his mother, "If dad raised his hand, I ran behind mom and that was al1 good." Mother 

was a place of safety, a protector, someone you could count on. Beta related "1 don? 

think rny mother's ever never spanked me." For al1 the CO-researchers, a mother was 

someone who was there, someone they could count on in the most difficuIt tirnes of their 

lives. Al1 of the CO-researchers declared their love for their rnothers. Delta sums it up 

this way: "1 love my mother very much. 1 always did. I haven't got a harsh word to Say 
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about lier, which a lot of people find unusual." This statement indicates that, somehow, 

there was a conflict between his vision of his mother and his relationship with her, and 

what othen may have considered to be a normal mother-child relationship. 

In fact, Delta was no exception in his relationship with his mother. It was not 

idyllic and he had been hurt by her in the past. The rnother -child relationship was a 

tomb encounter rather than a womb experience. Delta stated that he  was cLspoiled" by his 

mother. "Where she had me so late in her life she really idolized me." His mother was in 

her forties when she became pregnant with Delta and he was the last member of the 

family - the baby, so to speak. He always felt that this gave hirn a special relationship 

with his mother which brought hirn both joy and suRering. On a few occasions when 

Delta's behaviour did not live up to her expectation, his mother would Say to him, "1 

almost died having you. You smarten up. 1 almost died on the operating table." Delta 

says that this was probably the worse thing that she could possibly Say to him. He stated: 

"That really hurt." The same mother who used to protect him from the hand of his father 

had inflicted her own fom of pain by reminding hirn of the pain that his birth inflicted 

on her. 

For other CO-researchers it was silence that confl icted with their image of mother 

as the protector. Gamma's mother would stand by while his stepfather physically abused 

hirn and holiered at him. She would not intervene. His expectation was that she would 

protect him, but in every case she failed to do so. In similar cases when words of praise 
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or affirmation were the expectation, the CO-researchers were met only with silence. Beta 

tells of his completion of his GED and giving it to his mother. She accepted it in 

silence. Then sometime later it appeared on the wall in a fiame. Beta took that as an 

indication of her approval. 

Alpha's special relationship with his mother was tamished by what he interpreted 

to be lies that she told him. Alpha tells the story about how devastated he was when he 

found out that Santa Claus was not real. He became angry at his mother because he had 

believed the stones that she had told him. "I was devastated because my mother lied to 

me about it ... that means 1 can't trust her to tell me the truth-'' Alpha was not alone in his 

disappointment wïth the behavior of his mother in events that were experienced as 

traumatic. AI1 CO-researchers struggled with their conflicting mother images. There 

appeared to be an expectation that mothers were not allowed to lie, cheat, abuse, 

abandon, or othenvise cause or allow harm to corne to their children. The same standard, 

however, did not seem to be apply to fathers. Fathers could be excused for such 

behaviors while mothers were held accountable. 

2. Father images 

It appeared much easier for CO-researchers to talk about their negative 

expenences with their fathers than with their mothers, A common reflection ofco- 



researchers on their relationships with their fathers was, "My father was never home 

very much," or " 1 don't remember him being home a lot at all." A11 of the co- 

researchers feIt that this was because their fathers had to be away at work and, therefore, 

could not be at home. Delta stated, "1 just know Dad worked hard. He worked hard- He 

even worked on Saturdays." Although they did not blame their fathers for their absence, 

there was a longing for things to have been different. 

In al1 cases, the father was the disciplinarian. This seemed to be an accepted role 

for a father in the family. Beta spoke of being spanked, but at the same tirne felt that this 

was deserved and that his father was acting in a role that was thnist upon him, not one 

which he chose. The behaviour that seemed to have made a lasting impression upon 

them was not the physical discipline, but rather, the verbal abuse that came from their 

fathers. Incidents were cited where they were unable to satis& their fathers, either by 

their misbehavior or inability to follow instructions. Beta told the story of his fa tk r  

sending him to look for a wrench and when he came back without the wrench his father 

told hirn he was "stupid". He accused him of not looking thoroughly enough for the 

wrench but merely going through the motions. This was a traumatic event as Beta relates 

it. Alpha also made statements such as, " 1 could never satisfy him ... 1 was never good 

enough." 

Both Alpha and Gamma tell similar stories of fathers yelling, calling them narnes. 

Gamma stated, "Just whenever something went wrong or something, he'd get mad at me 
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and cal1 me lazy and good for nothing." There seemed to bey however, a need to excuse 

their fathers' behaviour, a need that was not evident when they were relating images of 

their motherç. Co-researchers made statements such as, this one made by Alpha: 

"Looking back, I probably deserved it-" Beta made this statement: " M e n  1 got older I 

realized that 1 had to do a better job so that when he sent me for something 1 would look 

harder for it until 1 found it." 

In addition to their fathers being absent due to work demands, the CO-researchers 

related that they felt their fathers were unreliable. Alpha declared that whenever he 

would ask his father to do something for him, most often his response would be "Oh, 

well, for God's sake Alpha. You know, 1 mean, 1 don't know if 1 can ... Jesus, you hnow 

I'll have to change this and change that." Even when the father was present, sometimes 

that presence didn't seem genuine. Delta tells the story of his father taking him on 

Sunday aftemoons to his place ofbusiness where there was a colored television, a new 

appliance in those days. Delta and his friend would sit and watch while his father 

disappeared somewhere else in the building. The two fnends would spend hours alone 

on a Sunday aflernoon while Delta's father attended to some other business. Looking 

back, Delta suspects that his father was drinking, a behaviour that was not permitted in 

the home. 

In another image fathers were not trusted to tell the tnith. Alpha tells the story of 

his pet dog disappeanng. When he asked his father what had happened to her, his father 



told him she gone to a fam to live. But Alpha said "It was a lie. They had put her to 

sleep." Delta descnbes his father's behavior as "an avoidance". 

"Dad was kind of an avoidance, like, I'd Say, where are you going any 
ways? He'd Say, I'rn going to see a man about a dog. So I'd Say, cool, 
dog. So when he'd come home T'd Say, where7s the dog at? He'd Say, oh 
maybe next week. I'd Say, mom can we get a dog? Oh, no dog. SU the 
week would go by and I'd say ... can 1 get a-dog? No dog ... so dad would 
leave again. Where are you going? I gotta go see this guy about a dog, 
see a man about a dog. I'd get nght excited again and he'd come home 
and there'd be no dog. That must have went on for about two years, so, 1 
gave up asking him when he said I'm going to see a man about a dog. I 
don? know where he was going. I really don't" 

The image of the hard-working father providing for his family was often in conflict with 

the absent and distracted father. 

Not al1 images of fathers were negative. In the same story that Beta told of his 

mother taking his GED ~ e ~ f i c a t e  and accepting it in silence, he relates that his fatfier 

said, "Congratulations, good job." Tt was his father who gave him the much needed 

affirmation and encouragement. Gamma was thankful that his father would take the time 

to leave his work and drive himself and his mother to the prison for visits. These 

behaviors were in conflict with the chastising, yelling' narne-calling fathers that they also 

experienced. Tnisting these positive images, however, was dificult. Delta teIls of his 

father taking hirn to hockey games. This was something that Delta enjoyed very much. 

He had been an avid sports fan for most of his Me. These hockey games were the very 

few opportunities that he had to spend time with his father- He related that he always 

looked fonvard to thern. He had dificulty, however, trusting his father's presence and 
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motivation for taking him to the games. "We'd go to the odd hockey game. 1 don't think 

he liked to go because it was cold. He complained about the cold." 

The image conflict for fathers was not so much in the conflicting behaviors based 

in reality but rather between reality and a vision they had for the ideal father. At the time 

of this writing, al1 of the CO-researchers were in contact with their fathers. The one thing 

that seems to a f i m  t h e  desire to have a different relationship with their fathers than was 

the reality was evident in what they said about their relationships with their own children. 

Al1 felt that it was important that they spend as much "quality" time as possible with 

their children. They also did not believe in corporal punishment or in yelling or 

screaming at their children. Upon inquiry it was found that Alpha and Delta left the 

disciplining of children with their wives. Beta's child was under the age of two when 

Beta was incarcerated, And Gamma had no children- 

3. God images 

Just as there was conflict in the images for mothers and fathers, the God images 

presented were also conflicting. This conflict, however, was not based in experiences of 

a behavior attnbuted to God or in what God does or does not do, but rather in the 

potential to ms t  in that image and what it could or could not do. Ali of the co- 

researchers believed in some power greater than themselves. Most ofthem defined this 



image as God. Beta, however, could not put a label on it. He simply defined that power 

as ''1 don't know how to put it ... I believe that we was put here by someone or 

something." Alpha describes this power as "a life force". For Delta, God has a more 

definitive image. 

"...it's not something A ' s  very, very real. It's something that, that 1 Say 
okay, 1 want to talk to you and I hope you're listening cause there's never 
a doubt in my mind. The ears are always there, the eyes are always there 
and I can visualize my Lord. Just ... what do you want to talk about; what's 
going on?" 

For Del ta7 God has moved beyond simply a life force. Alpha says God is not only 

sornething you "tap into" but also a presence, something that one can have a relationship 

with. Gamma takes that relationship, or that image, one step further. For Gamma, God 

is a "loving fatherY7. He qualifies the terni "loving father" by distinguishing that kind of 

father fiom his earthly father by saying "You know, a real loving father. Not one that 

one day you think loves you and the next day they're calling you names and sniff" This 

is a clear distinction between his experience of his biological father and his interpretation 

of what a real father is. Gamma expands on his God image by saying, "He kind of 

reminds me of the father I never had and always wanted." The perfection that his human 

father lacked is amlauted to his heavenly Father. So for Gamma, God is both power and 

love. 

There is, however, a sense of fear in approaching such perfect power and perfect 

love. For within the shadow of perfection, their imperfection cannot be hidden. Therein 



lies the dilemma. They wrestle with the tomb unable to allow it to transform from a 

grave to a birthing chamber. 

We can only really bear h i t  and give life if we have become whole. I f  we've cut 
off part o f  our being, and our heart and emotions are in anguish, then we cannot 
bear h i t  We c m  only really bear h i t  as we touch the tomb and begin to 
discover al1 the dirt and guilt hidden in it. The cornes the incredible gifi that 
Jesus will reveal to us - the tomb can become a womb out which new life wilI 
~ Y o w . ~ ~  

To approach their source of power and love, they have to expose their own 

vulnerabilities and weaknesses and, in particular, their sharne. Tillich's New Being leads 

the way h m  tomb to womb by ernbracing the dirt with the beauty bringing wholeness 

and unification with the ground of al1 being. The CO-researchers were unable to embrace 

the filth of their tombs because their image of God was as broken as their image of 

themselves. They envisioned that a perfect God would only embrace perfection. 

Therefore any bridge that lead to their imperfections would have to be rejected. 

Delta talked about a time in his life when he did not pray. When asked why, he 

responded by saying, "It was too much shame to talk to God." There seems to be a sense 

that the degree to which one can share in the source of power and love is very much 

dependent upon one's own behaviour. If somehow one's behaviour is less than what is 

perceived to be demanded by God, then it is, as Alpha descnies it, "like planing [wood 

working]. When you go against the grain, ifs rough and ragged". There seems to be this 



sense that the better one's record of behaviour is, the better the reception from the source 

of power and love. Delta describes meeting God in this way. 

"What happens when you die, ah, I wrestle with this topic. I don't know, 
['m not sure. I don't know if God says, well, I'm going to deal with you 
later. 1 know where you're going but I got things to do. I still got another 
bill ion and a quarter people to look afier up here. Just hang tough. 1'11 get 
back to you. Everything wi-Il be al1 right. You've been a good boy. Be 
cool. Mom's okay, dad's okay, your brother is okay. Everything's fine, 
hang on. 1 won? leave you. You're in my care. You're in my anns. I 
love you..,just hang tough. Or, if he Say, there you go. I'm in heaven. 
Don't know how that works. Don't know. Nobody knows. But I don't 
know if it's an instant ... whooom ... or you're up there going, uh, hey, 
what's going on_" 

ln his description of arriving at heaven's door, Delta illustrates his uncertainty about his 

reception and what exactly God's reaction to him will be. This echoes the description of 

his earthly father who has so many things going on that he  just doesn't have time to deal 

with him right now; he's still certain, however, that his father loves him. Beta believes 

in a power, a source greater than himself, but feels no connection to that power. He 

states that, not only has he not experienced it, he does not understand what it would be 

like. When asked what it would be like to meet his someone or something, his reply was, 

"I'd feel honored". There is a sense of unworthiness in that statement, a sense that, 

although God as a power and source of love exists, for some reason, Delta may not be 

worthy to enter into it or even to meet such a powerfùl being. 

When talking about the reception that they might receive from their God, the CO- 

researchers suggest, "If you turn around ...y ou do better." In other words, their behaviour 
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during their lifetime has sornething to do with the reception of the person by their God in 

eternity. Although redemption is not impossible, its odds improve only with a 

tumaround in earthly behaviour. One of the ways that heIps them to feel good and also 

may improve their odds in terms of their reception by their God is reaching out and 

helping others. A common theme running through al1 of the responses was the 

importance of helping others. Beta said this is what gives hirn "a sense of being". For 

Beta this reaching out and helping was particular to his son. This was also true for 

Alpha. It kvas important for him to be able to continue to help his children even though 

he was estranged fiom them. He felt it was important that he should maintain his 

reiationship with his children and provide monthly support payments for them. Delta had 

a similar need to be in contact with his children and to help provide for their well-being 

both materially and emotionally. As with Alpha, Delta was estranged from his children 

but felt a strong need ro be there, in particular, for his son. 

This desire to be doing good and the acceptance of their responsibility as fathers 

was tied vev much to their image of God. Although he did not have any children, 

Gamma felt it was important to be kind to otheo and to help those in need, in particular, 

the poor. Gamma felt this is what should be normal: "You know, be kind to people and 

tiy to help out whenever you can." God, whether described as a sornething, a life force, 

{ove, power, or father, was only described in positive terms. Such a Being was the source 

of all being and could be encountered in varying degrees according to the worthiness of 
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the approaching person. There also appeared to be a desire to try and improve the odds 

of a positive reception by their God through good works. The question of whether or not 

there was a belief that this was possible for them will be dealt with in the next chapter. 

4. Self images: There must be something wrong with me 

A recumng theme that appeared throughout the project was that the CO- 

researchers felt that there was something wrong with them. Sometimes this sense of 

being flawed or damaged was associated with the crime that they had committed. 

Gamma made statements like "lt's hard to believe that I'd even do that." When Delta 

would be relating a story ofsomething that had happened or something he had done in 

the past, he would often end the story by saying, "Weird, isn't it? " It was as if somehow 

his behaviour was not consistent with the person whom he thought he should be. Gamma 

tries to explain this inconsistency with this statement: "1 always thought that maybe, you 

know, some part of your bain isn't working and you don't even realize it or know what's 

going on untit something happens. You just corne and Say, well, what the heck did I do 

that for?" Unable to explain his behaviour, Beta thought that perhaps it might have been 

inherent in him, placed there by God. He said "You think he would have better planned 

out and made a better person, like, not to have that mechanism in your head to commit 

crimes or whatever." 
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A11 of the CO-researchers at some point achmowledged that they were not proud of 

some of the things that they had done. There was still a desire to go back to try and 

change past behaviors, even knowing that it \vas not possible. They clearly understood 

that whatever had taken place was there forever and could not be changed. None of the 

CO-researchers were sure if they would ever be able to forgive themselves for the things 

that they had done to others. Alpha was most emphatic about his damaged self. By 

stating there was something intrinsically flawed or wrong with him, he was refem-ng to 

the fact that he had tumed to dmgs and left his family, his house and his job. There 

seemed to be a much greater concem over this intrinsic flaw than over the behaviour 

itselE The behaviour was in the past but the flaw was with him forever. The innate flaw 

was a concern by it did not help to develop a sense of personal responsibility for their 

be haviors- 

The CO-researchers attempted to hide their flaws in various ways. Delta had 

obtained a scar on his a m  fiom using needles during his long history of dmg abuse. He 

had a rose tattooed over the scar trying to hide it fiom view and avoid probing questions 

From people who might see it. Sometimes this hiding was described as being shy. Beta 

was shy because he  was afraid he would " Say something stupid." Beta compensated for 

his shyness by becoming a bully. He felt that shyness was another weakness. To cover 

up this perceived weakness he  started to attack people before they had the chance to ask 

hirn questions to which he might reply "wih something stupid .... 1 just thought being shy 
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was a weakness like, 1 didn't h o w  how to, like, approach things without being a bully. I 

didn't know how to approach things." Alpha would simply Ieave whenever people 

started to ask questions, unless he was drinking or on dmgs at the time. Gamma 

withdrew and avoided al1 contact vvith people as much as possible. AI1 of these coping 

mechanisms served to hide their self images fiom the prying of others. 

D. False Normal 

As outlined earlier, the quest for "nomal" was based in a remembered reality and 

an idyllic vision. Although normal took varying shapes for each of the CO-researchers, 

there was one component that was consistent for all. In every description of normal 

given by the CO-researchers, the term "belong" was a consistent reference whenever 

discussing what normal was or what normal should be. Throughout their lives, there 

have been rnany attempts ta find places where that sense of belonging was transfonned 

fiom vision into reality. In each case cited by the CO-researchers, where they expenenced 

a sense of belonging or where they felt that they could fit in, it inevitably proved to be a 

false state. Typically, this state was characterized by a temporav alliance with a group 

of individuals with a common focus or purpose. These false normal group allegiances, 

however, were not experienced as fulfilling and were eventually abandoned. The periods 

of attachrnent to these false normal groupings vaned from CO-researcher to CO-researcher. 



The one theme that was common to al1 CO-researchers, however, was that once 

abandoned, there kvas no desire to return. 

When AIpha was twelve years old he joined the church choir. He describes his 

experience as "1 felt like 1 belonged in that group ... tbey were nice to me, very 

accepting ... there was always a good feeling there." Alpha loved the music and felt that 

this was something that they shared and there was a bond behveen them. Later Alpha 

leamed how to experience the same sense of bonding through music by going to bars. 

He described it this way: "The only time I feel relaxed, peacehl, is when I'm 

dn'nking ... that's the only time I feel like 1 belong." Alpha would spend night after night 

in the bars looking for groups of people that he could fit in with and share music and a 

drink. Eventually, this sense of belonging began to feel false to him. 1t became a game 

where he would have to find a way to fit in, a11 the while experiencing that he did not 

belong. He described it in this way: 

T m  a charneleon too. 1 know how to fit in so that 1 don't, you know, nobody 
gets mad at me or anything like that But inside it's very rnanipulative. Because 
it's a game, you know. It's a survivaI game to me." 

This left Alpha with a false or empty sense of intimacy. Yet, he would continue to go in 

the bars, night after night, looking for a place to fit in. 

When Alpha's persona1 life deten'orated to the point where he was no longer able 

to support his alcohol and dmg habits, he tumed to crime to support his addiction. It was 

at this time that he experienced his first incarceration in prison. Initially, this was 
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experienced as the ultimate shame but there was a silver lining to his cloud. Alpha was 

able to use his charneleon talents to find a place to fit in within the prison culture. This 

was much more difficult than finding a place at a table in a bar for one evening. There 

was no alcohol to prop him up. He only had his wits about him and his personality, It 

wasn't long before he understood the code of the prisoner and he was accepted into the 

group. Without alcohol to bolster his confidence, or money to buy a seat at a table, 

Alpha felt that he was finally accepted for who he was, just Alpha. 

This was the sarne kind of acceptance that was part of his vision for normal. He 

describes it in this way: 

"If somebody like in here says 'He's a solid guy'. You h o w  that's a huge 
compliment and that's about the substance of who you are. It's got nothing ta do 
with how much money you make or what you appear to be like." 

For the fint time since he was a child, Alpha felt that he belonged. He had found a mew 

home and it felt like normal. ARer a few months, however, Alpha-recognized thathis 

acceptance into the prison culture hinged upon adherence to a very strict code. It wasn't 

long before h e  realized that this said more about what he did or his behaviour in the 

prison population than about him as a person. Then his words, "lt's a suwival game". 

became a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

Delta had a similar experience during his initial incarceration in jail. He 

described it in more detail. 

"Everybody in jail likes me. I was well respected in there. I wasn't a rat 
or anything Iike that. You hnow, so after 1 got the first taste, you know, 



even though I was only doing weekends the first time ... it didn't seem like 
that big a deal. 1 was liked inside jail because I could bnng the hash in 
and the dmgs for the guys on the weekends. Not under any intimidation. 
rt wasn7t like that. It was m'ends of mine that were in there. So yeah, it 
was okay, no problem. 17d do that ... So they were happy to see me to 
corne on Friday." 

These weekend excursions into jail becarne a pleasurable event for Delta. In this setting 

he was welcomed with open amis. People would tell him how they looked forward to 

him coming every weekend. He had gained a special place in the prison family and he 

felt right at home. 

Acceptance into this culture was modeled for Delta by his older brother. The 

older sîbling was a dmg dealer and Delta observed how he was accepted by people 

seeking dmgs fiom him. "l'd see the guys he was hanging around with - my brother's 

older Fnends - and they used to corne around and used to think that, that was right 

cool." This was O C C U ~ ~ ~  right in his own home while his parents unknowingly went 

about their daily lives. By the age of twelve, Delta was modeling his brother and had 

become a small-time dmg dealer. 

"1 was tuming some guys on in my class. I was starting to get a little status 
syrnbol. I'm serious. Like these guys thought it was really cool. And the cooIer 
they thought it was, the more important 1 thought I was. And I said, this is really 
neat, right." 

Del ta explains this need to be cool as "1 just like to be 1 iked." For the next several years, 

Delta dedicated much of his life to supplying dmgs for others. A normal day involved 

getting up, making his contacts and then going around to his various customers, all of 
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whom he considered to be "close fiiends". As long as he had dnigs, he had fkiends. 

Eventualiy Delta became his own best customer which meant that he had few dmgs to 

share with others and his circle of fî-iends began to diminish. He was no longer "cool". 

His place in the drug culture had fallen from little drug mogil to user. He was now a part 

of a culture to which he did not want to belong. 

The need to find social alliances is typical of adolescent behaviour. For all of the 

CO-researchers, however, this need for affiliation with groups extended far beyond 

adolescence. Gamma, for example, had relative1 y few teenage group affiliations. He 

spent most of his teen years working for his stepfather in a lumber mill. During this 

period of his life, his associations tended to be with older adults and focused upon 

dnnking episodes followïng periods of work. It wasn't until he was in his early twenties 

that Gamma joined a motorcyde gang where he finally felt like a peer rather than a boy 

playing with men. He descnïes his relationships in this gang as "A bunch of fiends." 

He recalls this as a happier time in his life. "1 kind of felt like I belonged there. 1 was 

there for a few years and then 1 got out of that." 

This sense of belonging was short-lived. After a few years, he was forced out 

when he refused to participate in more serious crime. He saw this grouping as a kind of 

service club. He thought that instead of committing crimes, the gang should be traveling 

the highways *ng to find motorists in distress and stopping to help them with such 

things as changing flat tires. This, of course, was in direct conflict with the philosophy 



of the other gang members. Gamma stated that he has never been able to find another 

group where he felt such a sense of belonghg. Gamma "always wanted to help out 

people". Membership in a motorcycle gang, whose focus was on crime and rebellion, 

was truly a strange place to try and fûlfill this kind of  goal. 

In a similar attempt to find a peer group where he could fit in, Beta took a 

different approach. lnstead of joining an existing gang, Beta gathered a gang around 

himself. This was accomplished through pure intimidation. The one tool that he had at 

his disposal was sheer size. Beta's sense of not belonging or fitting in was overcome by 

overpowering others. He simply beat other people up until they "respected me." It 

wasn't long before others around him decided they would rather be his fiiend than his 

enemy. Over the years, his circle of Fnends was limited but there were always a few who 

hung around. Beta describes how "'just the whole time growing up ... the only way I could 

get any recognization was to be a bully in school and stuff. That was the only way I 

could fit in." 

As he grew older he began to realize that people associated with him out of fear 

and not because they truly liked him as a person. He says that when he hit high school he 

tried to move away fiom this behaviour but was unsuccessful. This lead to a tirne of 

isolation - when he had either few friends or none at all, As much as he tried, whenever 

he was in a group or at a party or at a bar, he would always end up getting into a fight. 

This only lead to more intense feelings of isolation. 
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With the exception of Delta, al1 of the CO-researchers declared that they "felt lost" 

for most of their :iv;s. Delta was not aware of any such feelings while growing up, but 

now recognizes that his attempts to be cLcooI" were attempts to cover up his sense of not 

being able to fit in. He did not experience the deep sense of being lost until he became a 

user and was lost in the drug world. As part of his recovery process, he sees this need to 

belong as the root of his dmg abuse. 

Listening to the intem-ew tapes and reading the transcripts repeatedly, the 

researcher saw several common themes emerge in the experiences of the CO-researchers. 

One that was referred to early in most of the interviews was that of being called names a? 

a young age. Whether these incidents occurred through interactions with family or 

fiends, the impact appears to be similar. They were ofien the earliest experiences 

recalled by the CO-researchers and seem to have affected their developing çense of self. 

A second theme that also emerged through the vignettes of family life, was the positive 

impact of afEnnations received fiom mothers, fathers, or both, Even in the midst of 

recalling painful events in association with parents, these vignettes of affirmation were 

often disbursed among the negative images. These negative and positive themes 

reoccurred throughout the stories related concerning the need to belong. In the varying 

stories told as quests to find places where the CO-researchers could feel accepted, there 

was a sense of searching for something that had been lost. AI1 of the experiences related 

were merely episodes in the journey in search of the lost something. To hlly understand 



the joumey and identiQ that which has been lost, it is necessary to look beyond the 

experience itself and to seek the meaning to which it points. An experience by itself will 

always be in the pas& but its meaning will carry fonvard into the present and serve as 

the filter through which new events are experienced. Each experience is merely a 

temporary stop along the journey of life. The interpretation of these experiences, or the 

meaning extracted fiom them, however, wiII help to shape the path and the ultimate goal 

o f  the traveler. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE MEANlNG OF ESTRANGEMENT 

...Q uestions about the meaning of life can never be answered by sweeping 
statements. 'Life' does not mean something vague but something very 
real and concrete, just as life's tasks are also very real and ~oncrete.~' 

Frankl aptly points out that every person is unique and, therefore, cannot be cornpared 

with any other person or any other destiny. He clearly identifies that no situation repeats 

itself, and every situation calls for a unique and separate response. How an individual 

responds is largely dependent upon the meaning that they attribute to the circumstances 

in which they find themselves. In Nietzsche's terms, an individual can bear to live in 

almost any way, as long as they have an understanding as to why it must be that way. 

Even suffen'ng can be endured as long as there is an understanding that there is a reason 

89 Viktor E. Frankl, Man's Search For Meaning, New York: Washington Square 
Press Incorporated, 1963, p. 122. 
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for this suffering. Suffenng must have meaning for the one who suffers i n  order for them 

to endure. Frank1 says "Woe to those who saw no mor sense in their Iife, no aim, no 

purpose, and therefore no point in carrying on. They were soon 10st."~ e For the 

purposes of this project, arranging systemaîically the research material in a particular 

order brings both order and clarity to the experiences of the CO-researchers. II does M e ,  

however, to reflect the depth or the richness of the experience. Such a simple approach 

is informative, but it does not do justice to the complexity of their lives or the meaning 

life has for them. The single question still remains, "What is the meaning of the lost sou1 

experience?" 

A. The meaning of change 

I t  is not the experience but the meaning of that experience that shapes the 

individual's image of themselves and their relationship with the cosmos. Nuttin, a 

Catholic psychologist, descnbes it in this way: 

In the intellectual and philosophical domains ... there is the need to gËve a 
meaning to existence, i-e., the need to know oneself integrated 
meaninghlly into an absolute order of existence. This is the vital force 
behind our spintual existence itself, forcing us out of our absolute 
isolation. Just as the organism is stified and asphyxiated when it is 
isolated from its biological sphere, so its spiritual being becomes absurd 



to itseif when it does not open out and enter into significant contact wïth 
the whole of r e a l i ~ . ~ '  

Nuttin sees the need for contact at a spiritual level of existence as absolutely essential. 

Such a need can rarely be "exhnçuished." This goes far beyond physical and social 

needs for interaction, When this need is not met or is lefi unsatisfied, there is a rupture 

in the transcendent relationship. "Not to be at peace with one's conscience or wiih God 

means, in fact, to experience the rupture of a transcendent order of absolute 

Cut off from a transcendent relationship with their God, the conduit for the eminence of 

God is disrupted and the person experiences an existential vacuum. Go4 Higher Power, 

Creator, or Matever, still exists but the transcendent rupture has voided one's the 

experience of the eminence of God. It is here in the eminent relationship that wholeness 

is conjugated. Without this encounter a rupture results, leaving the person separated 

from their divine reality. The false nomal that they create does not touch their inner 

emptiness, only the New Being is able to accomplish this when emptiness is replaced 

with Iove. 

LiebrnanY3 gives some understanding of this rupture by descnbing it as a sense of 

"insecurity and forlomness." Without any meaning for life, it is impossible for them to 

9 I Joseph Nuttin, Psvcho Analvsis and Personalitv. A Dvnamic Theory of Normal 
Personalitv, Translated George Lamb, New York: Mentor-Omega, 1962, p. 25 1. 

"hid, p- 250 
93For a more complete description of rhis expenence, see, Joshua Loth Liebman, 

Peace of Mind, New York: Simon and Schuster, 1946. 
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overcome their existential vacuum unless they have a faith that is based in their sense of 

being worthy or having something worthwhile to contribute in a metaphysical reality. 

When life has meaning one is in balance with the cosmos. The cosmic equilibrium can 

only be restored when there is "the confidence that God will not cast us aside, but will 

use each of us as a piece of priceless mosaic in the design of God's universe."" The 

need to be a part of the universal mosaic is essential to find the meaning of Me. Without 

a place in the divine plan, the soul is lost, existing aimlessly in an empty void. In spite of 

ail the rdationships around them, and al l of the human activity that they can engage in, 

there is still a void that cannot be filled. This creates "in the human soul a cry and an 

emptiness that no external agitation can fill.''95 

B. What 1 am not saying 

Interpretation is a dialectical questioning which does not simply 
interrogate the text but allows the things said in the text to interrogate 
back, to cal1 the interpreters own horizon into question and to work a 
fundamenta! transformation of one's understanding of the s~bject. '~ 

In the quest for meaning, the researcher is challenged to move beyond the horizon of the 

obvious. Meaning is not always explicit but rather it tends to more often be implicit in 

"Nuttin, p. 25 1 .  
95 Nuttin, p. 252. 
96 Richard E. Palmer, Hermeneutics, Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 

1969, p. 234. 
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what is being said. The researcher must always challenge themselves in what they see or 

hear in the material. Throughout the process of listening repeatedly to the tapes and re- 

reading the material, rnaking margin notes, recording notes in joumals, and using audio 

recordings of my own notes, 1 had to constantly remind myself to remain focused on the 

basic question. Rather than ponder how they had amved at their present state, I had to 

determine, quite simply, where they were. There was a great temptation to find causal 

relationships between expenences of the past and circumstances of the present. Such a 

path may have been interesting but it was a diversion that was not tme to the original 

question. 

Faithfulness to the original question meant that 1 must look beyond the material 

and into a world where there were no direct links or sequential points to follow. Tnstead, 

there were ches that led the researcher in a general direction but required the addition of 

several more such marken before the picture began to emerge. It reminded me veiy 

much of the Quest series of computer games. In these games, the player is given some 

basic information but must enter into the joumey seeking help from various sources in 

order to complete the joumey and arrive at their goal. Along the way, the player is 

hstrated in the quest if they have not fùlly investigated each and every environment in 

which they find thernselves. When the environments have been fiilly investigated, new 

due markers emerge and the joumey proceeds to the next level. This is the process that 

is necessas, for the player to arrive at their ultimate goal. 
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1 have found this project to be similar in its investigative path. Not everything is 

as it seerns, nor is the obvious always helpful. The key to success in the computer quest 

games is to investigate the environment hl ly and not look beyond the present location- It 

may even be necessary to backtrack, to go to previous environments, to ensure that they 

have investigated them fully. If a necessary due is missing, then it must have been left 

behind, forcing the player to retum to previous environments or worids. Inevitably, the 

player must ask the question, what is this game trying to tell me? The answer is not in 

the staternents given or even the artifacts collected, but rather in the unspoken words to 

which they point. This is the process that was necessary for this project. In fact, it was a 

reintroduction to one such computer game that reminded me of the challenge in this 

project. 

CI I know sornething is wrong 

One of the  recuming themes that was found in the matenal was a sense of being 

diffierent or set apart from others. This was experienced as a negative feeling. This was 

not something that they could deny or overlook, for it shaped the way they interacted 

with others around them. For example, Beta's sense of being different fiom others 

prevented him fiom entering a restaurant with his girlfiiend. He was, both on a cognitive 

and affective level, aware that somehow he would be identified as being different fiom 
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others upon his entenng the restaurant. It was this awareness of his perceived difference 

that very much shaped his behaviour around others, as well as his understanding of 

himself This is the first and foremost aspect of the lost sou1 experience. The lost 

sou1 must know that they are out of sync with their surroundings in order to know where 

they are. In other words, knowing where you are not is the first step in understanding 

where you are. This is the outside-looking-in experience. By knowing that I am not on 

the inside, it automatically identifies that I am somewhere else. The CO-researchers in 

this project al1 had the outside-looking-in experience and felt isolated or separated fiom 

others. This goes beyond the experience of being lonely. Most people feel lonely 

throughout their lives, for various reasons and in varying degrees. It is part of the human 

condition but this does not say anything about them personally. It simply says that they 

are not in an intimate relationship wi-th their self, at that particular point in time. 

In the lost sou1 expenence, being on the outside looking in speaks directly io the 

penon because they understand that they are on the outside for a reason. They may long 

to have intimate relationships or to be a part of the crowd, but there is no way into the 

inner world to establish intimate relationships. Intimacy must first be a personal 

experience. The penon must love themselves first before they can love another The 

difference between the person in the lost sou1 experience and the lonely person is that the 

lonely person may attempt to find ways to enter into relationships with others by 

accepting and loving their self. That immediately rnoves them to the inner circle where 
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there is life because they have now found love. The person in the lost soui experience, 

however, is unable to have a relationship with the self and rnoving thern to the inner 

circle of life. They simply accept their status as an outsider, in spite of their desire to 

belong. In doing so, they not only acknowledge their separation from othen but also 

have established the rational for remaining outside the circle. 

This experience has similarities to the Lazarus story found in Luke 16: 19-3 1 .  The 

nch man is able to see the difference between the place where he  stands and the place on 

the other side where Lazarus stands. Between them is the great chasm which cannot be 

crossed and he recognizes the permanence of his condition. This is a recognition that 

there are differences between the two sides and that there is a chasm that separates them. 

The chasm is insumountable, and it is the boundary that defines the two separate parties. 

The "structure of destruction" has left the rich man stranded, in spite of his former 

wealth, his finite fieedom has no more power to span the chasm. His wealth was a false 

normal that failed to fil[ the emptiness of his existence. Onty now, in the tomb of hell, 

does he recognize the tmth about wholeness. Unfominately, it is too late. He is lost. 

In the lost soul experience there is a clear separation between others and seK It 

is this awareness of two separate places that intensifies the pain of this experience. The 

treasure that the lost soul desires is within sight but not within their grasp. It must be 

remembered that this is the lost soul's expenence and no matter what others may Say or 

do, it has no bearing on their own condition. The lost sou1 makes no attempt to cross the 
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great chasrn, but simply accepts that it exists. There is no questioning of the chasm 

because, for the lost soui, it exists and that is the only answer necessary. Questioning the 

great chasm's existence would mean questioning their own existence. 

D. 1 deserve to be here 

'2 know what's coming to me. I'm going to bum, and it's to last 
forever. Yes I know everything . . . I can't feel sorry, even for rny~elE'*~ 

In Sartre's play No Exit the three main characten find themselves together in hell. They 

al1 know why they have been assigned there but are reluctant to reveal to each other the 

reason for their assignment. Eventually, they corne to accept where they are and are 

cornfortable enough with each other to reveal the deeds that they have cornrnitted- 

Throughout the play, they discuss various ways of escaping hdl ,  but in the end, when a 

door opens, they do not leave. Hell is a place where there is no escape, even when the 

bamers are down. Each of them has become their own judge and captor. They cannot 

escape fkom hell because they cannot escape fiorn themselves. Shame and fear are now 

the bars that confine them. Such a hell is terriQing, confrising, and, yet, undentood al1 at 

the same time. "And you know what wickedness is, and shame, and fear. There were 

days when you peered into yourself, into the secret places of your heart, and what you 

- - -- - - - - - 

97 Jean-Paul Sartre, No Exit, New York: Vintage Books, 1947, p. 3 1. 
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saw made you think with horror. And then, the next day, you didn't know what to make 

of it, you couldn't interpret the horror you had glirnpsed the day bef~re."'~ 

At some point, al1 of the co-researchers came to accept there was something 

wrong in the deepest regions of their souls. Woodrnan calls this "the presence of an 

absence.'"' lt is an awareness of the void of presence, the only true presence that fiI l  the 

emptiness. It precipitates a search for the ccAbsolute" but the joumey is piagued with 

false gods. The CO-researchers talked about being in denial for many years, or trying to 

hide fiom what they knew to be mte by putting out false images or pretending to be 

someone who they were not. Delta needed to be cool when inside he felt very "uncool." 

Beta forced people into letting him into their circles because he felt he was unworthy of 

being a part of their group. Gamma tried several ways to cover up the stain on his soul, 

including joining a motorcycle gang, but al1 to no avail. Alpha summed it up as 

"everyone eIse has a right to be here. T don't, 1 used up al1 the rights that 1 have had. 

I'm not fit. Maybe that's why 1 like it here in prison." 

AI1 of the CO-researchers found a place where they belonged, but it was a place set 

apart From everyone else. Ironicaily, they took cornfort in having a place where they 

could fit in, even if that place was in prison - the monastery of the damned. Prison was, 

indeed, hell but at least they had a place there. They were somebodies, even if it meant 

"Ibid. p.43. 
* ~ a r i a n  Woodrnan, Conscious Fernininity. Interviews with Marian Woodman, 

Toronto: lnner City Books, 1993, p.68 
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being someone amongst the dead. The terni "dead man walking" aptly descnbes the 

person who has found a home in prison. Life goes on, on the outside, while they lan y i s h  

in the surreal world of the prison. 

Initially, the CO-researchers had dificulty articulating their lost experience. They 

related to the term "lost soul" with words such as hollow or empty as a way of describing 

this experience. In addition, there seem to be a direct relationship between having a 

purpose in life and not being amongst the lost. Several of the co-researchers felt they had 

not yet found their purpose in 1 ife and wondered if they ever would. There were many 

things left undone or unfinished and now could never be completed. In speaking of his 

own experience of incarceration, Abbon descnbes it thus: " M e n  they talk of ghosts of 

the dead who wander in the night with things still undone in life. They approximate my 

subjective experience of this life."'* The experience of lost soul is the experience of 

existing among the dead. There is no connection to the outside world where the life 

force exists. It is an experience that leaves the person isolated and doomed to roam in a 

world crowded with other isolated beings. Sartre's characters recognized that their way 

out of hell was to help each other. If they reached out to each other, new life would be 

breathed into their sou1 and they would be set fkee. But they were trapped in their 

'?Jack Henry Abbott, In the Bellv of the Beast, New York: Vintage Books, 199 1, 
P- 4 
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isolation, not because they could not rejoin the living world, but because they felt they 

did not deserve to live again. 

E. It will never change 

If I had to identiS, a single theme that would best describe the lost sou1 

expenence, then I would have to choose hopelessness. Al1 of the CO-researchers shared 

in this theme, believing the future would only hold more of the same. There was an 

unwavering acceptance that they had reached a place of no retum. ''1 don't befieve that 1 

will ever experience life as fùlly as 1 think I was ... as I could have been able to." 

Statements such as these speak to the permanence of their condition. This experience 

was not viewed as a purgatory, a time of purification, after which they would retum to 

life at its fullest, rather it was hell for etemity. There was no escape " ... because I'm too 

damaged inside ... that stuff is so intrinsic to who 1 am." The damage to self was 

permanent and had become a part of the person who they experienced as "me". This 

meant that there was no going back. The old self-image could not be recaptured. They 

were stuck with who they were because "the stuff' that was now intrinsic to them also 

excluded the possibility of them moving towards or becorning a "new being." The 

possibility for change did not exist. 
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This was very similar to what Samenow and Yochelson found in the zero state 

but with a notable difference. There is a finality and an irreversibility to the lost soul 

experience. In the zero state, by contrast, the person continues to view themselves as 

basically good even though they may have committed a crime or have failed in some 

drastic way. The lost sou1 does not share in this self image of the good person. In fact, it 

speaks just the opposite to them. In addition, the person in the zero state cannot remain 

there indefinitely. To do so, means that they must accept that they will live there 

perrnanently, and this would be a responsible thing to do. Instead, they engage in 

irresponsible behaviour which rnakes them dangerous. 

The lost soul, on the other hand, is very responsible and accepts their state as 

confirmation of their image as a bad person. The lost sou1 is no more dangerous than the 

ordinary criminal and should not be confused with the antisocial personality types. There 

is no apparent desire to ham others or themselves even though their criminal behiviour 

may have caused hann. Contrary to the antisocial personality, the lost soul experiences 

deep y i l t  and shame over their activities. Acceptance of their state is not an 

endorsement of their past behaviour. It is simply an acceptance of the resulting 

consequence to their state of being that was inevitable. Their state of being is 

appropriate to who they are as a person, not simply appropriate for their past behaviour. 

And inherent in this stôte of being is the exclusion from any possibility of change or 

rnovernent to sorne other state. It is final. 



F. 1 want to go home 

If the lost sou1 had a it would be that things couId be different. Acceptance 

of their condition did not precliide, at Ieast, the fantasy of rehlming to normal. Al1 of the 

CO-researchers had a hunger for things to be different. Yet their sense of hopeless 

prevented them from doing anything that might satisfy their hunger. It also interfered 

with their accepting responsibility for change. They had regrets over what had been lost 

in the past and, in particular, relationships with families - mothers, fathers, wives and 

children - and longed for things to be different, while at the same time accepting that 

such a thing could not happen. It was like eating an apple and wishing it was an orange. 

Reality cannot be changed but it also can not deny the fantasy. 

When asked what their fantasies were for the fiiture, al1 of the CO-researchers 

spoke of being reunited with families. They longed for relationships that were not 

intimidated by their own shame and guilt. These were not hopes for forgiveness but 

rather a wiping away of al1 of the past pain and suffering so that it no longer existed 

because it never happened. This obviously could never be realized but it did not stop 

them fiom talking about it. 

In Alpha's case, he used to return to the old family home and sit alone in an 

empty house and fantasize of times gone by - times when he  felt no shame, when he only 

felt accepted and loved. Whether or not these times ever existed outside of Alpha' 
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fantasies is unknown. Yet, they were the fantasies that made his suffering bearable and, 

therefore, gave it meaning. The lost soul endures because it is necessary, and they have a 

duty to accept their responsibility to suffer because of who they are. This, in itself, gives 

honour to their deity, the Master of their Universe. 

It is their suffering that ensures their continued existence. Alpha stated "1 hold 

onto my pain because it's the only way I Lnow I'm alive-" Being alive, even on the other 

side of the great chasm, means that they still exist And even those separated from the 

essence of al1 Being are in some way still connected- This is as close as one can get to 

nothingness and still exist. Like the rich man, as long as they can see their Lazams and 

the goodness it represents on the other side, they can find their purpose in Iife, or 

meaning, by sewing as a waming to others. This is a substitute for hope. Tt is an 

acceptance of the status quo, excluding the possibility of change for themselves while 

allowing it for othen. Many people in prison express a desire to go out into the schools 

and classroorns to warn children not to do what they have done, just as the rich man 

pleaded for Lazarus to go and tell his brothers of his fate. These desires to go and wam 

othen always start with, "If [ could do it over again ...." The bridge of the great chasm, as 

yet, does not exist for the lost soul, Tt has not even been visioned. The desire, therefore, 

to retum does not offer any consolation but only serves to intensie their suffering. 



G. I'm not really lost 

An interesting therne arose when the CO-researchers were asked what it meant to 

be a good person. Without exception, they al1 said that it meant "to help others." 

Helping others was a sign that someone had goodness in them. It was as if somehow 

helping another was the only possibility for redemption. Gamma cited the example of 

his being in the motorcycle gang and the confl ict that arose between him and the other 

members because he  wanted to reach out and help others instead of doing crime. This 

only caused dissension with the other members, and eventually, he was forced out of the 

gang. Beta wanted to help his son and to work with youths. Alpha felt it was important 

that he should be able to help people in prison achieve their GED's. Delta wanted to 

help his parents and to be able to support them in their old age. Gamma had a similar 

goal, a desire to look after his parents and to do things for them that he was not able to do 

during his stay in prison. Al1 of the CO-researchers had concluded in one way or another 

that this was a divine command. Even those with no religious experience or teaching in 

their background believed that it was important to help others and that this was somehow 

a dictate for al1 humankind. Even Beta's '%orneone or something" would like him to 

help other people. Dunng the course of the intewiews, the CO-researchers cited examples 

of when they had helped other people. It was important for them that I should know of 
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these behaviors; it was as if these were signs that they were not totally bad. The 

question that I asked myseif was, "Who were these signs for - m e  or themselves?" 

Some insight into the answer for this question 1 believe was given by Alpha- 

When talking about his wife and children, he referred to the things that he had given 

them, that he had taught <hem - not the material things, but rather the good things that he 

had taught them. They reminded him that he was not ail bad and that there was goodness 

in him that he could see reflected in others. He felt that he had some hand in the raising 

of his children and that they tumed out to be such wonderful young people. It made him 

"feel good" to believe that he was able to help. It gave him certain satisfaction and a 

sense of peace that maybe he had done at least some part of what he had been placed 

here on earth to do and, for him, that had meaning. Even though he gives his children 

credit for being individuals and making their own decisions, he also sees some of his own 

handiwork in them. "When 1 look at them, 1 see that I'rn not al1 bad because 1 did'some 

things good there. You know, they wouldn't be the people they are, and they're good 

kids, smart, canng and considerate." These are al1 the qualities that he attnbutes to 

hirnself before he was lost in the world of the lost sout. The other CO-researchers aIso 

had examples that they could ofGer to illustrate that they had done good things. Because 

of these exarnples of helpfiilness to others, it meant, for them, that there had been some 

degree of goodness in them at Ieast at one time in their lives. This was the last vestige of 

their good self - a place where their sou1 would live on. 



H. Surnmary 

Raskolnikoff s statement to his friend Sonya, the prostitute, "We're lost, damned, 

both of us,'"'' is a recognition that their behaviors have contravened the great divine 

commands. Raskolnikoff is a murderer and Sonya a prostitute. There is no distinction 

here by degree of who is more lost or more damned than the other. It is only that they are 

together and that they share in the etemal estrangement from their divine being. They 

take comfort in the reading of the story of the rich man and Lazarus, a sirange place to 

find cornfort for it is a story without hope, at least for the rich man. They are resigned to 

their state and are painfully aware of what they have done to place themselves there. 

This is not punishment that has been leveled on them, but this is a consequence of their 

own behaviour. There is no question whether or not such a punishment is deserved; it is 

merely accepted. They are now lost forever in a permanent state of damnation with only 

mernories of former times and days when they obeyed divine law. 

There are many people in pnson who do not accept the punishment that has been 

inflicted upon them. They are angry at the system and have no desire to change. Prison 

is merely an interruption in their lifestyle, an interference that they resent most 

vehemently. If these individuals are lost, they are not aware of it; therefore, their prison 

tirne is not accepted as suffering, simply inconvenience. There are others who accept 
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that they have contravened the laws of the land and that there is a price to be paid. They 

are not in agreement, however, with the degree of punishment. They will make 

statements such as, "Yes, I'm yilty, but I'm not that guilty," refenïng to the length of 

sentence. They want to be in control of the punishrnent They were willing to accept it 

but only on their tenns. If these individuals are lost, then they only see it as a temporary 

condition. They often make statements like, "You will never see me back here again." 

They fully expect to retum to their place in society or with their families and that this 

temporary break will not be repeated. The lost soul, however, is hlIy aware of what they 

have done and the consequences associated with it. They have no expectation of 

anything less. Unlike others, however, they see no way back to their former state or a 

way to renew relationships broken by their behaviors. They have only the mernories of 

the days when things were better but no hope for better days ahead. 

Their separation From al1 that is good is a constant reminder that they are the 

embodiment of al1 that is not good. This is not evil. There is no contempt, 

rationalization, justification or unwillingness to examine themselves. They do not hann 

for the sake of haming. Nor do they see their own needs as more important than others. 

They do recognize, however, that they have caused harrn to others, or in some cases ham 

has been caused to them, that has separated them from al1 that they deem to be good and 

holy. They are alienated from their world, their God and themselves, doomed forever to 

be lost and alone but always in sight of a safe harbor. This is the tomb of the undead, of 
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those who cannot die to wholeness, Vanier's repository of decaying y i l t  and an gui~h'~' .  

ft is the place where humanity begins the joumey home to the essence of al1 being. But 

for some it is a place of no exit, a living hell where their anguish serves as a constant 

reminder of their weahness or flaws. 



Chapter Vn 

Discussion of Researcli Findings 

Introd tiction 

This project was very much about soul. It explored the idea, the meaning and the 

experience of soul. The experience was akin to the peeling back of the layee of an onion 

only to discover that once the layers had been removed the onion no longer existed. The 

onion exists in the total of the layers and when separated they are only pieces of the 

whole. Wholeness is the union of al1 components existing in a harmonious relationship. 

The components that make up the soul's harmonious relationship are reflected as 

wholeness h m  within and From without. The composite image is the soul's identity. 

There are many factors that contnbute to the development of the soul's identity. 

The CO-researchers allowed me to view a small portion of their sou1 experiences. This 



viewing included their expenence of trust, or lack thereof, in others. Their 

understanding of othemess was related to their trust expenences and was instrumental in 

their lack of confidence for any meaningful change in their experience of self or 

experience of other, including God. This unchangeability became their tomb of the Iost 

sou1 experience. 

In addition, the CO-researchers did not have a sustained experience of intimacy at 

the most fundamental level. Their mothers were caring but not overly demonstrative in 

their affection. This would prove to be a factor in their inability to ascend from the 

depths of their tombs. The acceptance from othen, in particular significant others, is 

paramount for acceptance of self. Tt is in these relationships that self-images are 

reflected back as images of our essential personhood. That personhood must be balanced 

with both masculine and ferninine images if wholeness is to be achieved. A more 

detailed discussion of the importance of having a balance between masculine-feminine 

symbols, as well as, a discussion of the above mentioned factors is contained in this 

chapter. 

A. In search ofsoul 

Some wandered in the desert wastes, finding no way to a city to dweH in; 
hungry and thirsty their sou1 fainted within them. ... Some sat in darkness 
and in gloom. Prisoners in affliction and in irons for they had rebelleci 
against the words of God ... Some were sick through their sinhl ways and 



because of their inequities suffered affliction; they loathed any kind of 
food and they drew near to the gates of death. psalm 1071 

The term soul has been used to described that aspect of humanity that makes us 

unique from the rest of creation. There have been many attempts, both by psychologists 

and theologians, to come up with a succinct definition for soul, a kind of one size fits all. 

Such attempts have always met immediate criticism for the omission of one or more 

critical defining aspects. The problem is that there is no agreement on what the missing 

critical aspects are. Hillman discussed sou1 in syrnbolic terms. He saw it as having 

rnetaphysical, romantic and religious overtones. Soiil as a symbol, as opposed to being a 

concept, immediately introduces ambiguity. Symbols always point to sornething other 

than themselves. This means that one cannot point to the sou1 and Say, " There it is." As 

a syrnbol it tums events into experiences and experiences into rneaning. This is a process 

that is ever moving and ever changing. Tt moves both with and towards God with an ever 

increasing awareness of wholeness. It is understood as abstractions as opposed to 

images. That is why the CO-researchers had difficulty describing what soul was for them. 

It has meaning but no image. 

The ambiguity that surrounds this concept of sou1 is that the meaning will always 

be personal. Therefore, the soul will always have a personal dimension that will de@ 

being contained in a single definition. When the theological dimension is added, through 

the experience and image of God, the sou1 now speaks not only to the individual as a 
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separate entity in creation, but also to the individual's relationship to their Creator and 

the remainder of creation. The sou1 is "who 1 am", not just as a person, but as a person in 

relationships with the rest of the world and beyond. 

The CO-researchers in this project could not give a succinct definition of soul 

because it is not a thing to be defined. "Something that's interna1 ..something that's 

wam and glowing. It's not a physical entity" @elta). Their meaning for sou1 was an 

abstraction from their perceived experience with their God. Soul was something "in 

association" with God. They spoke of their God or the Greater Something, and its 

relationship to them and the rest of the world. God's relationship to them was not 

separate fiom the relationship to the rest of the world. When asked if they had a soul, aIl 

the CO-researchers hesitated before responding. Alpha and Delta felt that they had souls, 

while Gamma and Beta responded with "1 don't know." This was an indication of their 

deep sense of isolation and emptiness. While the other CO-researchers felt that soul could 

not be lost forever - it could be stagnate or "not be exercised ... and it loses its 

finnness ... like a muscle," Gamma felt that his soul "could be lost." 

The meaning that this term "lost" had for CO-researchers was criticai to their 

experience. Alpha was the most articulate of the CO-researchers in describing what soul 

meant for him. He described soul as " the essence of who a person is .... the core of your 

personhood." Beta called soul "your sense of being." He could not elaborate on this 

description but "essence" was also a relevant term for him. Alpha stated that h e  knew 
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he had a sou1 because his "pain is (my) soul." It had become the "essence" of who he 

was, pure pain. Tt kept him connected, in a macabre way, to the essence of ail being. 

Gamma, on the other hand, had rnoved beyond the experience of pain to become pain 

itself. He ate, slept, and breathed but there was no life in him. He had no experience of 

self, of ûod, or of other. Gamma was the epitome of a dead man walking. 

The CO-researchers experienced their relationship with others as being very much 

entwined with God's relationship to al1 of creation. Their sense of isolation fiom family 

and others was somehow connected to their relationship experience with God. Gamma's 

experience was: '7t was kind of a scary thing alone with strange people ... 1 never went 

back to church after that." In the place where God was supposed to dwell, the church, 

Gamma could sense the relationship between God and others when he was in church but 

he could not partake in the experience. 

The other CO-researcbers spoke of their intimate relationships, no matter how 

limited these were perceived to be, as being Dace filled experiences. Alpha's childhood 

expenence of church reflects this experience. "1 felt Iike 1 belonged in the group of 

people (choir) ... they were nice to me, very accepting ... there was always a good feeling 

there. And the music, I loved the music." In this experience of intirnacy, Alpha found a 

place that had meaning, purpose and life itself. In the lost soul experience, the emphasis 

was on the separation experience more often than the limited instances of life-giving 

moments. Intimacy was not trustworthy. It was not expected to last. 
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The CO-researchers did not have a sustained expenence of intimacy at the most 

fundamentai level. Their mothers were caring but not overly dernonstrative in their 

affection. This would prove to be a factor in their inability to ascend Rom the depths of 

their tombs. nie  acceptance fiom others, in particular significant others, is paramount 

for acceptance of self I t  is in these relationships that self-images are reflected back as 

images of our essential personhood. That personhood must be balanced with both 

masculine and feminine images if wholeness in personhood is to be achieved. A more 

detailcd discussion of the importance of having a balance between masculine-ferninine 

symbols is presented later in this chapter. 

For intimacy to be tnistworthy and life sustaining, it must be based in love - love 

of God, love of self, love of others, God's love for me, and God's love for others. For the 

lost soul experience to be one that is healthy and whole, acceptance of this tri-level 

relationship, in its fidlness, is essential. Loving God, loving others and recognizing 

God's love for creation is the easy part for the lost soul. Tt is in loving of set fwhere the 

lost soul has difficulty. As Hillman points out, "Loving oneself is no easy matter just 

because it means loving al1 of one's self, inctuding the shadow where one is infenor and 

socially so una~ce~table." '~~ Loving the inferior and unacceptable parts of oneself is the 

path to wholeness and the heaiing of the soul's self loathing. In the lost sou1 experience, 

and in particular in Gamma's case, self loathing is self destruction. 

103Hillman, In search: Psycholow and Relimon, page 69. 



According to Hillman, this cure has two parts. The first essential element for 

"redemption of the shadow" is the ability to carry it, to take it along with you. This is the 

daily awareness of the sins of the sou1 that weigh like a pack of rocks on one's back and 

cannot be unloaded. ln other words, the individual must accept responsibility for their 

sinfulness and be willing to admit to it and to accept the burden that goes along with such 

behaviour. This is the behaviour that interferes with the tri-level reiationship of love. 

This is the beginning of love, but it is not the cure. Carrying a11 the burdens and 

accepting responsibility for them also awakens the sou1 to the fact that it is now 

estranged, and a separation has occurred. 

The second element that is essential for the cure of the sou1 is the acceptance that 

this is also pari of hurnanity, that one's own persona1 folly is the folly of al1 humankind. 

In this step, the unacceptable begins to recognize that they are accepted for who they are, 

an imperfect human being. This is a moral dimension that can never be abandoned if the 

sou1 is to return to a wholesome, Ioving relationship with God and the cosmos. 

Thus the cure is a paradox requiring two incommensurables; the moral 
recognition that these parts of me are burdensome and intolerable and 
must change and a loving iaughing acceptance which takes them just as 
they are, joyfully, forever. One both tries hard and lets go, both judges 
harshly and joins gladly. Western moralism and Eastern abandon; each 
holds only one side of the mith.'@' 

Imlbid, page 70. 
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This is where the rotten garbage also becomes the fertilizer for a new beginning. It is a 

place where childishness is also being childlike. Tt is the place where the ugliness of 

humanity meets the New Being (Tillich) in love. Both elements are essential for 

redemption, bot it is here where the lost sou! fails to understand that they are who they 

are and that's okay- 

Those trapped in the lost soul experience have no problem in picking up their 

pack of rocks and throwing them on their back. niey  hl ly understand the sins they have 

cornrnitted and the burdens that it has caused themselves, God and others. Stopping here, 

however, is the real tragedy of the lost soul. Admitting to one's sins and faults still 

leaves the person unhappy, feeling even worse about themselves than before. Where 

there is a genuine sense of guilt, freedom comes fiom reaching out and asking for 

forgiveness. It is on1 y when Divine Mercy con fron ts the human misery that forgiveness 

takes place. Picking up one's pack of rocks can lead to one of two courses. The first is 

called remorse. The etymology of this word is "to bite again." To be remorsehl one 

must taste again that which is distasteful. It is in the re-tasting that the penitent comes to 

h ~ o w  sorrow and the path to wholeness. It is by biting again that the unpalatable is 

owned and brought forth as an offenng to God. Bishop Fulton 3. Sheen used Judas and 

Peter to illustrate the tragedy of being stuck in remorse. Judas had remorse without 

sorrow while Peter had rernorse but moved through to sorrow. Both picked up their 

packs, but the course of action that each chose to follow was very different Both fe1t 



guilt; both recognized their separation from God and their community. One, however, 

"repented unto himself," the scripture tells us, while the other repented unto the Lord. 

As a psychic melody sometimes results from a failure to adjust self to the 
right environment, so a moral evil results fiom the failure of the sou1 to 
adjust itself to God. Despair is such a failure - Judas despaired, but Peter 
hoped. Despair cornes from unrelatedness, from the refisal of a soul to 
tum to God. Such a soul opposes the order of nature.Ios 

The distinction between sorrow and remone is that sorrow has an appeal to Godas mercy. 

Saint Paul makes the distinction in this way, "For Godly grief produces a repentance that 

leads to salvation and brings no regret but worldly grief produces death". [2 Cor. 7: 101 

Son-ow restores one to life. Remorse traps one in a world of wony and envy and 

indignation. Sorrow bnngs hope while remorse brings despair. Sheen describes this 

despair as hell, "when the sou1 retùses to accept forgïveness for having wounded love 

This double stage step to redemption is also evident in the criminal justice 

system. It is generally accepted within the criminal justice system that the two qualities 

necessary for parole consideration are remorse and sorrow. One says, "Yes, 1 admit my 

guilt and I accept responsibility for it and al1 the damage that it has caused to others and 

to myself-" Sorrow in a parole hearing says, "...and I want to change, I want to find my 

place back in the community, to be restored into loving relationships that are both 

'osFulton J. Sheen, Peace of the Soul, New York: Whittlefey House, 1949, p. 200. 
'061bid, p- 202. 
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helpful and encouraging for al1 involved." Ironically, there seems to be an over emphasis 

on remorse as a prerequisite to getting parole. Tt has become so much of a buzz word 

that its relationship to sorrow seems to have been lost. 

The understanding that applicants have about a parole hearing is that the worse a 

potential parolee feels about themselves and their crime, the better the chances for 

release. That is not to say that they do not appreciate that a release plan is important in a 

parole hearing, but vi thout  a clear demonstration for remorse they believe that such a 

plan has little chance ofapproval. The question is: Do they understand what is a healthy 

balance between remorse and sorrow? 

One leads to despair while the other ieads to hope. The CO-researchers in this 

project did not see parole as a chance for a new beginning but, rather, just a continuation 

of their suffering. They believed they would not re-offend, they had "leamed their 

lesson", but they did not expect any improvement in their relationships with the outside 

world. Consequently, they had no expectation of parole and, in fact, those who were 

eligible did not apply. They had decided to do the time that was allotted to them. Three 

of the four did complete their time and were released. Alpha returned a short time later 

and was released again. Beta has not re-offended to date. Delta, also, has not re- 

offended but he has resurned his association with members of the criminal culture. And 

finally, Gamma was not given the opportunity to complete his sentence. He was 

murdered. Only his holiow body made it home. 



The CO-researchers in this project did not understand forgiveness because they did 

not understand love. That quality of love that accepts the person completely, both good 

and evil, could be accepted. It was not their experience, neither fiom their parents, their 

families, their communities, nor their God. For the CO-researchers, al1 of the above 

accepted perfection but rejected weakness. The God of forgiveness is a myth too far 

removed fiom their experience. 

... everyone has sinned and is far away fiom God's saving presence. But, by the 
fke  gift of God7s grace, al1 are put right with Him through Christ Jesus, who sets 
us ftee. Rom- 3:23 (TEV) 

The New Being that Tillich speaks of, and is confirmed by Paul, where al1 are "put right" 

does not exist for them. They could not accept the wholeness of their nature that 

included the dark side, and as a consequence, stood alone outside of the arms of 

forgiveness. 

B. Blessed are the Poor in Spirit 

Being poor in spint does not seem like it would be a blessed expenence. But 

Jesus uses this phraselo7to remind humanity that it is when humanity is open to their 

weaknesses that the experience of God and the experience of communion become real. 

Tt is in tuming over weaknesses to God that one cornes into true full communion, both in 
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the divine and in the human sense. Hurnanity is bom weak and it is a fact that must be 

accepted before redemption is possible. It is only then that new strength through the new 

being can be found. This is the cleansing through redemption to the Christ of the new 

being. That is why Saint Paul is proud of his weaknesses (2Cor. 12:9) and finds joy in 

the strength and renewal that emerges fiom them when they are surrendered to the Christ. 

This is a theological concept that cannot penetrate the lost soul experience. 

Those in the lost sou1 experience understand what it is to be poor in spirit but cannot 

boast about it in order to find new life. They cannot accept that their weaknesses can be 

turned into strengths and that God would reach out for them. They refuse to respond to 

love, not because they do not want to enter into love, but because they feel they are not 

worthy. There is this sense that '...I am dirty or even that I am evil and that there is 

nothing good inside of me'. The Christ of the New Being says, 'You have value.' Those 

in the lost soul expen'ence respond with, 'Everyone has value except me.' Their 

weakness is no longer something that is part of a larger whole but is now a11 

encompassing. They no longer have a problem, now they see themseives as the problem. 

Such a view is a very different perspective, and it is the trap of their doing that 

keeps them fkom making any attempt to cross the abyss into the kingdom. This is the 

tomb that Vanier speaks of, the place that is full of decay. It is dirty and brings feelings 

of y i l t  and anguish. What makes this experience even worse is that this tomb has glass 



walls. The joy, the peace, the meaning and the purpose that they long for can ail be seen 

from the agony of their persona1 hell. 

We want to be healed but there is something inside of us which gives us 
that certitude that we are too awflll, that we cannot trust ourselves- So, in 
a way, we are govemed by this world of decay that we are forever trying 
to deny. We can see in a theoretical way how good community could be 
but we cannot live in it. We don't know how to love. We don't even 
know where to begin.lo8 

The only meaning that can be found for the lost sou1 is in their suffering itself. It is 

better to live in hell than to not live at all. Even things that have meaning for others have 

no meaning for those in the lost soul experience. A popular saying in self-help groups is 

that "if you want to move someone from despair IO hope, get them to reach out to help 

someone else." Those in the lost soul experience can participate in reaching out  to 

others, but the act brings them no life. At best it may bnng temporary relief, but the lost 

soul cannot trust that it is the way out of hell and will tum back into their world of the 

lost, 

The lost sou1 understands the rneaning of 2 Samuel 14: 14 to be their final fate. 

The past cannot be changed, so therefore, the future has no hope because one is the 

consequence of the other. "We must al1 die, we are like water spilt on the ground, which 

cannot be gathered up again. (ZSam. 14: 14)" What is done, is done. Nothing can change 

it or restore it to new life. They are now empty shells. Their life has been spilt leaving 

'O8 Vanier, p. 70. 
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them dead to joy, yet alive to suffering. Somehow, however, sufferïng signifies to them 

that they once Iived, and they can have a purpose in this by serving as a sign to others. 

Perhaps this is the meaning of their desire to speak to others about their past 

transgressions. This is a cornmon desire of prisoners, "to work with kids" when they get 

out of prison. Unfortunateiy, very few ever follow through on this fantasy. If  they did, 

they thought it to be a valuable contribution and a possible bridge across the abyss. 

C. The Nightmare o f  Estrangement 

There may be attempts to move outside of such self-imposed exile, but the 

attempts are inevitably temporary. The lost sou1 fears that whatever m'endship or 

relationship that is found outside of their hell will never be enough to restore them to a 

permanent place on the other side of the abyss. Nor do they trust that these relationships 

will last; even if they recognize that their prison is a result of their doing, they have come 

to accept that it is a result of their nature. Hence, they trust no one and have come to 

accept that love is a myth for them. This is not a denial of love, but only a denial of love 

for themselves. 

To be stuck in estrangement can only be described as a nightrnare. It is a place 

where one will always be alone, even in a crowd. Gamma was alone al1 of his life. In 

prison, he suffered the ultimate isolation. He was jammed into a dense population but 
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"put on the dummy." This is a prison term that means no one is allowed to associate 

with him, talk to him, or even acknowledge his existence. In Samenow and Yochelson 

ternis, "zero state" is imposed. In the end, the prison culture imposed their ultimate zero 

state when he kvas murdered. The "Red Man" was tom fiom his perch and destroyed not 

even allowed to gaze fiom the outside. Gamma was a symbol of a self less hurnanity that 

they couid no longer bear to witness. 

Gamma's death had a major impact on me. 1 knew him for a very bnef period of 

time. Because of the distance I had to travel to visit him, we had two sessions the day I 

met him, once in the morning, and then again later in the day. 1 had promised to make a 

second trip to see him in a few weeks but his death not only teminated his life, it also 

tenninated our relationship. I gri-eve this Ioss. He touched my own lostness in a special 

way. The day I met him every narne I was ever called as a child, echoed back to me. 

Every party I waçn7t invited to as a teenager came back to rnind. niere were fleetiog 

moments when the loneliness I expenenced in my discemment for ministry returned. 

Gamma rerninded me of the times when my skin slipped away and I lost contact with the 

essence of my being. I will never again be able to look upon the "Red Man" without 

reflecting on Gamma and my relationship with him. He has been a gift to me. T regret I 

did not get the opportunity to tell him. 



D. Trust and the experience of  self and the experience of God 

The CO-researchers had learned not to trust others. They had corne to accept that 

"sooner or later they're going to sting you." Relationships are untnistworthy because 

they cannot believe that somebody would really want to be with them. And when al1 of 

the signs suggest the opposite, the answer will always bey "It's because they really don't 

know me." Those in the lost soul experience feel that they know thernselves al1 too well. 

But in reality, they have no sense of a real self. It is because they do not know their real 

self that they cannot see beyond their present condition and, as a consequence, they 

deprive themselves of any possibility of movement out of their self perpehiating hell. 

The CO-researchers in this project expetienced their own persona! hell. Each one 

was unique, but each was surely a hell. The lost soul cannot ask their God for meaning 

because they believe they already have the answer. They do not encounter God as 

transcendent security and transcendent etemity. God is "something out there" but that is 

a distance that has not been bndged. There is no mystical union expetienced as the 

eminence of God that bridges the abyss between estrangement and communion. 

Without communion, ecstasy is someone else's fantasy and its absence deepens the 

nightmare. This is the world of the lost sou1 - a place that, no doubt, every human 

being has encountered at some point in their Iife. 
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For the average person, however, this is only a temporary place. The "dark night 

of the soul" that Saint John of the Cross speaks about is a place of purification where the 

soul in hstration finally abandons itself to God. The intense feelings of estrangement 

frorn God are a tonnent for the soul. Since it is just the opposite that the sou1 so 

desperately seeks, the place it finds itself in is nothing short of terri@ng. The perceived 

reality of estrangement is a contradiction to the intense longing for union, and it tears at 

the sou1 leaving it in agony. Saint John of the Cross says that the soul in this condition, 

"is desem-ng of great pity because of the immense tribulation it suffers and its extreme 

uncertainty about a rernedy?"' The soul in this state believes that the evil will never end 

- that the suffering will go on for eternity. 

In addition to this, the solitude and desolation that exists in this night does not 

allow the person to find any consolation or support from any doctrine or human director. 

Even a trusted penon may be able to point out many reasons for what is taking place 

within them and offer the comfort of future reliec But this will al1 be to no avail because 

the lost soul experience so engulfs and immerses the person in their own feelings of 

isolation and abandonment that they cannot see beyond their own miseries. They have 

corne to accept that cornforters only Say these things because they do not understand the 

lwSaint John of the Cross, 'The Dark Night of the Sou!", Kieran Kavanough, Otilio 
Rodriguez, The Collected Works of Saint John of the Cross, Washington: ICS 
Publications, 1963, p. 34 [ . 



way in which they suffer and, therefore, cannot see or understand how they feel. Alpha's 

statement, "nobody knows - they only think they know" expresses this rejection. 

instead of receiving consolation ftom these persons, they only receive greater 

sorrow in thinking that others do not understand them at ail. The soul feels helpless 

because there is little that it can do to improve its situation. They can only wait upon the 

Lord with no expectation of ever being embraced by God's love. The only ministry that 

has any hope of entering the world of the lost soui is the ministry of presence. The care 

giver must be patient and allow the person to bring their burden to the surface at their 

pace. The care giver must be content to simply facilitate the process by offering a canng 

and safer environment. 

The sou1 resembles one who is imprisoned in a dark dungeon, bound 
hands and feet, and able to neither move, nor see, nor feel any favor fiom 
heaven or earth. The soul rernains in this condition untit the spirit is 
humbled, sofiened, and purified, until it becomes so delicate, simply, and 
refined that it  can be one with the spirit of God, according to the degree of 
union of love that God, in mercy, desires to grant. In conformity with this 
degree, the purgation is of greater or lesser force and endures for a longer 
or a shorter tirne."* 

Saint John allows for the Iight of hope, in that, one day the soul will be unshackled and 

released ftom the dungeon so that they can enjoy the benefit of the union with God. 

Even though they may possess the three theological virtues offaith, hope, and charity, 

they cannot experience the blessings and cornforts that corne fiom these virtues because 

- - 

"'Saint John of the Cross, p. 34 1-34:, 
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they believe that they are truly unworthy of God's love. No matter how much faith they 

have, or belief in God's power to heal, or carhg that they have for others al1 is to no avail 

because they are not deserving of the ecstasy that is God's promise. 

Feeling themselves deptived of God, their misery is confirmation that God has 

every reason to reject and be abhorred by them. Those in the lost soul experience believe 

that they presently do not have, nor will they ever have, anything within them that is 

desew-ng of God's love. In reference to his creation, Beta sees his criminality as an 

integral part of his character. ".(God).just should have made a better penon ..mot to 

have that mechanism in your head to commit crimes or whatever." To reassure 

themselves that their conclusion is the correct one, the person in the lost soul experience 

constantly compare themselves with others, always finding someone who is better 

than themselves. When comparing himself to others who have a sense of belonging 

Alpha describes it as "alien" to him. "1 feel like an alien when 1 look at these people. I 

don? understand how it is to be like that." This, again, is affirmation that they are less 

than they should be and, therefore, unworthy of the divine mercy that is enjoyed by 

everyone else. This only serves to ensure that the dark night of the sou1 is a never ending 

night. 

Love is the force which purifies the soul and restores it to its rightfùl place in its 

relationship with God and the cosmos. It is the way to perfect union with God that leads 

the soul from absolute estrangement to perfect ecstasy. As the Song says, "Love makes 
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the world go round." It  is that element that keeps the world in perfect hamony with its 

creator. As God is love, so is God's cxeation and without a relationship with both the 

sou1 experience is lost in chaos. It is a fkightening and lonely place. It is an experience 

that cuts to the depths of the very essence of the penon. The skin that holds them and 

affinns to them who they are is stripped away leaving them naked and exposed with no 

sense of selc 

E. The Ferninine and the Tomb 

For many in the criminal justice system, their time of incarceration can become a 

time of gestation where they are reborn anew on the other side of the wall. This was the 

case for John of the Cross. He experiemced the tomb as a desolate time, a tirne of deep 

separation and isolation, a time of loneliness. He also experienced this as a time of new 

birth. I t  was a new beginning and he ernerged fiom prison with a new understanding of 

himself, of his God, and of the relationship between them. 

When John of the Cross was very Young, his father died. He was raised by his 

mother in a poor, but loving, environment At an early age he developed a devotion to 

the Virgin Mary. Later, as a Carmelite priest, his mentor was Teresa of Jesus in Avila. 

She was an older woman who never varied in her support and care for him. Throughout 

his entire Iife he had positive fernale images to nurture him. 



The CO-researchers in this project did not experience the rebirth in prison that was 

experienced by John of the Cross. There was something missing for them that prevented 

them fiom emerging as "new beings". These individuals expenenced vety strong and 

dernanding male images in their lives, but their ferninine images were Iost or damaged. 

Tillich understands that, ''the Ground of Being" symbolizes a balance of 

masculine and feminine qualities. The divine feminine symbolizes "the mother quality 

of giving birth, caring, and embracing, and, ai the same time, of calling back, resisting 

independence of the created, and swallowing it."'" It is this feminine element that 

balances the overemphasis on a God that is masculine and demanding. Tillich sees much 

of Protestant theology as having an unbalanced moral conscience due to the rernoval of 

feminine symbols. Symbols reflect back to us the distinctiveness of our existence. 

They mirror back to us the face of who we are in our essential personhood. The 
toy defines the boundanes of the union between the individuating child and the 
mother, filling ever growing space between them as the child unfolds an 
increasingly independent identity. Similarly our symbols mark a spear of uiiion 
between our human existence and being at its source, in the manifold vaneties of 
ways we expenence and picture that source. It is in this space between worlds, 
between inner and outer, that symbols of the feminine exist and perform a 
minoring function, reflecting back to us our apprehensions of a major modality of 
human existence.' l 2  

Feminine symbols reflect back to us the state of our union between the ground of 

Our being and the othemess of those around us. For Tillich, our new being is mirrored in 

"'~illich, Sytematic Theolom. III, p.294 
" 2 ~ n n  Belford Ulanov, Receiving Woman. Studies in Psvcholo~~ and Theologv of the 
Feminine, Philadelphia: Westminister Press, 198 1, p.75 
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Christ. "Thus Julian of Norwich, the 14Ih century mystic wn'-tes of Christ, 'our mother' 

who knits us into God given birth to us in the spirit."'" To be a whole person, we must 

come to ternis with Our physical, sexual and psychic factors that have been mirrored to us 

by means of our symbols, both masculine and Feminine. This is the task of 

differentiation. Without coming to tems with these three elements "we faIl into 

fonnlessness and a cheap imitation of current persona roles. We miss our chance to 

become unique persans.""" 

In Jungian tems, "the feminine describes factors that are not just specific to 

female sexual identifi but they also describe modalities of being which belong tu a11 

human being~."~" These modalities shape our ways of relating to reality and also how 

we come to understand what reality is. Uanov places the masculine and feminine at 

opposite poies where there is a tension between them. Our perception of mate and 

female is filtered through the physical and the sexual and is experienced as a 

confrontation with the "other". This is experienced as a meeting with an opposite or 

something different fiom ourselves, yet at the same time, it is a part of who we are and 

fully accessible. We come to be a whole penon by coming to tems with our physical, 

sexual, and mascul ine-ferninine confrontation. For every person, wholeness centers 

"31bid, p-79 
I I J  Ann Belford Ulanov, The Feminine in Jilngian P s v c h o l o l  

Evanston: Northwestern University Press, 1 97 1, p. 147 
' "lbid, p. 142 
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around the access of a hl1 y developed tension between the male and fernale poles. 

Wholeness, at its ideal, is not fixed in a single position or in opposition to the other, but 

where one is complementary or mutually affirming of the other. We cannot corne to 

h o w  the mie self without the encounter of the other. Nor can we fully relate to the other 

without encountering the true self. One is very much dependent upon the other. That is 

why, in order for one to corne to a understanding of self, one must also have an 

understanding of the other. It is in the other where the self is mirrored. 

In the case of the CO-researchers in this project, the feminine other in the form of 

their mothers, reflected images that where void of the nurturing and loving person. Their 

mothers gave physical birth to them, but then served as distorted mirrors of the feminine 

to their sons. Without a healthy balance between the ferninine and masculine, these men 

became trapped in the womb, unable to be reborn into a new being. This is not to Say 

that their rnothers are responsible for their condition. It may be, however, a contributing 

factor to their inability to escape the tomb. Without the nurturing and afirming divine 

feminine, these men were left with only the patnarchal, demanding image of father and 

the associated divine. This is illustrated in their God images that parallel the images of 

their fathers, a God that is there, but distant, a God that is demanding and a God that is 

condemning. Without the divine feminine, these men had no one to hold them and 

nurture them. They became lost in the tomb of decay and guilt so vividly described by 
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Vanier. These mothers stood by silent while the demanding fathers condemned or 

punished their sons. 

This created an absence o f  balance between love and punishment. Correction, 

then, is interpreted purely as punishment rather than an aid to help one to leam and to 

irnprove. They do not understand what it is to be corrected because they are loved. 

Rather, their understanding is that they are being punished because there is sornething 

wrong with them. The absence of  the divine feminine not only prevents them from being 

birthed fiom the tomb but it also prevents them from coming to understand who they are. 

They have no identity. They are skinless like the Red Man. There is nothing to hold 

them together. They cannot emerge from the tomb. They remain a fomless being. The 

Christ of the New Being does not exist for these men because they have no expen'ence of 

their wounds being bound, of their pain being held. Theirs is not the Christ of the New 

Being, the one who joins them at the very core of the self, but, rather, is the God OF 

doing, the one who exhorts them to do instead of to be. 

This absence of the divine feminine does not allow the child to become whole 

and to emerge, knowing and being comfortable with, who they are. The acceptance of 

one's self as one is has not been passed on to these men. Their mothers were eficient 

but not spontaneous. They provided al1 the basics, but when the CO-researchers did not 

live up to their parents' expectations, their only response was disapproval, punishment, 



or silence. Woodman descnbes this as Ieaving children with a need to justiS, their very 

existence, 

Within that attitude there is no room for life to be lived as it is, no room for either 
parent or child to relax into '1 am'; consequently, the child lives with an elusive 
sense of yi l t ,  the penonification of the mother's disappointment less in her child 
than in herself. n i e  child grows up attempting to justify its very existence, an 
existence which in psychic reality has never been granted? 

In this project, the CO-researchers' mothers had no identity to mirror to their sons. They 

had slipped into the background, aIiowing the masculine images of the fathers to stand 

without a counter balancing feminine tension. Unbalanced, the CO-researchers are let? to 

anguish in the tomb of guilt and decay. They are forrnless and stare across the abyss with 

no sense of self and, therefore, do not have an understanding of a divine other that hmows 

them and accepts them. 

F. The experience of self  and the experience of Cod as separate unity 

My first encounter with the 'Red Man" was in a newspaper article that was 

airned at exposing hidden art treasures in the city of Halifax. The "Red Man" was 

shown, along with other little hown works around the city. None of the other 

photographs illustrated in the article had any meaning for me, but 1 was immediately 

"6Manon Woodman, Addiction to Perfection. The still Unravished Bride, Toronto: 
InnerCity Books, 1982, p. 17 



drawvn to the figure of a man painted red to symbolize his lost skin. Shortly thereafier, I 

photographed the work and have now visited this alienated figure several times during 

the course of this project. Since that first encounter, 1 have questioned myself many times 

as to why 1 was drawn to this work of art. The question that 1 have repeated to myself is: 

"Who is the "Red Man" for me?" 

Alone atop his perch, the "Red Man" rerninded me of my own Iostness. The 

historical self of loneliness, unworthiness, and emptiness was reflected for me in his 

redness with no skin to hold him or identi& him. 1 realize now that the appropriate 

question is not, " Who is he?" The question that demands a more persona1 response is, 

'Who does he think h e  is?", which leads to the real question, "Who am I?" This is a 

question that is most difficult, if not impossible to answer fiom iostness. During my dark 

night I could not have raised an answer out of rny darkness. I was lost in my own hell of 

intimate "poverty and misery". St. John of the Cross descnies the experience as: 

... he [sic] feels very vividly indeed in the shadow of death, the  sighs of death, and 
the sorrows of hell, al1 of which reflect the feeling of God's absence, of being 
chastised and rejected by Him, and of being unworthy of Him, as well as the 
object of His anger. The sou1 experiences al1 of this and even more, for now it 
seems this afftiction will last forever ... This property rnakes the sou1 feel within 
itself..its own intimate poverty and misery ... These are the ones who go down into 
hell alive p s .  54: 161 "' 

The CO-researchers echoed much of what John of the Cross has described. Gamma 

compared his teenage years with his expenence in prison. "Tt's like being in heI1." His 

-- 

'"St. John of the Cross, p. 384-385 
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anger at his condition is reflected in the fantasy of getting "a baseball bat or gun" and 

destroying the "tough yys . "  They are the ones who remind him of his own weakness 

and his self image of having "something wrong with me." My anger was directed at the 

church which demanded perfection for ministry, but the real target of my cry was at my 

sense of self as being unworthy in my imperfection. When John of the Cross reflected 

back on his own t ime in prison, he saw it as "the loving mother of the grace of It 

was, for him, a time to recreate. His description is one that I can appreciate fiom my 

own view in the light of God's grace. 

This is a shallow statement, however, for someone still living in the fires of hell. 

They have no experience to which they can relate these joyous words since they have 

never recreated. They are unable to reflect back because they have not moved out of the 

experience in which they are trapped At this point, their experience of self and their 

experience of God is far fiom being an experience of "the loving mother of the gace of 

God." They are stuck in an understanding of the permanence of their condition. 

Alpha's resignation to hell resounds in his statement: "But 1 will always corne back 

around to where I was before." Their self image is raw and fomless because they do not 

have the skin of self understanding to hold in the essence of who they are - that which 

gives them their self identity. Each is a "Red Man" pennanently fixed on a pillar of pain. 



Rahner links self expenence w-th God experience. They are linked in such a way 

that no experience is possible without a unity of self experience and God experience. 

They are not identical, but separated they both would be lost. 

...[ the] experience of God and the experience of self are not simply identical, still 
both of them exist within a unity of such a kind that apart fiom this unity it is 
quite impossible for there to be any such experiences at all. Constantly both 
would be lost, each in its own way.'lg 

The CO-researchers' historical image of self is tied to their historical image of God in 

such a way that one cannot change without changing the other. The two are so 

intrinsically involved that no experience OF one is possible without a corresponding 

experience of the other. 

This unity consists far more than in the fact that the original and ultimate 
expenence of God constitutes the enabling condition of, and an intrinsic element 
in, the experience of self in such a way that without this experience of God no 
experience of self is possible. In other words, the persona1 history of the 
experience of God signifies, over and above itself, the persona1 history of the 
sel f,"'20 

For the CO-researchers, their historical experience of God was a God that demanded good 

works. It was important for them to help others and to do good works. Gamma saw 

this as "another part of my life, to do good" God is pleased only when "you tum your 

life around and you do betteryy. That means when the person does something "bad 

enough" to go to prison God is not pleased and does not dwell with them in the 

"?Car[ Rahner, "Expenence of Self and Experience of God", Theolomcal . Vol. 
XIII, New York: Seabury Press, 1975, p. 125. 

1201bid, p. 125 
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monastery of the damned. I f  God does not accept them where they are, how can they 

accept themselves? For self acceptance to take place, a new experience of God is 

necessary and, unfortunately, the reverse is also tnie. 

This may give some indication of why the life changing stories of former inmates 

are so popular as reading matenal in prisons. These books have a cornmon theme that 

runs throughout their stories. Each one tells how the person came to conversion by 

accepting that they were accepted by God, in spite of their unacceptability. God in these 

stories is a loving God, a God who waits with open arms for the child to retum. This is a 

new experience of God that demands a new expenence of self, a self that is both shadow 

and light - wholly acceptable to God This is not a condoning of the behaviors that 

separated them fiom God. With self acceptance cornes responsiïbility for the new 

experience and the historical experience of seK This new experience is a fantasy for 

most but one that is very appealing. Beta's statement that "you think he would have 

better planned it out and made a better person", or Gamma's 9 can't believe 1 did that", 

give an indication that responsibility is a deterrent to changing the expenence of self 

In Christian doctine, love of God, love of self, love of neighbor, and 

responsibility exist in a Thou and 1 relationship. Rahner's thesis is that: 

Life in its full sense is in the concrete achieved in knowledge and freedom in 
which the '1' is always related to a 'Thou' ... arising at the same moment ... in its 



encounter with the otber person by recognizing itself to be different fiom that 
other person, and at the same time identiQing itself with the other person."' 

The relationship with others forms a triad, linking God, neighbor, and sel< Each has 

their own identity that is separate, but at the same tirne, is in a binding relationship. 

From the Christian doctrine of love of neighbor as one loves self, this constitutes a unity. 

Then, if the experience of God and the experience of self are one, it also follows that 

"the experience of self and the encounter with other are one, that al1 three of these 

experiences ultimately constitute a single reality mutually conditioning one an~ the r . " ' ~  

This is significant for the lost sou1 experience. The CO-researchers' encounten with 

others were not accepting, supportive, or nurturing. Fathers of the CO-researchen were, 

for the most part, absent or preoccupied with business related matters. None of the co- 

researchers reported positive expet-ïences with their fathers, even in the absence of 

physical or emotional abuse. This has been dealt with in an earlier chapter but it is 

important to note that the disciplinarian role of the fathers, the yelling reported, and the 

demands for improved behaviour attributed to their fathers are similar to their reported 

experience of God as "other," a God who demands more of, or better, from them. 

In spite of their daims of having loving and nurturing mothers, the co- 

researchen' experience with their mothers was conditional on "good" behaviour. Delta's 

mother reminded him that she "almost died giving birth." Beta's mother received his gift 

121 Rahner, p. 127. 
lUlbid, p. 128. 



of a GED certificate in silence. And Alpha's grandmother chastised him for expressing 

his true feelings. Norte of these experiences were nurturing but they helped to forni the 

historical experiences of self, God , and other- Without the New Being as a new 

experience of Go4 a new experience of self is not possible, and visa versa. The question 

is "Which cornes fîrst?" The likely answer is that these are separate changes in 

experience but they are so enmeshed in one another that they will be experienced as a 

single unified change. Until those in the lost sou1 experience are able to accept a change 

in their experience of self and in their experience of God, the status quo will be 

maintained. 



Chapter Vm 

Theological implications for the Practice of Ministry 

As 1 contemplate on the experience of doing this project, I am drawn back to the 

parable of the nch man and Lazarus, as told in Luke 16: 19-3 1. In this parable, we find a 

rich man in a place of tonnent that is separated fiom Abraham, the father of the human 

race. It is important to note, that this not a separate place but rather a separation within a 

single place. 

I find it fascinating that tradition cannot leave this rich man unnamed. In the 

parable he is simply caIled "a rich man." Tradition has it, however, that his name was 

Dives, which is simply Latin for rich man. Therefore, ifs  not his real name. The name 

Dives does not identiQ the person. It only identifies his econornic and social state. Yet, 

he has become known as the person named Dives. Perhaps he i s  meant to be nameless in 
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this story for a reason. Tradition, however, couid not settle for this practice of allowing 

the Lord to leave him nameless. Ta be separated from God is one thing, but to be 

separated fiom God and to lose one's identity is a condition too unbearable to allow. 

Having no name is paramount to having no existence. It is a penon's name that 

identifies who they are and, therefore,. Having a name is significant for their ascent into 

the Kingdom. It declares their heritage and place of ongin, or at least, the place of ongin 

of their ancestors. A name signifies, not only that the person exists, but more importantly 

that they have a place of belonging. In ancient Egyptian, .iewish and Gnostic Apocalyptic 

literature, there is a cornmon tradition that the soul will be interrogated at the time of 

death. Throughout this literature, the sou1 is interrogated with three questions as it 

approaches the entrance of the Kingdom. 

The first question is similar to that found in The Gospel Accordinn To ~ h o r n a s ' ~  

The question asked is this. "From where have you originated?" (Log. 50, 89:32) The 

answer given in Thomas indicates that it is nota geographical location that is being 

sought, but rather the essence fiom which the person has come. The soul is instructed to 

Say, "We have come from the light where the light has onginated through itself It stood 

and it revealed itself in their image." This response links the soul clearly to the essence 

1 23 See A. Guillaumont, H-Ch. Puech, G. Quispel, W.TiII, and Yassah ABD Al 
Masih, The Gospel of Thomas, London: Collins, 1959. 
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of their being. The soul has been created fiom the light that has pierced into the 

darkness. Dives, in the parable of Luke, calls out to the Father Abraham indicating that 

he identifies Abraham as his father, as does Lazams. In a similar way, the CO-researchers 

in this project clearly undentood that their creation was at the hand of God. Throughout 

this project, there was never a sense that God did not exist. For these CO-researchers God 

most definitely existed, but existed in a place apart from them. 

ln my own journey, I can identi@ with this sense of belonging to God, yet at the 

same tirne being separated fiom the God of my being. John of the Cross States that the 

path of ascent, through the dark night of the soul, lies in a three fold joumey. Tt requires 

"mortification of the appetites, the journey of faith, and God's communication to the 

~oul."'*~ The process of purification is not an easy one, even for those who have some 

experience of God. Leaving behind woridIy riches is not a as dificult as it seems if no 

pleasure has been denved h m  them. Iri my own case, leaving behind a business, an 

affluent Iifestyle, and al1 the trappings OP the rich became increasingly less difficult the 

longer 1 went feeling unfulfilled. The CO-researchers would have gladly thrown off their 

worldly pleasures for inner peace if they could have believed it possible. But 

I z4~or  a complete description see, John of the Cross, 'The Ascent of Mount 
Carmel", found in the Collected Works cited earlier, p. 73-292 
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mortification is only an option if the person believes that there is something better to 

replace what ever is to be discarded. 

Such a belief requires faith that is based in experience. r had a mother who was 

interested in how my day was going. 1 had a father who sacnficed his cigarettes for two 

pay penods in a row so he could buy tires and îubes for an old bicycle of mine. 1 had a 

wife and family who would follow me anywhere if 1 felt 1 needed to go. The men in this 

project had a limited experience of God through the hands of others, in particular, 

through significant others. Their mothers were passive in their relationships with their 

sons. iheir fathers were demanding and chastised weahmess without affinning strengths. 

If God is to be experienced through others than God was not modeled as a loving and 

accepting Being, quick to love and slow to punish. The God of unconditional love 

existed only as a myth for these men. Finally, my ascent was possible because whenever 

I cried out in the past I survived. My situations always changed, not always in a way 1 

would prefer, but they changed none the less. I knew how to pray and 1 knew how to 

wait and listen. Again, this is experience that fortifies faith. Life, for the CO-researchers 

in the project, was relentlessly unchanging. They did not know how to pray or how to 

listen for God's communication to them. Without ant experience to guide them, there 

was no expectation for communication with God so, therefore, no reason to listen. The 
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channel to a God who could help them to corne to h o w  themselves remained unopened, 

or at least, unused. 

In the Luke's parable, Dives knows who Abraham is and he knows that there is 

some kind of connection between himself and Abraham, even if it may have been in the 

distant past. He does not, however, have an experience outside of his appetite for 

worldliness to guide his ascent tu unification with his creator, Abraham. His connection, 

however, has never been cornpletely severed because in the parable he cries out to Father 

Abraham and the relationship is not denied when Abraham responds. But having no 

experience of needing Abraham in life, he does not ask to be freed fiom his fate but asks 

ûnly that his suffering be quenched. 

The second question asked of the sou1 during its interrogation at the entrance to 

the Kingdom is: "Who are you?" (Log. 50,90:2) This is a much more difficult question 

to answer. The response given in the Gospel of Thomas is, "We are His sons and we are 

the elect of the living Father." (Log. 50,90:3-4) 

There is no question that Dives recognizes that he  is the son of the living Father. 

However, the difference between him and Lazarus is that he now recognizes that he is 

not one of the elect. Dives does not understand the meaning of his condition as a result 

of his past life of luxury. This is illustrated in his desire to put Lazarus into his s e ~ c e  
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by sending him over to him with a few drops of water for his ton y e .  This i s  the same 

request that Lazarus had asked of hirn. Lazarus had asked for the crumbs From the table 

of the rich man. The tables are now reversed and Dives is forced to ask for crumbs from 

Lazanis. They have switched places and Lazarus enjoys the ultimate intimacy in the 

bosom of Abraham while Dives an yishes alone in his suffering. Unfortunately, the only 

mercy Dives knows to ask for is some temporary relief from his thirst. He does not ask 

for the intimacy that Lazarus enjoys either, because he does not know what it means or 

he does feel that he is deserving, or a combination of both Lazarus has Iefi his tomb 

behind while Dives has just begun to recognize his condition as entombment. 

Luke's Abraham points out that because of a life of service, Lazarus is deserving 

of the joys and the riches of the Kingdom. On the other hand, Dives has enjoyed his 

riches while on earth and is no longer deserving of the riches of the Kingdom. This sense 

of undesering was very evident throughout this project. The CO-researchen had self- 

images very like Dives. They rnost certainly did not consider themselves to be n'ch or to 

have had privileged positions, but they did see themselves as being undesenring of the 

riches enjoyed by Dives. They identified with Lazanis, with his sores and with being left 

at the gate to beg. But they could not identiw with rewards that Lazarus had gained in 

the Kingdom. This is because they did not understand who they were. Their identity had 
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been lost. They were as nameless as the rïch man. They could not answer the question, 

"Who are you?" Because they could not identiw themselves, they could not daim their 

place as members of the elect, 

The CO-researchers are lefi with the question of their identity still unanswered. 

Unable to answer this question, they are not able to go on to the third question which is: 

"What is the sign of your Father in you?" This is the sign of goodness. The co- 

researchers could not identie this sign within themselves. Because they did not h o w  

who they were or what it was that kept them connected to Go4 the sign of their 

goodness, a great gulf appeared to separate them fiom God. Without a clear 

understanding and acceptance of who they are, this gulf becomes permanent and cannot 

be bridged. The question that 1 am left with is this: "If the abyss is permanent, is there 

any hope for these individuals or is the bridge to the Kingdom also the bridge to 

wholeness, and in finding wholeness, the abyss is obiiterated?" 

I am forced to look to examine my own experience to try to understand how to 

answer these question . 1 find myself now looking back to the periods of time when I 

experienced the great abyss in my own life. Looking back, however, I can only conclude 

that it never existed. Unfominately, this interpretation of the abyss can only corne in 

retrospect following the ascent to wholeness. Hope cornes kom faith that is rooted in 
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experience. In my own case, my trust in God to cany me me through the most difficult 

times was based in experience, transfonned into faith. Trust in God must always be 

based in some experience of that same God in one's life. 

There have been many times when I have experienced extreme fear or anxiety. In 

those times, 1 cned out to God and the fear or anxiety dissipated. For the most part, this 

was the result of simply surviving the event or crisis that had afflicted me. As a child, 1 

recall waking up and finding that the house was empty. I thought that my parents had 

abandoned me. Intense terror overcame me as 1 ran wildly about the house, seeking the 

love and comfort of my mother or father. Finally, overcome by terror, 1 ran From the 

house only to find my parents working in the garden in the backyard. The greatness of 

God is understood fiom the other side of the abyss, looking back into the darkness. Once 

having been reassured that my parents were still there, 1 was able to return to the ernpty 

house without fear, without terror. 

In the midst of terror and pain, it seems endless. Dives accepts that the rejection 

of his plea is the sign that his place in the fires of hell is permanent. He does not request 

any more help for himself, but accepts his fate. Instead, h e  asks that Abraham send 

Lazarus to his brothers to wam them of his pain and suffering. 
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Many of the CO-researchers wanted to go out and to speak to young people to 

wam them not to follow in their footsteps. They accepted that their condition was 

permanent and that there was no hope for them because they had no expenence of ever 

escaping the terror of their pain. God exists for these individuals but God is not a part of 

their expetience. Therefore, their image of God standing apart from them, with others 

different from themselves, cannot change. niey do not understand who God is because 

they do not understand who they are. niese individuals are Red Men in the most 

deepest sense. They had no skin of expenence to hold them together so that they could 

continue on the mystical joumey and be unified with the essence of their being. As the 

"Red Man" looks down fiom his perch at the world passing by, busily going about it's 

business, having purpose and a reason to move, he sits motionless with nowhere to go 

and no-one to go with. 

As I reflect back over this project chills mn down my spine, just as they did in the 

encounter, many years ago, with a man who said he had no soul. Instead of flowing from 

essence to ecstacy, these individuals have fallen fiom essence to existence. What they do 

not understand is that, even in existence, the essence of their being cannot be obliterated. 

Ecstacy is al1 on the other side of the abyss, but the essence of who they are is still with 

them. Even non-experience cannot deny God. The challenge then, for the practice of 



ministry, is to hetp these individuals to refocus, not on the other side of the abyss that is 

beyond their reach but, rather, within themselves where the same essence that they seek 

still exins. "Cheap gra~e"'*~ will not sufice to bring these individuals into wholeness. I 

cannot teIl them that they are loved and everything will be alright They have no 

expenence of this and it will simply fa11 on deaf ears. Such a staternent would presume 

that I know them and that 1 understand their experience and that I can solve it for them. 

This would be a great disservice to them. 

I do not know them and I cannot know them except through the love of God. 

Bonhoeffer states the challenge most clearly. 

We are separated from one another by an unbridgeable gulf of othemess and 
strangeness which resists al1 our attempts to overcorne i t  by means of natural 
association or emotional or spiritual union. There is no way from one person to 
another. However loving and sympathetic we i q  to be, however sound our 
psychology however h n k  and open our behaviour we cannot penetrate the 
incognito of the other man [sic], for there are no direct relationships, not even 
between sou1 and soul. Christ stands between us, and we can only get in touch 
with our neighbors with Hirn.lz6 

The path to wholeness has a price. It must be paid if the knowledge and ecstacy 

of "costly gra~e"'~' is to be experienced. In other words, they must not be misled into 

12'~ietrich Bonhoeffer, The Cost of dis ci pl es hi^, New York: MacMillan, 1967, 
p. 35. 

'*%id, p. 87- 
I2'Ibid, p. 36 
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believing that there is an easy way out. The only path to wholeness is through the tomb 

of guilt and decay. There is no easy way. The challenge for me, as a care giver, is to 

meet them in the tomb. I cannot know their pain because of their othemess but 1 can be 

in touch with them through Christ, the New Being for ail of us. This is our cornmon 

healer. It is a joumey that we share, though separately, as we seek to obl iterate the 

abyss. 
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APPENDIX A 

ETHICAL REVIEW FORM 
FOR 

RESEARCH WOLVR\TG HUMAN SUBJECTS 

Date: 21 September, 1998 

Principle investigator: F. Chnstopher Coffin @.Man. candidate, 
St. Stephen's College, Edmonton, Alberta) 

Title of research project: in Search ofthe Lost Sou1 - kts experience and meaning. 

Project dates: From October 1, 1998 till April 1,2000. 



A) Purposes of the proposed research: 

To explore and describe the lived experience of the lost sou1 and to search for the 
meaning of this phenomenon for those who have experienced it. 

B) Research method: 

The methodology will use semi structured interviews to collect raw data. These will be 
field based, in depth interviews purposed to explore both the experience and meaning of 
estrangement frorn the essence of being, as understood and outlined in the works of Paul 
Tillich. The results will be a detailed description of the phenomenon from the 
perspective of the CO-researchers. The major themes and patterns in the data wil1 be 
identified using an interpretational analysis of the CO-researchers' responses. A reflective 
analysis will fùrther attempt to elucidate and evaluate the phenomenon. The research 
report will combine objective wïting, using analytical and interpretational styles, with 
illustrative narratives from the CO-researchers. The author will attempt to convey the co- 
researchers reality and the spiritual meaning that it holds for them. 

The research sample will be made up of three to five sentenced inmates from the prison 
population of Atlantic Canada. They will be identified through the experience of prison 
chaplains who have been briefed on the research topic. Final selection of potential co- 
researchers will be made by the primary researcher. 

Each selected CO-researcher will be interviewed within their own setting. This is likely to 
be in the chape1 or chaplain's office of their respective institutions. lntenriews are ' 

anticipated to be 60 to 90 minutes in duration. The first phase of the interview process 
will explore the context of the experience. This phase wiII be called "the story". The 
second phase of the interviews wilI be noted as "the experience." What was or is it like 
for them? How is it experienced? The third phase of the interview process will focus on 
the meaning of the experience. This phase will attempt to explore how the experience 
has affected them. It is anticipated that the interview process will require a minimum of 
two separate interviews- 

C) POTENTlAL RISKS: 

Risks of a negative nature to the psychological and spiritual well-being of the co- 
researchers is minimal. In the event that the articulation of their experiences appears to 
have a negative impact on the CO-researcher the intewiew process will be halted. They 



will then be given the opportunity to debrief with a member of the institution's health or 
spiritual team. 

D) POTENTIAL BENEFITS: 

The literature that is applicable to this phenomenon clearly identifies it as a basic 
existential issue in the spiritual life of humanity. It would seem, therefore, that any 
research that would help to understand this phenomenon would be of benefit. It would be 
of particular benefit and interest to those who minister to the spiritual needs of those who 
experience themselves as being estranged from God. The results may also help to nourish 
and enliven the spiritual life of the broader church. 

E) WFORMED CONSENT: 

Prior to the start of interviews, al1 CO-researchers \vil1 be given an outline of the research 
process. They will be informed of the intended use for the data and asked to indicate 
their consent to participate by signing a consent form. (See Appendix B) 

F) ANONYMlTY AND CONFIDENTLALITY OF DATA: 

Absolute anonymity cannot be yaranteed. Several individuals will be involved in the 
selection process and will, therefore, have knowledge of the potential candidates. The 
researcher will attempt to protect the anonymity of al1 CO-researchers by limiting 
geographical notations to Atlantic Canada, rather than naming specific institutions or 
regions. Each CO-tesearcher will be assigned a code number that will be known onty to 
the primary researcher. pseudonyms be used in the final report and, if necessary, 
identities will be disguised without distorting the data Each CO-researcher wiil be asked 
to approve the profile of themselves to be used in the final report. 

The researcher will promise to keep confidential and private al1 information that is not 
germane to the purpose of the research. The obvious exception will be the expenence 
that is being studied. 

G )  HOW CO-RE3EARCRERS WTLL BE INFORMED OF THE RESEARCH 
RESULTS: 

In order to verim that the results are twe reflections of the CO-researchers expenences 
and that i t  holds meaning for them, where possible, passages and interpretations will be 



marked and shared wiih them. They wiI1 be asked to ven@ that the researcher has given 
a tme representation. Any additional input, comrnents, or objections will be noted and 
added to the material. The final report will be shared with al1 of the CO-researchers and 
copies provided for them, 

11) BUDGET DETAIL AND JUSTIFICATION: 

Not Applicable. 

1) AGREEMENT: 

I agree to conduct my research in an ethical manner, as approved by the Ethics 
Cornmittee. Any changes in the approved procedure will be reported to this committee 
immediately along with reasons precipitating them. Such changes will require additional 
approval kom the cornmittee and 1 agree to having the committee review my plans 
should any change become necessary. 

F. Christopher Coffin 

2 1 September, 1998 



CONSENT FORM 

RESEARCH PROJECT: 

1N SEARC13 OF THE LOST SOUL - 
ITS EXPERIENCE AND MEANING 

Primary Researcher: F. ChrÎstopher Coffin 
October, 1998 - Aptil, 1999 

Part A: Description of the research project 

The purpose of this research is to explore and describe the lived experience of the lost 
sou1 and to search for the meaning of this phenomenon for those who have experienced 
it. The research wilI seek an in-depth understanding of the experience of being estranged 
fiom the essence of being. The research will then seek the meaning of the experience for 
those who have lived it. 

The methodology will use serni-structured interviews to collect raw data. These will be 
field based, in depth interviews purposed to explore both the experience and meaning of 
estrangement fiom the essence of being, as understood and outIined in the works of Paul 
Ti1 lich. The results will be a detailed description of the phenomenon fiom the 
perspective of the CO-researchers. The major themes and patterns in the data wii1 be 
identified using and interpretational analysis of the CO-researchers responses. A reflective 
analysis will atternpt to elucidate and evaluate the phenomenon. The research report will 
combine objective witing, using analytical: and interpretational styles, with illustrative 
narratives from the CO-researchers. The author will attempt to convey the CO-researchers 
reality and the spintual meaning that it holds for them. 

The research sample will be made up of three to five sentenced inmates fiom the pnson 
population of Atlantic Canada. They will be identified through the  experience of prison 



chaplains who have been hnefed on the research topic. Final selection OF potential co- 
researchers will be made by the pnrnary researcher. 

Each selected CO-researcher will be interviewed within their own setting. This is Iikely to 
be in the chape1 or chaplain's office of their respective institutions. Interviews are 
anticipated to be 60 to 90 minutes in duration. The initial interview process will explore 
the context of the experience. This phase will be called "the storytf. The second phase of 
the interviews will noted as "the experience." What was or is it like for them? How is it 
experienced? The third phase of the interview process will focus on the meaning of the 
experience. This phase will explore how the experience has affected them. It is 
anticipated that the interview process will require a minimum of two separate interviews. 
In the event that the articulation of their experiences appear to have a negative impact on 
the CO-researcher the interview process will be halted. They will then be given the 
opportunity to debrief with a member of the institution's health or spintual team. Ail co- 
researchers shall have the n'ght to withdraw fiom the project at an*-rne. 

Absolute anonymity cannot be guaranteed. several individuals will be involved in the 
selection process and will, therefore, have Iinowledge of the potential candidates. The 
researcher will attempt to protect the anonymity of al1 CO-researchers by limiting 
geographical notations to Atlantic Canada, rather than naming specific institutions or 
regions. Each CO-researcher will be assigned a code number that will be known only 10 
the pnmary researcher. Pseudonyms will be used in the final report and, if necessary, 
identities will be dis y i s e d  without distorting the data. Each CO-researcher will be asked 
to approve the profile of them to be used in the final report. 

The researcher will promise to keep alï information confidential and pivate that is not 
gemane to the purpose of the research. The obvious exception being the experience that 
is being studied. 



Part B: Acknowledgement of Consent 
by Research Project Co-resea rcher 

1 acknowledge that the research procedures outlined above have been answered to my 
satisfaction to me and that any questions that I have asked have been answered to my 
satisfaction. I have been given a copy of this protocol. 1 have been made aware that I may 
contact the researcher designated on this form it 1 have any further questions. I know that 
rny participation in this study is purely voluntary and that appropriate levels of anonymity 
and confidentiality ~i l l  be maintained. 1 undentand, too, that I am fiee to withdraw fiom 
this study at any time. 

My signature below indicates that I have read and understood these protocols and that 1 
am wllling to participate in this research project. 

Signature: 

Date: 




